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1 Executive Summary

This study compared different versions of American Community Survey data tables with a
data reliability indicator based on the coefficient of variation. The tables differed in terms of
whether the data reliability legend was displayed above the table or behind a link, “Reliable”
or “Not Very Reliable” was listed first, or whether it was color–coded. There were few key
differences between the tables in terms of user accuracy in finding answers to the tasks.
The usability goals were met for accuracy of responses and users satisfaction for all of the
conditions (although the goal was not met for all data products). However, the efficiency
goal was not met for several of the table types. As with previous tests, key usability issues
were confusion about the meaning of “reliability” and what the cut–offs for the different
levels of reliability were. Evidence from an analysis of efficiency and task difficulty ratings
indicated that including the data reliability indicator above the table may have a slightly
negative impact.

2 Abstract

This study was the third round of usability testing for the Data Reliability Indicator for
American Community Survey (ACS) data tables proposed by the sponsor team. Sixteen pro-
totype tables with a data reliability indicator based on an estimate’s coefficient of variation
were tested. Each reliability indicator had three levels: “Reliable,” “Somewhat Reliable,”
and “Not Very Reliable.” We tested whether the location of the data reliability legend,
whether the indicator was color–coded or plain text, and whether the “Reliable” or “Not
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Very Reliable” level was listed first in the legend made a difference in the accuracy, efficiency,
or user satisfaction of data users in responding to the tasks.

The usability goals for response accuracy and user satisfaction were met for all of the con-
ditions, but the goal for efficiency was not met for several conditions, mostly for easy and
medium–difficulty tasks.

More detailed results and potential usability issues are discussed.

Key Words: data reliability indicator, coefficient of variation, color-coded data
tables, usability

3 Introduction

This was the third round in a series of usability tests of the proposed data reliability indicator
(Ashenfelter, Beck, & Murphy, 2009; Ashenfelter, 2010). A group of American Community
Survey (ACS) data users from both inside and outside of the Census Bureau were recruited
as participants for this round of testing. Findings from this third round of testing will inform
the design-and-development team on areas of user satisfaction and success as well as areas
where the participants struggled while using the data.

3.1 Background

This project aimed to address an issue that arises with the ACS data tables because the
estimates have varying levels of reliability. Some of the data, especially some single-year
estimates, have high coefficients of variation (CVs). Some users may use the estimates
without taking into account their reliability (i.e., ignoring or misunderstanding the margin
of error currently provided with the ACS estimates) (Tersine, 2010).1 The goal of this
project is help data users more easily detect potential reliability issues as measured by the
CV (although the decision of whether or not to use the estimate is ultimately the data
user’s).

The proposed method for addressing the presentation of the reliability of the estimate was
to color-code a reliability indicator for each estimate with the appropriate level of reliability
along with an associated word (e.g., “Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable”), as measured by
the coefficient of variation (Whitford & Weinberg, 2008). The choice of CV as the estimate
of sampling error to be tested was based on the goal to produce a standardized measure of
reliability that might be easier for users to interpret. Although the margin of error (MOE)
is currently provided with each estimate, ACS data users often ignore the MOE.

As a starting point, a categorization based on the coefficient of variation was proposed by
the sponsoring team in the Decennial Statistical Studies Division (DSSD) (Tersine, 2010;
Whitford & Weinberg, 2008). The idea was to color-code the estimate according to its relia-
bility, as evaluated by its associated CV. “Reliable” was defined as CV ≤ 0.15, “Somewhat

1Although estimates of lower reliability are still useful in many applications.
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Reliable” was defined as 0.15 < CV ≤ 0.35, and “Not Very Reliable” was defined as CV >
0.35 (or zero estimates). A color–coded data reliability column was added to the tables for
the prototypes since Section 508 standards prevent the color-coding of the estimate. Consis-
tent with the first two rounds of testing, a red color indicates a low-reliability estimate and
green indicates a reliable estimate. However, the number of levels to include in the indicator
was not tested in this round, since the decision was made to test only a three–level indicator
further after the first and second rounds of testing. For this round, versions of the tables
that did not have color–coding associated with the reliability indicator were also tested.
Mid-range reliability is indicated by yellow coding. The prototypes that were tested in this
third-round evaluation of the ACS data reliability indicators are included in Appendix A.

The tasks that participants completed for the third round of testing are provided as Appendix
B. These tasks were kept as similar as possible to those used in the previous round of
usability testing, but they were updated to incorporate findings from the prior testing as
well as feedback from team members and the Census Bureau’s Methodology and Standards
Council.

3.2 Research Goals

The usability goals for this study were defined in three categories: user accuracy, efficiency,
and satisfaction.

Goal 1: To achieve a high level of accuracy in completing the given tasks using the data
tables. The goal for the third round of testing was set at 80% accuracy. A related sub–
goal was to evaluate whether the color–coded and text–only data reliability indicators would
prompt users to pay attention to and report an estimate’s reliability.

Goal 2: To achieve a high level of efficiency in using the data tables. It was decided that
the participants should be able to complete the tasks in an efficient manner taking no longer
than 3 minutes for a harder task, 2 minutes for a medium task, and 1 minute for an easier
task.

Goal 3: For the users to experience a moderate to high level of satisfaction from their expe-
rience with the data tables. A tailored version of the University of Maryland’s Questionnaire
for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS) (Chin, Diehl, & Norman, 1988) was implemented.
The overall mean of the QUIS ratings for the data tables should be above the mean (above
5 on a nine-point scale, where 1 is the lowest rating and 9 is the highest rating). The same
should hold true for the individual QUIS items.

3.3 Scope

A specific set of user interactions with the tables (as portrayed in the prototypes provided
by the sponsor) was within the scope of the usability evaluation. The user interface was
not tested for compliance with Section 508 regulations, although members of the Systems
Support Division (SSD) did consult with the usability and sponsor team about potential
accessibility issues associated with color–coding data tables before the first round of usability
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testing took place. Before the table tables can be accessed through a government Web site,
they must comply with Section 508 regulations or obtain a waiver.

3.4 Assumptions

• Participants had at least one year of prior Internet and computer experience.

• Participants had prior knowledge of how to navigate a Web site.

• Participants had some prior familiarity with the ACS and/or survey data.

• Participants had no known disabilities, but were screened for color blindness.

4 Method

4.1 Participants

The original goal for this study was to recruit forty participants from the metro Washington,
D.C. area from a list of local ACS data users to come to the SRD Usability Laboratory in
Suitland, MD for testing. However, the usability staff encountered difficulty with recruiting
participants and only 21 people participated in the study. Participants were recruited from
email lists including the Association of Public Data Users (APDU), Census Information
Centers (CIC), State Data Centers (SDC), the Census Advisory Committee, and the D.C.
chapter of the American Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR). The goal for
the CIC, SDC, and Advisory Committee participants was to recruit the constituents of these
organizations, but we also accepted the members themselves. Local teachers and graduate
students were recruited through Craigslist and emails sent to the principals of the schools
and Universities.

Each participant had at least one year of prior experience in navigating different Web sites.
Participants varied in their levels of familiarity with the ACS and ACS data tables, but
all were at least aware of the American Community Survey data products. The amount of
time that participants reported using ACS data products or tabulations ranged from two
years to the very beginning of the ACS. The average age of the participants was 38.2, with
a minimum of 23 and a maximum of 70.

Observers from the Decennial Statistical Studies Division (DSSD) Data Reliability Indicator
team were invited to watch the usability tests on television screens in a separate room from
the participant and test administrator.
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4.2 Facilities and Equipment

Testing Facilities

The participant sat in a small room (5K512), facing a one-way glass and a wall camera, in
front of an LCD monitor equipped with an eye-tracking machine that is placed on a table at
standard desktop height. The participant and test administrator were in the same room for
the reading of the general protocol, the think–aloud practice, and eye–tracking calibration.
The test administrator then went into the control room for the usability testing segment
of the session and returned to sit in the same room as the participant for the debriefing
segment.

Computing Environment

The participant’s workstation consisted of a Dell personal computer, a 17-inch Tobii LCD
monitor (Tobii model T120) equipped with cameras for eye tracking, a standard keyboard,
and a standard mouse with a wheel. The operating system was Windows XP for all partici-
pants.

Audio and Video Recording

Video of the application on the participant’s monitor was fed through a PC Video Hyper-
converter Gold Scan Converter, mixed in a picture-in-picture format with the camera video,
and recorded via a Sony DSR-20 digital Videocassette Recorder on 124-minute, Sony PDV
metal-evaporated digital videocassette tape. Audio for the videotape was picked up from
one desk and one ceiling microphone near the participant. The audio sources are mixed in
a Shure audio system, eliminating feedback, and fed to the videocassette recorder.

Eye–Tracking

The participant’s eye movements were recorded during the usability test using a trial version
of Tobii Studio Enterprise Edition (Tobii Technology, 2008). The Tobii eye-tracking device
monitors the participant’s eye movements and records eye-gaze data. The data recorded rep-
resent the physical position of the eye as measured by the the reflection of a near–infrared
beam off of the pupil. The horizontal and physical position of the pupil are recorded for both
eyes at a rate of 120 Hz (e.g., 120 samples per second) on this eye tracker model. This type of
eye-tracking requires the calibration of each eye. Data collected from the eye-tracking device
includes eye-gaze position, timing for each data point, eye position, and areas of interest.
The Tobii eye tracker records data at a rate of 120 Hz. When a participant looks away or
blinks, or if the eye tracker loses track of the participant’s pupil, this data is recorded as
missing data and this does not stop the data recording. Often, the eye tracker will regain
tracking status of the participant’s pupil and data recording will begin again within a few
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seconds following a glance away from the computer screen.

4.3 Materials

Usability testing required the use of various testing materials. Testing materials included
the following items provided in the appendices. There were sixteen different prototypes cor-
responding to different possible ways of displaying the data reliability indicator and different
ACS data products. For this round of testing, the following ACS data products were tested:
Data Profile, Selected Population Profile, Subject Table, Detailed Table, and Geographic
Comparison. Versions of these prototypes are available in Appendix A. Following the initial
probe item (i.e., “What is the first thing that that you noticed about this table?”), the
tasks for each prototype were tailored to the geography and type of table being tested (see
Appendix B).

Prototypes

Sixteen tables with different versions of a three-level data reliability indicator were tested in
this third-round investigation. Some tables had a data reliability indicator legend above the
table and some had the legend located behind a “View Table Notes” link. This comparison
was made because a meeting with members of the Census Bureau’s Data Access and Dis-
semination System Office (DADSO) revealed that because of lack of free space on the ACS
data tables currently available through American Factfinder (AFF), the legend may have to
be placed behind this link in order to implement the data reliability indicator. Also, some
prototypes used color–coding in the the data reliability indicator, while some used only text
without color. Some prototype tables had “Reliable” listed first in the reliability indica-
tor legend, while some had “Not Very Reliable” listed first in order to test the “stoplight”
analogy associated with the data reliability indicators. That is, we wanted to see whether
participants would have trouble understanding and using the indicator if the order of the
colors was reversed from a traditional stoplight. The prototypes from this round of testing
can be found in Appendix A.

Tasks

Members of the ACS data-reliability indicator team created the tasks, which can be found
in Appendix B. The tasks are designed to capture the participant’s interaction with, and
reactions to, the design and functionality of the ACS data reliability indicators. The first
question asked of the participants is not a task in the traditional sense because it asks them
to report the first thing that they notice about the tables, so it is called the “initial probe”
question and is not considered an official task. The rest of the tasks were designed so that
the participant would look for estimates that were located in different areas of the table.

General Protocol

Each participant was read a general protocol, which can be found in Appendix C. The test
administrator read some background material and explained several key points about the
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session. The general protocol emphasizes that the participant’s skills and abilities are not
being tested, but that the participant is helping in an evaluation of the data table’s overall
usability.

Consent Form

Prior to beginning the usability test, the participants completed a general consent form
supplied in Appendix D. The consent form documents the participant’s agreement to permit
videotaping of the testing session and states that the study is authorized under Title 13 of
the U.S. Code.

Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Computer Use and Internet Experience

Prior to the usability test, the participant completed this questionnaire, which gathered
information on the participant’s demographics, experience using statistics, computer use,
and Internet experience (Appendix E). This information helped us determine whether there
is a relationship between these three experience factors and performance and preference
scores found during testing.

Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS)

The original version of the QUIS includes dozens of items related to user satisfaction with
a user interface (Chin et al., 1988). In a usability test at the Census Bureau, SRD typically
uses 10 to 12 items that the usability team has tailored to the particular user interface
being evaluated. This study used a modified version that includes items worded for the ACS
data-reliability indicators context (Appendix F). The experimenter handed the QUIS to the
participant at the same time as the task-difficulty rating questionnaire (below).

Task-Difficulty Rating Questionnaire

Participants were asked to provide a difficulty rating for each task, which was used for
validation of the “medium” versus “hard” designation during analysis. This short survey
can be found in Appendix G.

Debriefing Questions

After completing the tasks, the experimenter read aloud debriefing questions to the partic-
ipants about their overall experience using the prototype ACS Data Reliability Indicator
(Appendix H). The debriefing questions included an inquiry about each participant’s color
vision. These questions are included in the debriefing segment of the protocol following
testing and not included in the survey administered to the participants before testing so as
not to prime them to focus intentionally on color during testing.

Procedure

Each participant was escorted to the usability lab at the U.S. Census Bureau headquarters
building in Suitland, Maryland. Upon arriving, the participant was seated with the test
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administrator in the testing room (5K512). The test administrator greeted the participant,
thanked him or her for his or her time, and read the general introduction. Next, the par-
ticipant read and signed the consent form. After signing the consent form, the participant
completed the questionnaire on demographics, experience with statistics, computer use and
Internet experience.

Since this test used the eye-tracking device, the participant’s eyes were calibrated after
the general protocol was read and the consent form was signed. Calibration was usually
completed in about fifteen to twenty seconds by having the participant look at a dot moving
across the computer screen. Once calibration was completed, the test administrator exited
the room and continued the testing process from the control room (5K509).

Following calibration, the participant began to complete the tasks on the ACS data reliability
indicators prototype. At the start of each task, the participant read the task aloud. While
completing the task, the participants were encouraged to think aloud and share what they
were thinking about the task. This interaction was not intended to be a conversation. If
at any time the participant became quiet, the test administrator probed the participant
about what they were looking for in the table. The content of the so-called “think-aloud”
protocol allows us to gain a greater understanding on how the participant is completing
the task and to identify issues with the tables. In order to make sure that the participants
understood what was expected by the instruction to think aloud, they engaged in a practice
think-aloud task where they walk through their thought process while performing a task
using a commonly accessed Web page (the end of Appendix C).

At the conclusion of each task, the participant stated a “final answer” to the task. During
the task or while watching the tapes of the sessions at a later time, the test administrator
noted any observable struggles or other noteworthy behaviors, including comments and body
language. After the participant completes all tasks, the eye-tracking device was stopped, the
test administrator returned to the testing room, and the video recording continued. The par-
ticipant then completed the modified QUIS and task-difficulty rating questionnaire silently.
When the participant completed the two paper forms, the test administrated asked the par-
ticipant a series of debriefing questions (Appendix H). At the conclusion of the usability
evaluation, the video recording was stopped. Overall, the usability session ran between 45
and 60 minutes.
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5 Results

5.1 Accuracy

Table 1 shows the average accuracy scores by table type and whether Usability Goal 1 of
80% correct responses was met. The averages reflect only those cases where there was a
direct comparison of the location of the legend, color order, or color–coding. The location
of the legend was manipulated for the Data Profile, Selected Population Profile, Subject,
and Geographic Comparison tables. The order of the colors in the data reliability legend
was manipulated for the Selected Population Profile and Geographic Comparison tables.
Whether or not the tables were color–coded was manipulated for the Data Profiles and the
Detailed Tables. Responses were considered correct if the participant reported the correct
estimate from the table. Table 1 shows that the usability goal was met for each of the
different conditions. This provides some evidence that the data reliability indicator has
about the same level of impact across these different methods of displaying it. However,
the goal was not met for all data products; the Selected Population Profile tables had an
accuracy score of 72% and the Detailed Tables had a score of just 67%.

Table 1: Accuracy Scores by Table Type

Table Type Tasks Average Score Goal Met?
Legend Above Table 73 86% Yes
Legend Behind Link 60 90% Yes
No Color 35 83% Yes
Color 42 83% Yes
Red First 32 90% Yes
Green First 32 81% Yes
Data Profile 49 88% Yes
Selected Pop. Profile 32 72% No
Subject Table 14 93% Yes
Detailed Table 21 67% No
Geographic Comparison 27 100% Yes
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5.2 Efficiency

The start and stop times for the different tasks were obtained from the time stamps on the
eye–tracking data in order to calculate average completion times for the tasks. The tasks
were rated by the usability staff and the sponsor team before testing began as being easy,
medium, or hard in difficulty. The average efficiency score for the easy tasks for across all
participants and all tables was 2.3 minutes, the average score for the medium tasks was 2.0
minutes, and the average efficiency score for the hard tasks was 2.4 minutes. The goal was
for participants to take 1 minute for an easier task, 2 minutes for a medium task, and 3
minutes for a harder task. The goal was met for the medium and hard tasks, but not for the
easy tasks. This finding may be related to participants having difficulty using the different
data products in general and may not be directly related to the data reliability indicator
itself.

Table 2 shows the efficiency scores by condition and whether or not the efficiency goal for
the easy, medium, and hard tasks were met for that condition. Efficiency averages were only
calculated for the tables where each condition was specifically manipulated. The efficiency
goals were not met for the easy tasks when the legend was behind the “View Table Notes”
link, the easy and medium tasks when the legend was above the table, the easy tasks for
both color orders, the easy tasks for the black and white table, or the easy and medium tasks
for the tables with a color–coded data reliability indicator.

Table 2: Average Efficiency Scores by Difficulty Rating

Condition Difficulty Average Eff. (min) Goal Met?
Legend Above Table Easy 2.4 No

Medium 2.3 No
Hard 2.7 Yes

Legend Behind Link Easy 2.5 No
Medium 1.6 Yes
Hard 2.0 Yes

No Color Easy 2.1 No
Medium 1.9 Yes
Hard 2.1 Yes

Color Easy 2.1 No
Medium 2.1 No
Hard 2.7 Yes

Red First Easy 2.1 No
Medium 2.4 No
Hard 2.3 Yes

Green First Easy 2.4 No
Medium 3.0 No
Hard 1.9 Yes

The efficiency goal for the easy tasks was not met by any of the conditions, although it
was met for the hard tasks for all of the conditions. Since ACS users in the field would
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presumably be more likely to consult the data reliability indicator for harder problems, the
fact that the goal was met for the harder tasks is a positive result. The easy and medium
tasks may have been more difficult than anticipated.

Table 3 shows the average efficiency scores for easy, medium, and hard tasks broken down
by table type and whether or not the usability goal for efficiency was met.

The usability goal for efficiency was not met for the easy or medium–difficulty tasks for the
Data Profile tables, any of the tasks for the Selected Population Profile tables, the easy
tasks for the Subject Tables, the easy tasks for the Detailed Tables, or the easy tasks for the
Geographical Comparison tables.

The efficiency goal set for the easy tasks was not met for any of the table types, and there was
no table type that met the goal for all the easy, medium, and hard tasks. The medium tasks
for the data profiles had the highest completion times. Again, both of these results could
indicate that the tasks, especially the easy and medium–difficulty tasks, were more difficult
than anticipated. Also, this may reflect that using ACS data tables overall is more difficult
than originally thought. Another possibility is that the participants were inexperienced with
using this type of table.

Table 3: Average Efficiency Scores by Difficulty Rating

Table Type Difficulty Average Eff. (min) Goal Met?
Data Profile Easy 2.4 No

Medium 5.0 No
Hard 2.4 Yes

Selected Pop. Profile Easy 2.9 No
Medium 3.1 No
Hard 3.2 No

Subject Table Easy 1.6 No
Medium 1.4 Yes
Hard 2.7 Yes

Detailed Table Easy 1.1 No
Medium 2.0 Yes
Hard 2.5 Yes

Geographic Comparison Easy 2.4 No
Medium 1.3 Yes
Hard 1.2 Yes

Table 4 shows the average efficiency scores in minutes by table type and across all easy,
medium, and hard tasks. The averages reflect only those cases where there was a direct
comparison of the location of the legend, color order, or color–coding. It is noteworthy that
the participants using tables with the legend above the table took 30 seconds longer (i.e.,
25 % longer) to complete tasks than did participants using tables with the legend behind
the link. It is possible that including the legend could be distracting to participants and
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increases the amount of time they take to complete the tasks. Overall, there were several
conditions where the efficiency goal was not met for this round of testing. Since the last two
rounds of testing showed no differences between efficiency performance when participants
have a data reliability indicator versus when they are using a table without one (Ashenfelter
et al., 2009; Ashenfelter, 2010), it is likely that the failure to meet the efficiency goals for
the easy tasks is related to the table complexity and not to the data reliability indicator
itself. Although they are similar, the tasks and tables used in this round of testing are not
the same as in previous rounds and may have been more difficult.

Table 4: Efficiency Scores by Table Type

Table Type Tasks Average Eff. (min)
Above Table 76 2.5
Behind Link 61 2.0
No Color 39 2.1
Color 46 2.3
Red First 30 2.5
Green First 29 2.2
Data Profile 56 2.1
Selected Pop. Profile 31 3.0
Subject Table 14 1.8
Detailed Table 21 2.0
Geographic Comparison 28 1.6

Looking at the efficiency results by table type, the key result is that the participants using
tables with the reliability legend above the table took 30 seconds longer to complete the
tasks than those with the legend behind a link. It is possible the legend could have a slightly
negative impact on efficiency, possibly being a distracting element. Also, participants in
the Selected Population Profile condition took about twice as long to complete their tasks
as did the participants in the Geographic Comparison condition.2 The Selected Population
Profile tables are the longest tables vertically and require the most scrolling, which could
have impacted the participants’ efficiency scores.

5.3 Satisfaction

The overall mean of the satisfaction scores for this round of testing with 21 participants
was 6.23, which is above Usability Goal 3 of having at least a score of 5 on the scale. The
averages reflect only those cases where there was a direct comparison of the location of
the legend, color order, or color–coding. The mean satisfaction score for tables with the

2A one–way ANOVA (F (4, 145) = 6.60, p < 0.001) revealed at least one significant difference between the
tables. Post–hoc Tukey’s test showed that the Selected Population table had significantly longer efficiency
scores than the Data Profiles tables (Mean Difference=55 seconds, p = 0.005), the Subject Tables (Mean
Difference=71 seconds, p = 0.014), the Detailed Tables (Mean Difference=64 seconds, p = 0.010), and the
Geographic Comparison tables (Mean Difference=86 seconds, p < 0.001).
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reliability legend above the table was 6.1 (n=78)3 and the mean score for table with the
reliability legend behind the “View Table Notes” link was 6.1 (n=62).

The mean satisfaction score for the tables with color–coding was 6.7 (n=40) and the mean
score for tables with no color–coding was 5.9 (n=40). This is a somewhat large difference
in score and indicates that there was more overall satisfaction for the color–coded indicator
and is consistent with several participants making the comment that they liked the colors.

The mean satisfaction score for the tables where the red/unreliable indicator came first (i.e.,
was on “top”) on the indicator legend was 5.1 (n=31). The mean score for the tables where
green/reliable was first was 6.8 (n=31).

The Detailed Tables had a mean satisfaction score of 6.0 (n=63), the Selected Population
Profile tables had a mean score of 6.3 (n=31), the Subject Tables had a mean score of 6.9
(n=15), the Data Profiles had a mean score of 7.1, and the Geographic Comparison tables
had a mean score of 5.6.

The participants met the usability satisfaction goal of at least a 5 on on a 9–point scale for
every condition.

The participants were allowed to write in open–ended comments for the last item of the
satisfaction survey. Here are the comments received along with the table assigned to the
participant that were directly related to the data reliability indicator. All comments that
pertain to the tables themselves and not to the indicator can be found in Appendix I.

Data Profiles

• A3: location of reliability. Column affected ease of reading estimate and % estimate.
Would prefer to see reliability column on left or right margin rather than in [the] middle.

Subject Tables

• C2: I didn’t even look at the definition of reliability. Sorry about that. I found the
table mostly easy to read. I would however recommend that the need for scrolling be
reduced if possible.

Geographical Comparisons

• E1: 1) It would be useful to have an * describing & defining: % (percent), reliability,
m.o.e (i.e. is margin of error + or - the percent? Or is it linked to reliability?). 2)
could the reliability be something like this: [see graphic drawn by participant 12 in
Figure 1]. The red & green are pretty distracting. Note: The legend was behind the
link for this participant.

3Where n is the number of satisfaction questions completed across all participants who saw this table.
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Figure 1: Participant Suggested Indicator Revision

E2: It would have been helpful to have a definition for the reliability categories. Why
was some data listed as reliable and others ’somewhat’ or ’not at all’ particularly if the
information was ultimately coming from the same source. Note: The legend was behind the
link for this participant.

E3: I think I might’ve noticed the reliability def. in the upper right corner but I didn’t read
it - it didn’t really stand out.

5.4 Task Difficulty

Participants completed a task difficulty rating scale after they completed them. Difficulty
was rated on a scale from 1 to 9, with 1 being very easy and 9 being very difficult. Table 5
shows the average task difficulty score for each data product tested.
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Table 5: Overall Task Difficulty by Data Product

Table Type Tasks Average Eff. (min)
Behind Link 61 2.0
Above Table 76 2.5
No Color 39 2.1
Color 46 2.3
Red First 30 2.5
Green First 29 2.2
Data Profile 56 2.1
Selected Pop. Profile 31 3.0
Subject Table 14 1.8
Detailed Table 21 2.0
Geographic Comparison 28 1.6

Table 6 shows the average task difficulty for each task broken down by whether the data
reliability indicator legend was displayed above the table, or behind the “View Table Notes”
link. Although the average task difficulty for the tables with the data reliability indicator
legend above the table was equal to the that of the tables with the legend behind a link
for the Selected Population Profiles, it was considerably higher for the other data products.
This key finding may indicate that adding a legend that is constantly visible above the
table may make completing the tasks more difficult. This is consistent with the finding that
tables with the legend above the table were also associated with longer efficiency time. It is
possible. that showing the legend above the table could potentially have a negative impact
on users’ interaction with the table. If that is the case, having the legend behind the link
would likely not be problematic. However, usability best practices would suggest that the
legend be present somewhere so that data users who are searching for this information can
find it.
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Table 6: Task Difficulty Scores by Location of the Data Reliability Legend

Table Type Task Above Table Behind Link Initial Rating
1 3.2 2.3 Easy
2 4.2 2.3 Easy
3 3.6 3.0 Medium

Data Profile 4 5.0 2.0 Hard
5 4.8 3.0 Medium
6 5.8 3.0 Medium
7 5.4 3.0 Medium
8 8.0 3.7 Hard

mean 5.0 2.8
1 1.0 8.0 Easy
2 2.5 1.0 Easy
3 1.0 1.0 Easy

Selected Pop. Profile 4 4.5 1.0 Hard
5 4.0 4.0 Hard
6 2.5 1.0 Medium
7 1.0 1.0 Medium
8 3.0 1.0 Hard

mean 2.1 2.1
1 2.0 2.0 Easy
2 4.0 1.0 Medium
3 1.0 3.0 Easy

Subject Table 4 2.0 2.0 Hard
5 6.0 1.0 Medium
6 7.0 1.0 Hard
7 4.0 1.0 Medium

mean 3.7 1.6
1 1.0 1.5 Easy
2 4.5 2.5 Medium
3 7.0 2.5 Hard

Geographic Comparison 4 3.0 2.0 Medium
5 4.5 2.0 Medium
6 7.0 3.5 Hard
7 4.5 4.5 Easy

mean 4.5 2.6
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There were several instances when the average difficulty rating was at odds with its original
difficulty categorization. For instance, task 1 for the Selected Population Profiles had an
average task difficulty rating of 8.0 out of 9.0 points for the tables where the legend was
behind the “View Table Notes” link, which indicates that that this task was not considered
easy by the participant who saw this table. This question was “The National Organization
for Young Adults is considering opening a chapter in Anytown, USA. They first want to
know what the estimate for the number of people in Anytown that are ages 18 to 34 is.
What would you tell them? ” This question may need to be revised to be more clear and
specific if used in future rounds of testing.

Table 7 shows the average difficulty scores broken down by whether the green/reliable or
red/not very reliable category was listed first in the data reliability indicator legend.

Table 7: Task Difficulty Scores by the Order of the Levels of the Reliability Legend

Table Type Task Red First Green First Initial Rating
1 1.0 4.5 Easy
2 4.0 1.0 Easy
3 1.0 1.0 Easy

Selected Pop. Profile 4 8.0 1.0 Hard
5 7.0 2.5 Hard
6 1.0 2.5 Medium
7 1.0 1.0 Medium
8 5.0 1.0 Hard

mean 3.2 1.8
1 1.5 2.0 Easy
2 3.0 4.0 Medium
3 4.0 5.5 Hard

Geographic Comparison 4 3.5 2.0 Medium
5 4.5 2.0 Medium
6 5.0 5.5 Hard
7 3.1 3.4 Easy

mean 4.5 2.6
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Table 8 shows the average difficulty rating broken down by whether the table was color–coded
or not.

Table 8: Task Difficulty Scores by Whether the Reliability Indicator was Color–
Coded

Table Type Task No Color Color Initial Rating
1 3.8 2.0 Easy
2 4.5 2.5 Easy
3 4.0 2.8 Medium

Data Profile 4 5.3 2.5 Hard
5 4.5 3.8 Medium
6 5.5 4.0 Medium
7 6.0 3.0 Medium
8 6.5 6.3 Hard

mean 4.8 3.3
1 2.0 3.5 Easy
2 4.0 3.5 Easy
3 1.0 6.5 Hard

Detailed Tables 4 3.0 3.0 Hard
5 2.0 3.5 Medium
6 2.0 4.5 Medium
7 8.0 3.5 Hard

mean 3.1 3.8
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5.5 Usability Findings

Successes

Although usability testing often reveals usability issues, it also can highlight the strengths
of the data product being tested. The data reliability indicator had several strengths that
came through during the sessions.

• Easily understood stoplight analogy

Although participants may not have understood exactly what was meant by statistical
reliability, they did pick up on the relative meaning of the color–coded indicator. This
meaning was supported by analogy with a red-yellow-green traffic stoplight. Just as
in prior rounds of testing, some participants specifically mentioned a stoplight when
commenting. Participant 5 said, “Well now thinking about it, they seem to correlate
with streetlights, green being go ahead, it’s very positive. Yellow is somewhat mediocre,
and red is not at all good or stop. So I guess that makes intuitive sense to me.”
Participant 7 made the remark, “I would assume red is bad and green is good, and
yellow is neutral.”

• Attractiveness of Added Color

Eye-tracking analysis from all three rounds of testing showed that participants’ eyes
were drawn to the color–coded reliability column. Participant 14 commented during
the initial probe question about what they noticed first about the tables, “Um, I guess
the reliability column because it’s really bright and sort of stands out.” Participant 7
commented during the initial probe question, “The first thing I notice would be the
color scheme, red, yellow, and green shaded boxes.”

Many participants commented that they liked the colors themselves because they added
a splash of color and aesthetic appeal to the tables. Participant 6 said that colors are
good to use to convey information because they are universal and “I love the colors,
I’m a color person. I love it.” Participant 7 commented, “I think the use of color is
always good in terms of making things clear and helping people focus. So it quickly
alerts you to I guess the type of info like how good the information is. I honestly looked
at that before I even saw what the table was for.”

• Participant Use of the Data Reliability Indicator

The data reliability indicator was successful in that participants did use it. It is possible
that this indicator would be very helpful to statistical novices and they may use the
indicator even though they would not normally use the MOE or another measure of
error. Participant 12 said during the first task, “I’m not looking at the MOE or the
percent. I’m just letting the reliability column do the thinking for me.”Participant
18 understood the general meaning of the indicator, but said that when the indicator
shows not very reliable, that you can’t really use estimate. This is evidence that
although the participant used the indicator, they saw the “Not Very Reliable” as an
instruction not to use the estimate rather than to carefully consider the context of its
use.
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Usability Issues

Results reported include all identified usability issues and resolutions recommended by
the team. Additional Comments by participants can be found in Appendix I. Identified
issues are prioritized based on the following criteria:

• High: This problem brought the participant to a stand still. He or she was not able
to complete the task. For this study, a high–priority issue can also be one where the
data reliability indicator was not being applied correctly or there was a fundamental
misunderstanding of its meaning.

• Moderate: This problem caused some difficulty or confusion, but the participant was
able to complete the task.

• Low: This problem caused minor annoyance but does not interfere with the flow of
the tasks.

High–Priority Issues

• Confusion of Statistical Reliability with Lack of Confidence in the Source or Quality
of the Data

Some participants made comments that showed that they associated the “Not Very
Reliable” indicator with low–quality data or data that came from an unreliable source
(i.e., “good” versus “bad” data). Participant 7 said, ‘It says red is not very reliable
so I assume the source of the data is not the best.” When probed about what the
meaning of the colors was, Participant 10 said it was “just good data versus bad data
or the strength of the information.” Participant 13 said, “So reliable means to me that
the data is very reliable, somewhat reliable there’s a margin of error, and not very
reliable means no that data’s not very reliable at all.” Later, the same participant
was probed about what she thought the definition of reliability was and responded, “I
would expect um reliable to say, reliable means 100 percent of the data is consistent
or factual. Somewhat reliable being 90 percent of the data 80 percent of the data is
factual, and not very reliable so I would like to see some type of number associated
with the ranges of reliability and not very reliable.”

• Vagueness of “Somewhat Reliable”

Several participants commented that they were not sure what “somewhat reliable”
meant. Without a clear definition or the inclusion of information about the cutoff CV
values, the meaning of this middle category may not be straightforward to users. As
a result, they may not use an estimate that would have been appropriate to use in
the context of their goals. Participants who made this comment did make the correct
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assumption that this category was between “reliable” and “not very reliable” in terms
of statistical reliability. However, a few people also made the comment that they were
uncertain about whether or not to use an estimate as the answer to a task because
they were unsure how large the difference between “reliable” and “somewhat reliable”
was. Some participants also said they could justify the use of “not very reliable” data
if they could tell if it were near the threshold for “somewhat reliable.” Participant 12
said, “I would not recommend [the reliability indicator] because I don’t understand
um how close um the somewhat reliable versus the reliable um are, in relation to one
another.”Participant 7 made a detailed comment:

“The transportation data is not very reliable and the education data is somewhat
reliable but it’s difficult to use it to make any determination about the answer they’re
both pretty subjective, I don’t know the threshold between somewhat and not very
or what that means in terms of numbers, especially when the two numbers are close
together. Oh I guess I can say, well I guess that’s why, the transportation data has
a higher margin of error, I guess that’s why it’s not very versus somewhat. But I’m
still not exactly sure about what type of index or what those numbers mean in later
columns for margin of error oppose to beginning where it seems to be a whole number.”

It did not seem to make a difference whether the participants saw the indicator leg-
end or not. During debriefing, participants who did not see the legend by clicking on
the “View Table Notes” link were shown the legend and asked if it would have been
helpful. The majority of participants said that it did not contain enough information
about what reliability meant to be of much use.

• Unintuitive Nature of Legend Without Color Where Reliable is Listed First

Related to the usability strength of the intuitive stoplight analogy described above, two
participants commented that the analogy does not hold when the color is removed. The
dry run participant saw this type of legend and said she was surprised to see “Not Very
Reliable” listed first and had to “reverse it in her head” in order to make sense of it.
Participant 7 saw a legend with the color–coding and “Not Very Reliable” listed first
and also thought having this category first was not intuitive. This participant recom-
mended placing “reliable first because without color it doesn’t make sense to people.”

While this may not be an issue for users who have accessed the tables before and are
familiar with their layout, it may be a problem for the novice data user. This is another
issue with the table itself and not necessarily with the data reliability indicator, but
the data reliability indicator is likely not to be used correctly if the correct estimate is
not found.
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Medium–Priority Issues

• Uninformative Nature of Reliability Legend

Several participants commented that there was not enough information about the CV,
the cutoff values used for the indicator levels, and the definition of reliability. Although
some participants never even saw the legend, it did not seem to impact their ability or
inclination to use the reliability indicators when compared to the sessions where the
participants saw and read the legend. Participant 4 said “If I could click on something,
just to read why, why is this reliable?”During debriefing, Participant 4 also said, “I
did, I also tried to click on reliability. Cause sometimes, especially when it’s blue I
thought that I would be able to sort based on that. Um, and I thought that maybe
there would be a pop up saying ‘Reliability is this’.” Participant 5 commented, “Yeah,
I mean I like it [reliability], but I didn’t know what it actually meant.” Participant 7
remarked, “I guess.. it seems subjective, so if there were some of key or index that had
even if it was a numeric range like things with a MOE of zero to five are considered
reliable, even though I don’t necessarily know what that means. But it would give it
some sort of qualifying description; it seems like anyone could’ve just drawn a line and
say that’s reliable and that’s not reliable and I have no idea where that line is drawn or
how or why.” Participant 13 said, “I’m a little confused as to what the reliability fac-
tor pertains to.” The experimenter asked the probe question “What are you confused
about?” The participant continued, “The reliability of what? The data itself? What
being reliable as far as the percentages, are we looking at the margin of error, like what
does the reliability factor pertain to, that data is not very reliable based on what, or
it’s very reliable but what are we basing that on, the reliability factor?”Participant
19 remarked that there should be numerical values defining the reliability categories,
“Again, I don’t really know what that reliability means, I don’t know if there’s a p-
value you can put in there or what not, um, test of significance, but I guess I would
say it is that score but how reliable. I don’t know what that metric means. Except I
know it lists some legend, but again there’s no numerical values attached to it.”

A related issue is that it is unclear how the estimate, percent, MOE, and reliability
columns are related to one another. Participant 12 said, “On all of them [tasks] I just
find myself going percent, margin of error, not really understanding how they relate to
reliable.” Participant 15 used the MOE and reliability indicator interchangeably and
called the Margins of Error “reliabilities.”

• Small Font Size

A majority of the participants across all of the conditions remarked that the font size
was small. Several had difficulty reading the table contents. However, this problem
may have been an artifact of the manner in which the tables were converted to HTML
files for testing. The tables were embedded as images into Web screens. If the tables
were fully functional as they would be in American Fact Finder (AFF), the tables
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would have the ability to be adjusted to fit a user’s preferences more readily.

Low Priority Issues

• View Table Notes

Twenty of the twenty-one participants never clicked on the “View Table Notes” above
the upper right corner of the table. Participant 10 actually looked for a legend and
did not find it behind the link. Participant 13 said, “As I’m reading through this, by
clicking on that link [view table notes], that still would not have given me a better
understanding of what a reliability the reliability columns really refers to.”

This issue was especially clear in the wide subject tables (C1 and C2), since participants
could potentially never scroll the browser to the point where they could see it. However,
since there was no significant difference in performance whether they saw the legend
or not, this issue becomes low–priority.

The dry run participant said that she would have clicked on the MOE row header
to look for information about reliability. Duplicate links on the MOE and Reliability
column headers could help users find the table notes more easily. Participant 19 also
said that he would prefer if he could click or mouse over the column headers for more
information about the MOE and Reliability.

When shown the reliability legend during debriefing, Participant 4 said, “Maybe it’s
just the title, ’view table notes.’ Maybe if it were like ’view table definitions’ or some-
thing like that, that would make me think that, ok, this means they are explaining
something on the table. A table note makes me think that, oh, it’s just something like
I can save my notes.” During debriefing, Participant 5 made a similar comment, “I
wouldn’t have gone to view table notes to learn about reliability.”

• The Color Coding is Potentially Distracting

As with the previous round of testing, a participant commented that the colors were
distracting while completing the tasks. Participant 12 commented that colors distract
from reading title; “Oh, you know what, since the colors are so dramatic, I’m just
realizing that I didn’t even read the title on this page which is pretty bad” and “I
guess it just shows you jump to reading things that pop out.” Participant 16 was
drawn to the reliability indicator and did not notice the MOE column. Participant 16
said, “You’ve got these lovely green, yellow, red categories defining reliability instead of
giving margins of errors.” When shown a color-coded table and legend after completing
the tasks for a table with no color-coding, Participant 21 said that she would prefer
the table without color-coding because the “color is intense.”
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6 Eye–Tracking Results

6.1 Fixation Durations on Areas of Interest

Location of Data Reliability Indicator Legend

Table 13 shows the fixation durations for the tables where the data reliability indicator
legend was above the table versus behind a link. Most notably, the participants who
saw tables with the legend above the table looked at the Data Description (row name)
for 17.72 seconds on average, which is much longer than the average of 7.43 for the
participants who saw tables with a legend behind the link name.

Table 9: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Behind a Link for
Data Profiles

AOI Legend Above Table (A3,A4) Legend Behind Link (A1,A2)
Column Headers 0.77 0.69
Data Description 17.72 7.43
Estimate 7.84 5.61
Estimate MOE 5.02 2.70
Estimate MOE Link 0.10 0.05
Estimate Reliability Link 0.10 0.13
Information Icon 0.00 0.01
Percent 5.05 3.23
Percent MOE 1.13 1.53
Percent Reliability 1.39 1.89
Percent MOE Link 0.07 0.10
Percent Reliability Link 0.14 0.07
Table Information 0.90 0.35
Table Source 0.12 0.01
Top Links 0.24 0.14
Top Tabs 0.10 0.15
View Table Notes 0.13 0.04
Reliability Legend 1.51 Not Applicable
Legend Levels 0.62 Not Applicable
Legend Text 1.03 Not Applicable

Table 10 shows the average fixation durations. for the tables where the data reliability
indicator legend was above the table, versus behind a link. The most striking differences
were that participants looked at the Two or More Races Estimate column for the tables
with the legend behind a link, compared to 4.98 for the tables with the legend above
the table. Similarly, participants looked at the Total Population estimate column for
an average or 15 seconds for the Behind Link condition, while they only looked at this
column for an average of 8.52 seconds. Participants looked at the Total Population
Reliability column an average 11.73 seconds for the Legend Behind Link tables, but
only 2.45 seconds for the Legend Above Table condition. This could be evidence that
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participants’s eyes are drawn to the colorful reliability column itself more so than if
the colorful reliability legend were also present.

Table 10: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Be-
hind a Link for Selected Population Tables

AOI Legend Above Table (B3,B4) Legend Behind Link (B1,B2)
Data Description 30.42 35.83
Column Headers 0.91 2.09
Two or More Races Estimate 4.98 10.42
Two or More Races MOE 0.94 1.35
Two or More Races Reliability 1.10 1.35
Total Population Estimate 8.52 15.00
Total Population MOE 2.48 4.81
Total Population Reliability 2.45 11.73
Information Icon 2.96 3.39
Table Information 0.03 0.00
Table Source 0.03 0.00
Top Links 0.79 0.63
Top Tabs 0.45 0.32
View Table Notes 0.06 0.14
Reliability Legend 2.14 Not Applicable
Legend Levels 0.64 Not Applicable
Legend Text 0.83 Not Applicable

Table 11 shows the average fixation durations for the tables where the data reliability
indicator legend was above the table versus behind a link for the Subject Tables. The
largest difference between the table prototypes in terms of fixation duration was that
participants looked at the Data Description column for an average 17.86 seconds for
the Legend Above Table condition compared to an average 6.37 seconds for the Legend
Behind Link condition. There were longer fixations on the Management, Management
MOE, Management Reliability, and Service MOE for the Behind Link tables, but
overall the fixation durations were fairly similar.
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Table 11: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Be-
hind a Link for Subject Tables

AOI Legend Above Table (C2) Legend Behind Link (C1)
Column Headers 10.08 11.86
Data Description 17.86 6.37
Information Icon 0.00 0.00
Construction 0.06 0.00
Construction MOE 0.00 0.00
Construction Reliability 0.09 0.20
Farming 0.31 0.30
Farming MOE 0.06 0.23
Farming Reliability 0.15 0.07
Management 2.13 4.52
Management MOE 1.00 3.65
Management Reliability 1.69 2.48
Production 0.00 0.00
Production MOE 0.06 0.00
Production Reliability 0.00 0.00
Sales 2.28 6.40
Sales MOE 0.22 1.64
Sales Reliability 1.09 0.94
Service 2.27 1.84
Service MOE 0.54 2.01
Service Reliability 1.26 0.46
Table Source 0.15 0.22
Table Information 0.74 1.33
Top Links 0.79 0.13
Top Tabs 0.75 0.94
Reliability Legend Not Applicable 0.33
Legend Levels Not Applicable 0.13
Legend Text Not Applicable 0.13
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Table 12 shows that there is a large difference in the amount of time spent looking
at the Percent and Reliability columns in these tables. In fact, participants looked at
every AOI longer in the Legend Behind Link condition than the Above Table condition.
When the reliability legend is present, it may reduce the amount of time participants
need to look at the reliably column itself while interpreting its meaning. On the
contrary, participants may spend more time reading and cognitively processing the
reliability column when the legend is absent.

Table 12: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Be-
hind a Link for Geographic Comparison Tables

AOI Above Table (E3,E4) Behind Link (E1,E2)
Geographical Area 2.52 8.28
Column Headings 0.80 2.05
Information Icon 0.02 0.03
MOE 3.88 7.98
Percent 3.40 11.85
Reliability 8.54 23.92
Table Information 2.56 2.62
Table Source 0.00 0.16
Top Links 0.89 0.91
Top Tabs 0.28 0.43
View Table Notes 0.61 0.86
Reliability Legend 2.23 NA
Legend Colors 0.31 NA
Legend Text 1.37 NA

The information icon may not be very helpful, since it was hardly looked at.
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Color vs. No Color

Table 13 presents the fixation durations for the tables with a color–coded data reli-
ability indicator as compared to the tables with a plain text indicator with no color
for the Data Profile Tables. For this analysis, the location of the legend was removed
from the analysis, since no one saw the legend for the tables where it was behind the
“View Table Notes” link. The largest difference in fixation duration between the two
conditions was that participants looked at the Data Description column for an average
of 16.30 for the color–coded tables, but only an average of 11.40 for the tables without
color. Overall, the fixation durations on the AOIs were similar for the two prototypes.

Table 13: Fixation Durations (in seconds): Color vs. No Color for Data Profile
Tables

AOI Color (A1,A3) No Color (A2,A4)
Column Headers 0.91 0.73
Data Description 16.30 11.40
Estimate 7.12 5.93
Estimate MOE 4.07 3.35
Estimate MOE Link 0.09 0.20
Estimate Reliability Link 0.10 0.13
Information Icon 0.01 0.00
Percent 4.69 4.31
Percent MOE 1.38 1.56
Percent Reliability 1.76 1.85
Percent MOE Link 0.10 0.12
Percent Reliability Link 0.03 0.19
Table Information 0.84 0.37
Table Source 0.05 0.06
Top Links 0.21 0.16
Top Tabs 0.10 0.11
View Table Notes 0.14 0.05

Table 14 shows the fixation durations for the tables with a color–coded data reliability
indicator as compared to the tables with a plain text indicator with no color for the
Detailed Tables. The most notable differences in the fixation durations for the two
prototypes are that participants looked at the Data description column for an average
of 12.28 in the Color condition versus only 6.64 for the No Color condition. Participants
also fixated on the Apple County Reliability Column for 7.88 seconds on average for
the Color tables as compared to only 3.96 seconds for the No Color tables. Since Apple
County is the first county that appears at the left–hand side of the table, this may be
evidence that participants’s eyes were initially drawn to the most colorful part of the
screen. Participants looked at the Cherry County Reliability column almost twice as
long for the No Color tables as they did for the Color tables, and this is the last and
right–most county displayed in the table. This is consistent with participants becoming
accustomed to the color–coded table.
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Table 14: Fixation Durations (in seconds): Color vs. No Color for Detailed Tables

AOI Color (D1) No Color (D2)
Geography Headers 0.42 1.89
Data Description 6.64 12.28
Apple County Estimate 2.79 1.89
Apple County Estimate MOE 2.06 1.10
Apple County Reliability 7.88 3.96
Birch County Estimate 4.21 3.07
Birch County MOE 1.00 1.60
Birch County Reliability 3.67 4.56
Cherry County Estimate 1.46 2.57
Cherry County MOE 0.00 0.05
Cherry County Reliability 0.88 1.66
Information Icon 0.02 0.00
Table Information 0.92 0.47
Table Source 0.22 0.26
Top Links 0.60 0.49
Top Tabs 0.18 0.33
View Table Notes 0.04 0.07
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Order of the Legend Levels

Table 15 shows the average fixation durations for the tables with the Red/“Not Very
Reliable” level presented at the top of the reliabilty legend and the tables where the
Green/“Reliable” level was displayed first for the Selected Population Profile tables.
The reliability legend AOIs were removed because the tables with the legends behind
the “View Table Notes” link did not have a visible AOI legend. Although the fixation
durations are similar overall, participants with the Green First tables looked at the
Column Headers and Total Population Estimate columns longer on average than the
participants with the Red First tables. Participants in the Green First condition looked
at the Two or More Races Estimate column longer on average than participants in the
Red First condition.

Table 15: Fixation Durations (sec): Red/Not Very Reliable First Versus
Green/Reliable in Legend for Selected Population Profiles

AOI Red First (B1,B3) Green First (B2,B4)
Data Description 33.24 32.49
Column Headers 0.71 2.33
Two or More Races Estimate 9.12 5.82
Two or More Races MOE 1.77 0.42
Two or More Races Reliability 4.64 5.07
Total Population Estimate 9.66 13.80
Total Population MOE 4.27 2.88
Total Population Reliability 6.52 7.72
Information Icon 0.00 0.07
Table Information 1.41 3.75
Table Source 0.02 0.00
Top Links 0.83 0.54
Top Tabs 0.43 0.30
View Table Notes 0.05 0.15

Table 16 shows the average fixation durations for the tables with the Red/“Not Very
Reliable” level presented at the top of the reliabilty legend and the tables where the
Green/“Reliable” level was displayed first for the Geographic Comparison tables. The
fixation durations were similar overall.
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Table 16: Fixation Durations (sec): Red/Not Very Reliable First Versus
Green/Reliable in Legend for Geographic Comparison Tables

AOI Red First (E1,E3) Green First (E2,E4)
Geographical Area 4.71 6.10
Column Headings 1.51 1.34
Information Icon 0.00 0.05
MOE 6.17 5.68
Percent 7.30 8.25
Reliability 16.81 15.65
Table Information 2.11 3.07
Table Source 0.01 0.16
Top Links 0.79 1.01
Top Tabs 0.38 0.33
View Table Notes 0.65 0.82
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6.2 Heatmaps

Heatmaps are visualization tools that show where participants looked most often on a
stimulus, in this case the data tables. This section provides a heatmap for each of the
tables. Overall, participants’ eyes are drawn most to the color–coded columns and row
descriptions (data descriptions).4

Data Profile Tables

For tables A1, A3, and A4, the participants looked at the column headers, but the
participants who saw the A4 table did not read them very carefully. The participant
who saw the A2 table did not read the table’s title, while the participants in every
other Data Profile Table condition did. This may be due to individual differences,
since only one person saw the A2 table.

Figure 2 shows the heatmap for Table A1, Figure 3 shows the heatmap for Table A2,
Figure 4 shows the heatmap for Table A3, and Figure 5 shows the heatmap for Table
A4. Comparing Tables A1 and A2, the heatmap for A1 shows that participants look
at the margin of error more than in the heatmap for A2, especially in the Ancestry
section at the end of the table. The color–coded reliability indicator may have been
attracting additional attention to the right side of the table. Participants looked at the
relationship section more for table A2 than in A1 (e.g., the section is “hotter”). The
color–coded reliability column could have helped participants track the rows across,
requiring the participants with the A2 table to more carefully follow the row. Partici-
pants for Table A2 also looked at the column headers more than those for A1.

Comparing Tables A3 and A4, the heatmap of the columns near the color–coded reli-
ability column in A3 appear “hotter” than those in A4, which also occurred in Table
A1 more than Table A2. Again, the colors may attract additional attention to that
section of the table.

Participants did appear to read the Data Reliability Indicator description in the legend.
Similar reading patterns were found for tables A3, A4, B4, C2, E3, and to a certain
extent, B3 and E4.

4It is important to note that some tables only had one participant view them. Therefore, strong conclusions
about differences in the heatmaps cannot be made.
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Figure 2: Heatmap for Table A1, Two Participants
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Figure 3: Heatmap for Table A2, One Participant
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Figure 4: Heatmap for Table A3, Three Participants
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Figure 5: Heatmap for Table A4, Two Participants
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Selected Population Profile Tables

Figure 6 shows the heatmap for Table B1, Figure 7 displays the heatmap for Table B2,
Figure 8 shows the heatmap for Table B3, and Figure 9 displays the heatmap for Table B4.
Across all of the conditions but B4, the participants looked at the column headers. The
participant who did not read the column headers could have had greater confusion during
the session during the tasks that require a response from the “Two or More Races” column.
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Figure 6: Heatmap for Table B1, One Participant
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Figure 7: Heatmap for Table B2, One Participant
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Figure 8: Heatmap for Table B3, One Participant
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Figure 9: Heatmap for Table B4, One Participant
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Subject Tables

The participants who saw the wide Subject Tables did not read the right side of the table.
In order to see this area, participants would have had to scroll horizontally to the right.
The requirement of horizontal scrolling goes against the commonly held usability principle
to avoid horizontal scrolling whenever possible.
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Detailed Tables

There were similar fixation patterns for both D1 and D2, which indicates that the participants
who saw these tables interacted with them in a similar fashion. The main difference was
that the color-coded reliability columns drew more fixations to the estimate columns in D1
than the non-color coded estimate columns in D2.

Figure 12: Heatmap for Table D1, Two Participants

Figure 13: Heatmap for Table D2, One Participant
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Geographical Comparison Tables

Overall, the fixation patterns were similar for all of the Geographical Comparison Tables.
The participant in E3 did not look at the margin of error often, but participants across the
conditions and tables differed widely when looking at the margin of error. Differences in
duration of fixation on margin of error may also depend on how long they spent trying to
identify what the reliability or margin of error was determined by.

Figure 14: Heatmap for Table E1, One Participant
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Figure 15: Heatmap for Table E2, One Participant
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Figure 16: Heatmap for Table E3, One Participant
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Figure 17: Heatmap for Table E4, One Participant
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6.3 Summary

The participants’ response to the data reliability indicators was mostly positive, as it was
for the first two rounds of testing. However, there was some confusion about the indicator.
For instance, some participants confused the concept of statistical reliability with a lack of
confidence in the source or quality of the data or had trouble interpreting what “Somewhat
Reliable” really meant.

In terms of whether the data reliability legend is displayed above the table or behind a link,
“Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable” is listed first, or whether it is color–coded, the usability
goals were met for accuracy of responses and users satisfaction for all of the conditions
(although the goal was not met for all data products). However, the efficiency goal was not
met for several of the table types.

Overall, it appears that participants can use the tables equally well whether or not the
indicator has color–coding, has a legend above the table or behind a link, or whether the
“Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable” indicator is listed first in the legend. Participants can
use the tables with about equal efficiency whether it is color–coded or not and whether
“Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable” is listed first. However, the tables with the legend placed
above the table had scores that were 30 seconds longer than the scores for the tables with
the legend placed behind a hyperlink.

when asked for their preference during debriefing, most participants in the text–only (i.e.,
no color–coding) conditions indicated that they would prefer the color–coded version .

Many participants had trouble tracking estimates across the table, reading the small text,
and interpreting the meaning of “Somewhat Reliable.”

As with the previous rounds of testing, there was a general sense of confusion about the
meaning of “reliability” and what the cut–offs for the different levels of reliability were.
Since none of the participants with the legend behind the link actually clicked on the link
during testing, none of these participants saw the legend.5 It is unclear whether this would
have been beneficial to them or not.

5One participant with the legend located above the table clicked on this link.
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7 Appendix A: Tables

The longer tables that scrolled down vertically have been broken up into three sections (called
Top, Middle, and Bottom for the relative vertical position of the sections) for increased
legibility.

Figure 18: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A1): Top
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Figure 19: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A1):
Middle
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Figure 20: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A1):
Bottom
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Figure 21: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A2):
Top
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Figure 22: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link
(A2):Middle
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Figure 23: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A2):
Bottom
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Figure 24: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A3):Top
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Figure 25: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A3):
Middle
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Figure 26: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A3):
Bottom
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Figure 27: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A4):
Top
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Figure 28: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A4):
Middle
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Figure 29: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A4):
Bottom
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Figure 30: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Top
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Figure 31: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Top Middle
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Figure 32: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Bottom Middle
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Figure 33: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Bottom
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Figure 34: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Top
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Figure 35: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Top Middle
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Figure 36: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Bottom Middle
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Figure 37: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Bottom
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Figure 38: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Top
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Figure 39: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Top Middle
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Figure 40: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Bottom Middle
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Figure 41: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Bottom
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Figure 42: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Top
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Figure 43: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Top Middle
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Figure 44: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Bottom Middle
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Figure 45: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Bottom
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Figure 48: Detailed Table with Color–Coding (D1)
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Figure 49: Detailed Table with No Color–Coding (D2)
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Figure 50: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Behind Link and Red First in the
Legend (E1)
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Figure 51: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Behind Link and Green First in the
Legend (E2)
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Figure 52: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Above Table and Red First in the
Legend (E3)
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Figure 53: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Above Table and Green First in
the Legend (E4)
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8 Appendix B: Tasks for All Tables

The tasks and their associated answers are included below.

Figure 54: Tasks Part 1
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Figure 55: Tasks Part 2
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Figure 56: Tasks Part 3
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Figure 57: Tasks Part 4
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Figure 58: Tasks Part 5
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Figure 59: Tasks Part 6
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Figure 60: Tasks Part 7
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Figure 61: Tasks Part 8
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Figure 62: Tasks Part 9
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Figure 63: Tasks Part 10
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Figure 64: Tasks Part 11
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Figure 65: Tasks Part 12
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Figure 66: Tasks Part 13
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Figure 67: Tasks Part 14
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Figure 68: Tasks Part 15
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9 Appendix C: General Protocol

Figure 69: Protocol Part 1
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Figure 70: Protocol Part 2
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10 Appendix D: Consent Form

Figure 71: Consent Form
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11 Appendix E: Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Com-
puter Use and Internet Experience

Figure 72: Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Computer Use and Internet Experience
Part 1
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Figure 73: Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Computer Use and Internet Experience
Part 2
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12 Appendix F: Satisfaction Questionnaire (QUIS)

Figure 74: Satisfaction Questionnaire
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13 Appendix G: Task Difficulty Survey

The task difficulty survey was tailored for each type of table. Only the task difficulty survey
for the Data Profiles Tables are shown here to conserve space.
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Figure 75: Data Profiles Task Difficulty Part 1
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Figure 76: Data Profiles Task Difficulty Part 2
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14 Appendix H: Debriefing Questions

Figure 77: Debriefing Questions
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15 Appendix I: Satisfaction Questionnaire Comments, Usability
Issues with the ACS Tables, and Participant Comments

Comments about the ACS Data Tables from QUIS Satisfaction Survey

Data Profiles

• A1: Typeface too small, need down arrow (scroll arrow) on the right.

• A2: It would be useful to have the column names frozen so they still appear on the
screen when you scroll down.

• A3: Too much data on one table, font size too small.

• A4: The tables are very small for data recognition , they should be enlarged to make
the data easier to see. I do like the fact that each line is an alternating gray white,
that makes it easier to decipher each line of data.

• A4: Get rid of tables all together. Use search options. Google seems to be able to do
this, why can’t the government?

• A4: Grey/White is boring - blue lines or color shift when shift (color bar) when shift
categories [note: participant meant the bolded row headers].

Selected Population Profiles

• B4: Print on screen was very small. Persons with not so good visual acuity may have
difficulty locating column data. Otherwise, I would use the ACS Tables for future
work/research.

Subject Tables

• C1: Should include an index or key that describes what the column headings mean,
particularly those w/ the same name and different information (e.g., margin of error
being presented in seemingly different ways). Note: The legend was behind the link for
this participant.

Detailed Tables

• D1: It takes more than a few moments to become acclimated to the layout of the
information to ascertain what is where. Otherwise it was an okay read.

• D2: Clearly, a learning curve will occur and help.
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Usability Issues with the Tables

Some usability issues with the ACS data tables themselves were found during testing. They
are included as an appendix, since they are not directly related to the data reliability indi-
cator being tested. The descriptions associated with specific comments (i.e., Irish Ancestry
Question) refer to the tasks, which can be found in Appendix B.

• Width of the tables

As in the first and second rounds of testing, participants reported that they had trouble
tracking the correct estimate across the screen because the description of the estimate
(left–most column) was so wide. The subject tables (C1 and C2) are especially wide
and the data reliability columns make it even wider. Figures 78 and 79 clearly show
that the participants who saw these tables did not look much at the right–most part
of the table, and neither one fixated on the “View Table Notes” link. Users may have
difficulty with reporting the correct estimates because they lose track of the column
as they scroll horizontally across the table. Participants also had a problem with the
MOE being separated from its estimate due to the reliability indicator. One participant
accidentally tried to calculate the MOE with the percent estimate column due to the
order until she realized her mistake. Participant 9 said, “I lost track of my columns
again” and “I wonder if there’s a way to highlight the row to find out where I am
supposed to be.”

More than one participant reported incorrect estimates because they failed to track
the correct row across the table. This is an issue with the tables themselves that may
be out of scope for this study, but could result in data users incorrectly reporting
estimates in news articles, papers, official reports, etc.

Figure 78: Heat Map of Subject Table with the Legend Behind a Link (C1)

“Two or More Races” Column in the Selected Population Profile Tables (High Priority)

Participants that used the Selected Population Profile tables for this study had trouble
finding the “Two or More Races” column for the first task that required its use. Each
participant looked at the row names repeatedly before realizing that there was a separate
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Figure 79: Heat Map of Subject Table with the Legend Above the Table (C2)

column for this category. Participant 4 commented halfway through the testing session, “Oh
I just saw it, the two or more races column.” Participant 5 said, “So now I’m reading over
the table heading again, selected populations profile in Anytown USA, the total population
of two or more races. I’m finding that confusing because the table has the total population
which presumably refers to the total population of Anytown, and then in the fourth column
two or more races.” Participant 6 did not see the separate column until the last task (Task
8) and then said, “I see two or more races here now at the top.”

Comments are paraphrased unless they appear in quotation marks.

15.1 Dry Run

The short descriptions used in this section refer to the tasks that can be found in Appendix
B.

Get Your Degree: “See, I have to keep scrolling up this column ’cause I don’t know what
this is. Margin of error, percent. There’s two margin of errors, and reliability, I have no clue.”

Irish embassy question: “I think this is the reliability column.”

“I’m trying to figure out why there’s two reliability and margin of error columns. I don’t
know if I’m looking at the right thing.”

Danish embassy question: “I don’t know what kind of scale this is on. Not reliable somewhat
reliable, whatever.”

What do you think about the ancestry data: “I’m seeing a lot of not very reliable notes
right here, so I’m thinking that the information located here isn’t really reliable. I would
probably be reluctant to accept the estimates that are given here.”
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Comments: Do you think it’s an obvious place where people would look for a legend under
table notes? “No I would’ve clicked here [on margin of error column header].”

“These [row headers] aren’t really distinct”

“If I scroll down here, I can’t remember what the column headings were, so that was annoy-
ing, ’cause then I have to scroll back up and then figure out where I was at before and come
back down here. So it would’ve been nice if the column headings were still there.”

“And then I can’t figure out how it’s organized [talking about indentations]. I see total
households, and then it’s like indented, and I’ve been trying to figure out this goes with
this, and does this goes under this, and these both go underneath here? I don’t know, the
organization is really not that clear, as far as the subcategories. And then there’s a space
here. I guess this is still under households by type, why is there a blank line,? Why are
these separated?”

“I didn’t know what kind of scale it [reliability] was on.”

“These headings don’t really pop out, so I think just making these distinct, grouping them
together, some kind of bolded box around it. I wasn’t able to easily distinguish between
different categories listed here.”

15.2 Participant 1 - A1

“It’s a little blurry ’cause my eyes aren’t the best.”

Irish Ancestry question: “The column labels are gone so I need to scroll back up to see what
they are.”
Demographer at a local university: “For the most part it doesn’t look very reliable, in terms
of, because of the red um boxes.”

“Though I guess what I’m thinking is that I would like to know a little bit more about how
they came up with the reliability statistics, just to confirm that it would be in a similar way
I would make that assessment.”

Danish embassy question: “I would probably visit that ACS Reliability.com website to learn
more about it [reliability].”
Mayor question: “The estimate is not very reliable, yeah that red box is really getting me.”
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Comments: “There isn’t a definition of how they constructed it, and so my confidence in
my own ability to interpret data um makes me think maybe they include something else in
their reliability measure that just isn’t standard affair.”

15.3 Participant 2-A3

“I don’t know how I feel about it, as someone who understand generally statistics, it’s nice
to have something that’s color coded, so I don’t have to think about this. But it’s a simple
mathematic formula, I guess your doing standard deviation / mean.”

15.4 Participant 3-A4

“ I don’t know exactly what that MOE is, I’m assuming +/- 641.”

“And that the MOE is 2.5, now I don’t know if that’s a percentage, I assume that’s a per-
centage, could be + or -”

“Probably, I think that I would be more inclined to tell them if the data looked to be not
very or not reliable. Somewhat reliable to reliable I would probably mention it in passing. I
trust what’s shown on the computers, so I’m probably a bit over-trusting when it comes to
data.”

“I think a lot of the top tables need to be carried down with it all the way to the bottom of
the table so you don’t have to scroll back and forth to see what your data is.”

“The table is going make me go cross-eyed eventually, it’s very small.”

“In terms of reliability it seems there’s a lot of unreliability data, but it’s useless.”

“Unreliable stuff makes life more difficult.”

“Ooh I like that better, mostly because it’s easier to read.” [when shown a color table]

“And it shows red, not very reliable it makes it a lot faster.” [when talking about the an-
cestry Danish vs. Portuguese question]..
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15.5 Participant 4-B1

“The font size is really small.”

“I see the colors.”

Fuel, Two or More Races: “Oh I just saw it, the two or more races column.”

“The way it’s pulled out, the two or more races column, you wouldn’t think it would be in
that column, because it’s also a row. I wouldn’t think to find it in a column.”

P4, Task 4. “What differs reliable and somewhat reliable? Scale needed on the bottom.”

Boss wants to know: “Yeah I would say it’s that the data is much more reliable, well I don’t
know if it’s much more reliable, but the data is considered reliable. And it’s only somewhat
reliable. Still now that I think about it , it seems really vague, like what does that mean?
Somewhat reliable? What makes it reliable versus somewhat reliable? It would nice if there
was some type of range, to give me an idea what that really means. A scale or something,
at the bottom. I can’t really have much confidence in saying something is somewhat reliable
or not very reliable in this case.”

P4, Task 5. Row with percents is confusing with numbers.

Reliability table is confusing.

Disability, two or more races: “Ok, so it’s under disability status.” [thought it was some-
where else]

“The list what the disability, it makes me think that, the line above it is not the disability, but
it’s the same number, the one below it is just a percent of the population. That’s confusing.”

“And the data is reliable for this case, but I look at the percent and the percent for two or
more races is somewhat reliable, isn’t it just the calculation from the base of the population?
So that’s confusing.”

“The reliability column is confusing.”
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P4, Task 7. “I would want to click on something to read why is this reliable.”

High Income: “If I could click on something, just to read why, why is this reliable?”

Comments:

“I did, I also tried to click on reliability. ’Cause sometimes, especially when it’s blue I
thought that I would be able to sort based on that. Um, and I thought that maybe there
would be a pop up saying ‘reliability is this.’

“Maybe It’s just the title, view table notes. Maybe if it were like view table definitions or
something like that. That would make me think that, ok, this means they are explaining
something on the table. A table note, makes me think that oh it’s just something like I can
save my notes.”

“I rated it as a 5 because it’s usable, but honestly I don’t think my I don’t think this would’ve
been any different than opening a book.”

“This use hasn’t been enhanced by the Web at all.”

“It was hard to find [the definition of reliability].”

“Make the headings stand out more. I know it’s in all caps but some starts to blur after a
while. I mean it’s not consistent, sometimes its gray.”

“Can’t tell how reliability is measured.”

Don’t know what they base that on. Recommends having a general sentence about statisti-
cal reliability followed by more detailed information for statistics experts.

Novices may not care, but understand what reliable means in a general sense if next to a
statistical cue.

Somewhat reliable is too vague.
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15.6 Participant 5-B2

P5, Task 0: “The font on the table is really small.”

“The second thing I notice are the reliability indicators and the different colors that are
highlighted. And I’m not sure if I like that or not. I guess I do find that to be helpful.”

“Just because it jumps out at you right at the beginning, and so I don’t see the data first.
It’s like I don’t have to look at the data to determine myself if it’s reliable. Like someone
else is just telling me that. Which is good for the average user I guess. But the colors did
jump out at me.”

“Well now thinking about it, they seem to correlate with streetlights, green being go ahead,
it’s very positive. Yellow is somewhat mediocre, and red is not at all good or stop. So I
guess that makes intuitive sense to me.”

“It’s difficult to look at the table because it’s so long and the subject headings besides being
capitalized aren’t really emphasized or highlighted in anyway so it’s hard to tell when your
looking at a new piece of data. I think, for me it would be easier if the subject headings
were highlighted in a different color. And if you can search within the table or a subject
specifically.”

P5, Task 2: “This is where I would like to have a find search so I could immediate scroll
to education, or be immediately be taken to it as opposed to having to scroll through the
whole document.”

“And then now I’m looking next to reliable, it says this number is .6 and I think that’s the
margin of error but again I would have to scroll all the way up to the top of the table to find
that. Which I find to be rather annoying. Oh no see I gave you the wrong answer because I
was looking at the 13 percent was the total population, so I actually need to be looking in
the 4th column.”

“I would prefer to see on the table is the uh, column headings to scroll down the table as I
scroll down the table so I don’t make that same kind of mistake again by reading the wrong
column.”

P5, Task 3: Table title is misleading/confusing: Total population and 2 or more races.
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“So now I’m reading over the table heading again, selected populations profile in Anytown
USA, the total population of two or more races. I’m finding that confusing because the table
has the total population which presumably refers to the total population of Anytown, and
then in the fourth column two or more races.” Note: P5 mixed up two or more reliability
column with total population, as well as estimate with percent occasionally.

Comments: “Font was too small, too much information on the table, had to scroll down so
much.”

“I would want the subject headings ..participant read column headers scroll down with you
or at least have them at the top of every subject, like sex and age so you remember what
your looking at in each of the columns.”

“I wouldn’t have gone to view table notes to learn about reliability.”

“I think the reliability thing is important enough to have it as a separate thing. The casual
observer probably doesn’t need to know +/- parentheses but they would want to know what
the definition of reliability is or at least that would help them analyze the data.”

“So I guess I would expect to see it somewhere on the top, and I would prefer to have it not
be something you would have to click on.”

“One thing I would like to see, just for usability purposes to be able to minimize some of
these columns if you don’t need them or want to look at them.’

“Yeah, I mean I like It [reliability], but I didn’t know what it actually meant.”

“I guess they had a high enough response rate to know that it would be a consistent statistic.”

“But then again that’s why I think reliability should be defined just right on top as opposed
to something you have to click on.”

“Not very reliable [indicator] is most helpful.”

15.7 Participant 6-B4

P6 had trouble finding two or more races column (kept referring to the two or more races row
value which is 3.1 percent). As a result many of the participant’s responses are incorrect.
Task 8: “I see two or more races here now at the top.”

Colors are universal, “I love the colors, I’m a color person. I love it.”
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Comments:

Had some difficulty understanding logic of the problem

Public should be able to use this table, color coding helps.

15.8 Participant 7-C1

P7, Task 0. The two reliability columns confused the participant. Labeled the same not sure
what the difference is.

“The first thing I notice would be the color scheme, red, yellow, and green shaded boxes.”

“I would assume red is bad and green is good, and yellow is neutral. And by looking at it
that’s somewhat right cause it says red is not very reliable so I assume the source of the data
is not the best.”

“Although it is a little confusing that there’s two different columns for reliability that don’t
have the same information. I guess one’s a percentage and one’s a...Actually I’m not sure
what the difference is.”

Task 4. “So it’s kinda difficult with such a long with so many columns to keep track of,
which row you want to focus on.”

P7, Task 6. in reference to table width. “...difficult to go back and forth here with the way
this is setup.”

“The transportation data is not very reliable and the education data is somewhat reliable
but it’s difficult to use it to make any determination about the answer they’re both pretty
subjective, I don’t know the threshold between somewhat and not very or what that means
in terms of numbers, especially when the two numbers are close together. Oh I guess I can
saywell I guess that’s why, the transportation data has a higher margin of error, I guess
that’s why it’s not very versus somewhat. But I’m still not exactly sure about what type of
index or what those numbers mean in later columns for margin of error oppose to beginning
where it seems to be a whole number.”

Comments: “I think the use of color is always good in terms of making things clear and
helping people focus. So it quickly alerts you to I guess the type of info like how good the
information is. I honestly looked at that before I even saw what the table was for.”

“This is the way I would expect this type of data to be displayed.”

“I guess.. it seems subjective, so if there were some of key or index that had even if it was a
numeric range like things with a MOE of 0 to 5 are considered reliable, even though I don’t
necessarily know what that means. But it would give it some sort of qualifying description,
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it seems like anyone could’ve just drawn a line and say that’s reliable and that’s not reliable
and I have no idea where that line is drawn or how or why.”

“They seem to represent different things with the same column heading”(referring to headers
like MOE, or reliability).

Perhaps adding an abbreviated description could add some clarification.

Explain columns like MOE.

“When looking at it without any other information I don’t know what that means.”

Recommended placing “reliable first because w/o color it doesn’t make sense to people.”

15.9 Participant 8-C2

P8, Task 0. Looking at areas that are highlighted, then subjects, then industry. Thinking
about what this is telling me.

P8, Task 3. Did not realize that table scrolled horizontally.

P8, Task 6. Looked for way to modify it so she didn’t have to keep scrolling. Tried “modify
it” and other links.

15.10 Participant 9-B3

P9, Task 1, Would Control+F and look for 18-24.

P9, Task 3. After clicking on view table notes the P commented that there was no discussion
of household or individuals.

Tried clicking on the 2 or more races column.

P9, Task 4. Mentioned having to scroll back up to find column.
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P9, Task 5. “I lost track of my columns again” “I wonder if there’s a way to highlight the
row” to find out where I am suppose to be.
Comments: Scrolling columns, width too much, heading disappears, too wide and too long.

Subheadings don’t jump out that much.

15.11 Participant 10-D1

P10, Task 0. Did not mention color/reliability.
Comments: Looked for legend, something to make sense.

15.12 Participant 11-D2

P11, Task 0. “Print is fairly small.”

P11, Task 4. “Trouble tracking rows across”.

P11, Task 5. “Would probably use the mouse to help me stay on a horizontal plane.”

15.13 Participant 12-E1

P12, Task 0: “The first thing that my eyes are drawn to is the coloring.” probe: what do
you think the colors represented: “Just good data versus bad data or the strength of the
information.”

“I was just thinking that um might be uh if it is suppose to represent the strength then
maybe uh like a bar or uh a color code expressing intensity more linearly instead of just
color coding.”

P12, Task 1: “I’m not looking at the MOE or the percent. I’m just letting the reliability
column do the thinking for me.”

“Actually, now I...I’m just thinking through this, I actually don’t know if the percent column
has to do with the reliability. But if it did I would take County A and County Y” Because
I would make an arbitrary cut-off, like above 10 percent. But again I’m not sure what that
percent column has to do with” (Don’t know what percent column has to do with reliability
[participant seems to think percent is related to reliability, not the estimate.])

“Oh you know what, since the colors are so dramatic, I’m just realizing that I didn’t even
read the title on this page which is pretty bad” [non verbal behavior: shaking head]
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“I guess it just shows you jump to reading things that pop out.”

“I’m not sure I’d have that so colorful then um maybe it’s my.. just looking at the title.”

P12, Task 2: “I think that I would probably not recommend this but something that would
be useful to see again would be um the strength represented as a percentage or something.
So that I could um kind of see whether or not.”

“I think on this page it would be helpful to have a descriptive of the margin of error for um
as a refresher for people who haven’t had statistics in a while.”

“I would not recommend because I don’t understand um how close um the somewhat reliable
versus the reliable um are, in relation to one another.”

Comments:
“This could be the way I look at things, I was so distracted by like getting into this and
looking at the red, and green, and yellow, and those being almost so obvious I actually didn’t
even look at what the title was first thing.”

“I would probably need.. I think I put this in my notes, just a description of like almost
what each of the columns mean, related to the entire ...”

“I don’t know why I did not [click on View Table Notes].. it’s like I thought about it but
then I just thought oh they’re not clickable.”

“I don’t really see anywhere else that it says anything else about this [the reliability legend].”

“On all of them [tasks] I just find myself going percent, margin of error, not really under-
standing how they relate to reliable.”

15.14 Participant 13-E2

Task 0, “I’m a little confused as to what the reliability factor pertains to.” Probe: What are
you confused about? “The reliability of what? The data itself? What being reliable as far as
the percentages, are we looking at the margin of error, like what does the reliability factor
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pertain to, that data is not very reliable based on what, or it’s very reliable but what are we
basing that on, the reliability factor?”

Task 2, “Looking at counties D and E on the table, county D indicates their data is somewhat
reliable, and county E indicates their data is very reliable, based on these two factors I would
recommend that they add the percentages together, because again the reliability factor for
D, although it is somewhat reliable, I would be confident enough to know that average or
that percentage does have, as the table indicates, a small margin of error.”

Comments: “So reliable means to me that the data is very reliable, somewhat reliable there’s
a margin of error, and not very reliable means no that data’s not very reliable at all.”

“I thought it would’ve be useful to have a definition for the reliable, the not very reliable,
and the somewhat reliable. It makes it a little bit difficult to understand if all the data is
being pulled from the same source what makes.. or my assumption is all the data is being
pulled from the same source, what makes one category more reliable than another.”

“As I’m reading through this, by clicking on that link [view table notes], that still would
not have given me a better understanding of what a reliability the reliability columns really
refers to.”

Probe: What would you expect to see define reliability? “I would expect um reliable to say,
reliable means 100 percent of the data is consistent or factual. Somewhat reliable being
90 percent of the data 80 percent of the data is factual, and not very reliable so I would
like to see some type of number associated with the ranges of reliability and not very reliable.”

“I felt to me that the margin of error was a little bit confusing as far as how it related to
let’s say for example the reliability factor. So when I’m looking at one of the categories or
one of the columns that specifically says that this is not very reliable, however there’s a 50
percent margin of error, that doesn’t really give me a good indication as to whether or not
that data is indeed very reliable at all or there’s that... there’s a little bit of interpretation
that could be made on that. So I don’t really think the margin of error column is that useful
to be honest with you.”

“I think it all goes back to the reliability column, it’s very difficult to determine whether
or not this data is accurate, and if it’s not accurate, the not very reliable column meaning
what? So those percentages aren’t accurate at all? So therefore, why are they even there? ”

“And how are we differentiating between reliable and not very reliable, what is the source
of that data?”
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15.15 Participant 14-E3

P14, Task 0: “Um, I guess the reliability column because it’s really bright and sort of stands
out.”

“I’m assuming this means um how reliable the estimates are, given the uh...I guess given the
standard errors.”

P14, Task 6. “And it says that 0 percent travel to work by public transportation, but it also
says that the estimate is not very reliable, so I guess I’m not sure um I guess you can’t really
tell by the table without knowing why the estimate isn’t reliable, so that’s my final answer
that I don’t know.”

Comments: “I noticed, I just wrote down I remember seeing that there was a reliability
definition like up here somewhere, but I didn’t really use it, I guess it would’ve helped.”

Why do you think it didn’t stand out? “I don’t know, because I felt like that the focus was
here [the columns] maybe if there was an asterisk next to the reliability column, maybe I’m
just lazy. It just seems like it’s so far away, even the title seems disconnected.”

15.16 Participant 15-E4

P15, Task 0. Would go to website to learn more about reliability.

P15, Task 1A. Generally want reliable data, somewhat reliable data if more information was
given.

P15, Task 2. Reliabilities are close enough to include together.

P15, Task 3. The participant seemed to equate MOE with reliability. “MOE is very small so
it’s very reliable.” (The participant also went out of bounds for this question, mentioning
that the two counties could be using two different forms of public transportation).

Note: For Task 4 and Task 5, the participant subtracted the estimate from the MOE to
confirm it met the requirement for the answer, despite the estimate being reliable.

Comment: Dunno how confident because there’s no info on what reliability means

15.17 Participant 16-A2

P16, Task 0. It’s detailed
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P16, Task 2. Helpful if names of fields [column headers] were pushed down so she didn’t
have to keep scrolling.

P16, Task 4. The participant reported true, but not very reliable [report w/ a caveat]. The
correct response on this task was not true.

Comments: Reliability legend behind link “no, not really helpful.”

Wanted more information about MOE.

15.18 Participant 17-A1

P17, Task 0. Typeface too small.

“You’ve got these lovely green, yellow, red categories defining reliability instead of giving
margins of errors.”
P17, Task 2. “I can’t see the [column] heading here so I don’t know.”

“I should be able to see these headers no matter how far down I go, ok?”

Comments:
“I didn’t look at the definition of reliability but I know the definition of reliability. I don’t
see the definition of reliability here [looking at table, clicked reliable column heading] it’s
not there.”

“Type face is too small.”

“I don’t think the definition of what’s defined as reliable, somewhat, and not very. I want
to know statistically what it is, before I decide whether I use it.”

“For what I sometimes call library users, casual users, this is probably a good idea, but it’s
making decisions for the users, where as I like to make my own decisions, I’m not typical,
far more experienced with advanced statistics than the average person.”

Probe: But for the average person do you think it would be helpful? “Yeah, it’s better than
margin of error, they don’t understand that. It just confuses them. But the definition should
be you know readily available.”
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“I know what margin of error, sampling error is, but I don’t know what’s being considered
reliable versus somewhat versus not very here. And the other thing is that it’s better to
collapse categories than make the reliability higher, cause the level of detail is beyond what
most people need anyhow.”

15.19 Participant 18-A3

P18, Task 0. Trusts in Census that it [data] is reliable. -¿ Green is reliable -¿ Reliability is
near MOE?

When it shows not very reliable you can’t really use estimate.

Small font, hard to read.

A lot of colors.

Looks like an excel table with small font.

Now looking at what it is [ACS survey]

P18, Task 2. Looked at US citizenship and Language spoken first before settling on ancestry
data (Expected to see Ancestry data there?)

Note: Participant had to re-check column headers to make sure he was looking at the per-
centage column.

P18, Task 7. The thing that stands out is all the red.

So many numbers for heritage that are not reliable.

Could also look at somewhat reliable [data], could use for research if reliability is kept in
mind.

Comments about the overall table (at this point):

Would’ve brought glasses if he knew table font is this small.
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Shades of gray and white are helpful.

Color stands out.

P18, Task 8. Estimates say true but reliability and MOE says no.

Would report no, or yes with reliability warning. Can’t draw conclusions based on estimate.

Comment:
Not familiar with CV, stat class was ages ago.

Not visually appealing.

Legend doesn’t define what not very reliable means.

Most people wouldn’t visit ACS reliable website.

Clear definition of what each reliability is.

15.20 Participant 19-A4

P19, Task 0. Noticed reliability legend, keywords, reliable, not reliable estimates, and lots
of replications in columns.

“There’s a lot of replication in terms of columns.” [referring to column headers for estimates
and percentages]

Task1: “Oh I’m sorry this is Anytown, the total population of Anytown, that is one thing
I missed before so, I wasn’t actually sure what this city was, but yeah I would, since it is
Anytown.”

P19, Task 2. “That’s one thing that is really actually a little annoying is that you have the
titles of the chart at the top, but if I scroll down then I might not actually remember every
single title for every single column and so I have to go all the way back up to see estimate
and what not.”
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P19, Task 3. “Again I don’t really know what that reliability means, I don’t know if there’s
a p-value you can put in there or what not, um test of significance but I guess I would say it
is that score but how reliable I don’t know what that metric means. Except I know it lists
some legend, but again there’s no numerical values attached to it.”

“I think before I gave you high school graduate, I mis-read the columns they’re so small they
kinda float together.”

P19, Task 4. Subject had trouble reading across rows, which resulted in him giving the wrong
number (Gave Dutch percentage, not Danish)

“But again we don’t know how reliable that is.”

Task 6. “I would probably just look at different county, and look at percentage which is 5.5
percent, somewhat reliable, we have a margin of error of 2.1, I’d say we could probably do
it but again it depends on what somewhat reliable means.”

P19, Task 7. Very busy (search through a list of ancestries).
Would search through the table using Ctrl + F.
Suggest: Drop down menu where you could choose [ancestries].
Noted estimates, reliable or not, MOE. But in the end stated “Nothing stands out.”
“Honestly, nothing stands out with it, I see the numbers there, it’s just really clunky, and
very very, yeah it’s just clunky so nothing really stands out.”

P19, Task 8. “What I’m thinking is again I guess I hate to say this but it’s extremely ex-
tremely clunky, so I’m thinking why can’t I just do CTRL+F and search or why isn’t there
a search box where I can actually have it pull up. Um I have to go through piece by piece
and find this, and quite frankly it’s just wasting time. And maybe it’s because I’m a child
of Google, but I don’t like searching step by step. I don’t like charts at all, I rather have it
the computer tell me where it’s at. Not to be to harsh on you here.”

“Yeah I would agree with that, well no actually I would not agree with that, it’s not reliable.
But again the first thing I’m looking at is percentages, I look at that not reliable thing
secondly, and I really don’t know what that means, so quite frankly I ignore it for most of
the time. So I’m going guess that you know if I was quickly looking for something unless this
was like something in terms of a masters thesis or a paper I’m writing I probably wouldn’t
really dig to much into that not reliable, not very reliable, and I actually might just take the
2.8 percent for face value because it is from the Census Bureau.”

Comments:
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“Make this into separate sections with some white space between it, because here’s the thing
I’m looking so quickly and there’s so much information coming at me both for a project I
might be working on using the ACS but also with other projects I’m working on or maybe an
idea hits and I open up another browser and look at something for example, that easily and
I do this all the time I’m looking at average family size and I’m accidentally looking at that.”

“There’s a lot depth here but it’s not parsimonious.”

Participant was shown an alternate version of the with color-coding. “That’s a little bit bet-
ter actually, that’s a lot better, just having those colors. But again I don’t know what that
[reliability] means and if I’m doing a study I don’t want to have to go to ACSreliability.com
and again that’s more work for me to have to go through..someone should have a quick link
that has a breakdown of it.

15.21 Participant 20-D1

Comments:
Color coding helps.

Locating information was easy, but had difficulty in interpreting the answer.

View table notes is not helpful (P found link during post-test interview).

Legend sticks out, but not helpful.

Going to link [ACS reliability website] “implies passing the buck.”

Would want to mouse-over or click column [headers].

15.22 Participant 21-A4

P21, Task 0. Noticed gray and white stripes [rows].

Then read title, and noticed reliability legend.

No clue as to what it tells me, it indicates a spectrum.
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Then saw the reliability columns.

Would have to go to ACS reliability website to see how it’s measured.

P21, Task 1. Would have to explain what reliability meant to company.

P21, Task 2. Have to think about what are the different columns (P had to remember what
column headers were?) Would give both estimates but say “we’re confident at whatever
level.”

P21, Task 3. Somewhat reliable makes P wonder why they have somewhat reliable [data].

Comments:
Have a color bar when switching between [row] heading categories.

Should have a footnote of reliability with a notice to see footnote.

Legend indicates reliability matters, but how did you fit things into categories? What does
it mean and what is the cutoff?

Not sure what N means.

Scrolled down and lost top [header] columns.

Put percent sign in MOE percent column.”

Preferred no color in the reliability indicator, “color is intense”.
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Washington, D.C. 20233

Date: September 16, 2010

To: DSSD Data Reliability Indicator Team: Anthony Tersine, Jennifer Tancreto

From: Kathleen T. Ashenfelter and Victor Quach, SRD Human Factors and Usability Research
Group

Subject: Data Reliability Indicator Based on the Coefficient of Variation: Report for the Third Round
of Usability Testing

1 Executive Summary

This study compared different versions of American Community Survey data tables with a
data reliability indicator based on the coefficient of variation. The tables differed in terms of
whether the data reliability legend was displayed above the table or behind a link, “Reliable”
or “Not Very Reliable” was listed first, or whether it was color–coded. There were few key
differences between the tables in terms of user accuracy in finding answers to the tasks.
The usability goals were met for accuracy of responses and users satisfaction for all of the
conditions (although the goal was not met for all data products). However, the efficiency
goal was not met for several of the table types. As with previous tests, key usability issues
were confusion about the meaning of “reliability” and what the cut–offs for the different
levels of reliability were. Evidence from an analysis of efficiency and task difficulty ratings
indicated that including the data reliability indicator above the table may have a slightly
negative impact.

2 Abstract

This study was the third round of usability testing for the Data Reliability Indicator for
American Community Survey (ACS) data tables proposed by the sponsor team. Sixteen pro-
totype tables with a data reliability indicator based on an estimate’s coefficient of variation
were tested. Each reliability indicator had three levels: “Reliable,” “Somewhat Reliable,”
and “Not Very Reliable.” We tested whether the location of the data reliability legend,
whether the indicator was color–coded or plain text, and whether the “Reliable” or “Not
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Very Reliable” level was listed first in the legend made a difference in the accuracy, efficiency,
or user satisfaction of data users in responding to the tasks.

The usability goals for response accuracy and user satisfaction were met for all of the con-
ditions, but the goal for efficiency was not met for several conditions, mostly for easy and
medium–difficulty tasks.

More detailed results and potential usability issues are discussed.

Key Words: data reliability indicator, coefficient of variation, color-coded data
tables, usability

3 Introduction

This was the third round in a series of usability tests of the proposed data reliability indicator
(Ashenfelter, Beck, & Murphy, 2009; Ashenfelter, 2010). A group of American Community
Survey (ACS) data users from both inside and outside of the Census Bureau were recruited
as participants for this round of testing. Findings from this third round of testing will inform
the design-and-development team on areas of user satisfaction and success as well as areas
where the participants struggled while using the data.

3.1 Background

This project aimed to address an issue that arises with the ACS data tables because the
estimates have varying levels of reliability. Some of the data, especially some single-year
estimates, have high coefficients of variation (CVs). Some users may use the estimates
without taking into account their reliability (i.e., ignoring or misunderstanding the margin
of error currently provided with the ACS estimates) (Tersine, 2010).1 The goal of this
project is help data users more easily detect potential reliability issues as measured by the
CV (although the decision of whether or not to use the estimate is ultimately the data
user’s).

The proposed method for addressing the presentation of the reliability of the estimate was
to color-code a reliability indicator for each estimate with the appropriate level of reliability
along with an associated word (e.g., “Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable”), as measured by
the coefficient of variation (Whitford & Weinberg, 2008). The choice of CV as the estimate
of sampling error to be tested was based on the goal to produce a standardized measure of
reliability that might be easier for users to interpret. Although the margin of error (MOE)
is currently provided with each estimate, ACS data users often ignore the MOE.

As a starting point, a categorization based on the coefficient of variation was proposed by
the sponsoring team in the Decennial Statistical Studies Division (DSSD) (Tersine, 2010;
Whitford & Weinberg, 2008). The idea was to color-code the estimate according to its relia-
bility, as evaluated by its associated CV. “Reliable” was defined as CV ≤ 0.15, “Somewhat

1Although estimates of lower reliability are still useful in many applications.
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Reliable” was defined as 0.15 < CV ≤ 0.35, and “Not Very Reliable” was defined as CV >
0.35 (or zero estimates). A color–coded data reliability column was added to the tables for
the prototypes since Section 508 standards prevent the color-coding of the estimate. Consis-
tent with the first two rounds of testing, a red color indicates a low-reliability estimate and
green indicates a reliable estimate. However, the number of levels to include in the indicator
was not tested in this round, since the decision was made to test only a three–level indicator
further after the first and second rounds of testing. For this round, versions of the tables
that did not have color–coding associated with the reliability indicator were also tested.
Mid-range reliability is indicated by yellow coding. The prototypes that were tested in this
third-round evaluation of the ACS data reliability indicators are included in Appendix A.

The tasks that participants completed for the third round of testing are provided as Appendix
B. These tasks were kept as similar as possible to those used in the previous round of
usability testing, but they were updated to incorporate findings from the prior testing as
well as feedback from team members and the Census Bureau’s Methodology and Standards
Council.

3.2 Research Goals

The usability goals for this study were defined in three categories: user accuracy, efficiency,
and satisfaction.

Goal 1: To achieve a high level of accuracy in completing the given tasks using the data
tables. The goal for the third round of testing was set at 80% accuracy. A related sub–
goal was to evaluate whether the color–coded and text–only data reliability indicators would
prompt users to pay attention to and report an estimate’s reliability.

Goal 2: To achieve a high level of efficiency in using the data tables. It was decided that
the participants should be able to complete the tasks in an efficient manner taking no longer
than 3 minutes for a harder task, 2 minutes for a medium task, and 1 minute for an easier
task.

Goal 3: For the users to experience a moderate to high level of satisfaction from their expe-
rience with the data tables. A tailored version of the University of Maryland’s Questionnaire
for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS) (Chin, Diehl, & Norman, 1988) was implemented.
The overall mean of the QUIS ratings for the data tables should be above the mean (above
5 on a nine-point scale, where 1 is the lowest rating and 9 is the highest rating). The same
should hold true for the individual QUIS items.

3.3 Scope

A specific set of user interactions with the tables (as portrayed in the prototypes provided
by the sponsor) was within the scope of the usability evaluation. The user interface was
not tested for compliance with Section 508 regulations, although members of the Systems
Support Division (SSD) did consult with the usability and sponsor team about potential
accessibility issues associated with color–coding data tables before the first round of usability
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testing took place. Before the table tables can be accessed through a government Web site,
they must comply with Section 508 regulations or obtain a waiver.

3.4 Assumptions

• Participants had at least one year of prior Internet and computer experience.

• Participants had prior knowledge of how to navigate a Web site.

• Participants had some prior familiarity with the ACS and/or survey data.

• Participants had no known disabilities, but were screened for color blindness.

4 Method

4.1 Participants

The original goal for this study was to recruit forty participants from the metro Washington,
D.C. area from a list of local ACS data users to come to the SRD Usability Laboratory in
Suitland, MD for testing. However, the usability staff encountered difficulty with recruiting
participants and only 21 people participated in the study. Participants were recruited from
email lists including the Association of Public Data Users (APDU), Census Information
Centers (CIC), State Data Centers (SDC), the Census Advisory Committee, and the D.C.
chapter of the American Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR). The goal for
the CIC, SDC, and Advisory Committee participants was to recruit the constituents of these
organizations, but we also accepted the members themselves. Local teachers and graduate
students were recruited through Craigslist and emails sent to the principals of the schools
and Universities.

Each participant had at least one year of prior experience in navigating different Web sites.
Participants varied in their levels of familiarity with the ACS and ACS data tables, but
all were at least aware of the American Community Survey data products. The amount of
time that participants reported using ACS data products or tabulations ranged from two
years to the very beginning of the ACS. The average age of the participants was 38.2, with
a minimum of 23 and a maximum of 70.

Observers from the Decennial Statistical Studies Division (DSSD) Data Reliability Indicator
team were invited to watch the usability tests on television screens in a separate room from
the participant and test administrator.
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4.2 Facilities and Equipment

Testing Facilities

The participant sat in a small room (5K512), facing a one-way glass and a wall camera, in
front of an LCD monitor equipped with an eye-tracking machine that is placed on a table at
standard desktop height. The participant and test administrator were in the same room for
the reading of the general protocol, the think–aloud practice, and eye–tracking calibration.
The test administrator then went into the control room for the usability testing segment
of the session and returned to sit in the same room as the participant for the debriefing
segment.

Computing Environment

The participant’s workstation consisted of a Dell personal computer, a 17-inch Tobii LCD
monitor (Tobii model T120) equipped with cameras for eye tracking, a standard keyboard,
and a standard mouse with a wheel. The operating system was Windows XP for all partici-
pants.

Audio and Video Recording

Video of the application on the participant’s monitor was fed through a PC Video Hyper-
converter Gold Scan Converter, mixed in a picture-in-picture format with the camera video,
and recorded via a Sony DSR-20 digital Videocassette Recorder on 124-minute, Sony PDV
metal-evaporated digital videocassette tape. Audio for the videotape was picked up from
one desk and one ceiling microphone near the participant. The audio sources are mixed in
a Shure audio system, eliminating feedback, and fed to the videocassette recorder.

Eye–Tracking

The participant’s eye movements were recorded during the usability test using a trial version
of Tobii Studio Enterprise Edition (Tobii Technology, 2008). The Tobii eye-tracking device
monitors the participant’s eye movements and records eye-gaze data. The data recorded rep-
resent the physical position of the eye as measured by the the reflection of a near–infrared
beam off of the pupil. The horizontal and physical position of the pupil are recorded for both
eyes at a rate of 120 Hz (e.g., 120 samples per second) on this eye tracker model. This type of
eye-tracking requires the calibration of each eye. Data collected from the eye-tracking device
includes eye-gaze position, timing for each data point, eye position, and areas of interest.
The Tobii eye tracker records data at a rate of 120 Hz. When a participant looks away or
blinks, or if the eye tracker loses track of the participant’s pupil, this data is recorded as
missing data and this does not stop the data recording. Often, the eye tracker will regain
tracking status of the participant’s pupil and data recording will begin again within a few
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seconds following a glance away from the computer screen.

4.3 Materials

Usability testing required the use of various testing materials. Testing materials included
the following items provided in the appendices. There were sixteen different prototypes cor-
responding to different possible ways of displaying the data reliability indicator and different
ACS data products. For this round of testing, the following ACS data products were tested:
Data Profile, Selected Population Profile, Subject Table, Detailed Table, and Geographic
Comparison. Versions of these prototypes are available in Appendix A. Following the initial
probe item (i.e., “What is the first thing that that you noticed about this table?”), the
tasks for each prototype were tailored to the geography and type of table being tested (see
Appendix B).

Prototypes

Sixteen tables with different versions of a three-level data reliability indicator were tested in
this third-round investigation. Some tables had a data reliability indicator legend above the
table and some had the legend located behind a “View Table Notes” link. This comparison
was made because a meeting with members of the Census Bureau’s Data Access and Dis-
semination System Office (DADSO) revealed that because of lack of free space on the ACS
data tables currently available through American Factfinder (AFF), the legend may have to
be placed behind this link in order to implement the data reliability indicator. Also, some
prototypes used color–coding in the the data reliability indicator, while some used only text
without color. Some prototype tables had “Reliable” listed first in the reliability indica-
tor legend, while some had “Not Very Reliable” listed first in order to test the “stoplight”
analogy associated with the data reliability indicators. That is, we wanted to see whether
participants would have trouble understanding and using the indicator if the order of the
colors was reversed from a traditional stoplight. The prototypes from this round of testing
can be found in Appendix A.

Tasks

Members of the ACS data-reliability indicator team created the tasks, which can be found
in Appendix B. The tasks are designed to capture the participant’s interaction with, and
reactions to, the design and functionality of the ACS data reliability indicators. The first
question asked of the participants is not a task in the traditional sense because it asks them
to report the first thing that they notice about the tables, so it is called the “initial probe”
question and is not considered an official task. The rest of the tasks were designed so that
the participant would look for estimates that were located in different areas of the table.

General Protocol

Each participant was read a general protocol, which can be found in Appendix C. The test
administrator read some background material and explained several key points about the
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session. The general protocol emphasizes that the participant’s skills and abilities are not
being tested, but that the participant is helping in an evaluation of the data table’s overall
usability.

Consent Form

Prior to beginning the usability test, the participants completed a general consent form
supplied in Appendix D. The consent form documents the participant’s agreement to permit
videotaping of the testing session and states that the study is authorized under Title 13 of
the U.S. Code.

Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Computer Use and Internet Experience

Prior to the usability test, the participant completed this questionnaire, which gathered
information on the participant’s demographics, experience using statistics, computer use,
and Internet experience (Appendix E). This information helped us determine whether there
is a relationship between these three experience factors and performance and preference
scores found during testing.

Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS)

The original version of the QUIS includes dozens of items related to user satisfaction with
a user interface (Chin et al., 1988). In a usability test at the Census Bureau, SRD typically
uses 10 to 12 items that the usability team has tailored to the particular user interface
being evaluated. This study used a modified version that includes items worded for the ACS
data-reliability indicators context (Appendix F). The experimenter handed the QUIS to the
participant at the same time as the task-difficulty rating questionnaire (below).

Task-Difficulty Rating Questionnaire

Participants were asked to provide a difficulty rating for each task, which was used for
validation of the “medium” versus “hard” designation during analysis. This short survey
can be found in Appendix G.

Debriefing Questions

After completing the tasks, the experimenter read aloud debriefing questions to the partic-
ipants about their overall experience using the prototype ACS Data Reliability Indicator
(Appendix H). The debriefing questions included an inquiry about each participant’s color
vision. These questions are included in the debriefing segment of the protocol following
testing and not included in the survey administered to the participants before testing so as
not to prime them to focus intentionally on color during testing.

Procedure

Each participant was escorted to the usability lab at the U.S. Census Bureau headquarters
building in Suitland, Maryland. Upon arriving, the participant was seated with the test
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administrator in the testing room (5K512). The test administrator greeted the participant,
thanked him or her for his or her time, and read the general introduction. Next, the par-
ticipant read and signed the consent form. After signing the consent form, the participant
completed the questionnaire on demographics, experience with statistics, computer use and
Internet experience.

Since this test used the eye-tracking device, the participant’s eyes were calibrated after
the general protocol was read and the consent form was signed. Calibration was usually
completed in about fifteen to twenty seconds by having the participant look at a dot moving
across the computer screen. Once calibration was completed, the test administrator exited
the room and continued the testing process from the control room (5K509).

Following calibration, the participant began to complete the tasks on the ACS data reliability
indicators prototype. At the start of each task, the participant read the task aloud. While
completing the task, the participants were encouraged to think aloud and share what they
were thinking about the task. This interaction was not intended to be a conversation. If
at any time the participant became quiet, the test administrator probed the participant
about what they were looking for in the table. The content of the so-called “think-aloud”
protocol allows us to gain a greater understanding on how the participant is completing
the task and to identify issues with the tables. In order to make sure that the participants
understood what was expected by the instruction to think aloud, they engaged in a practice
think-aloud task where they walk through their thought process while performing a task
using a commonly accessed Web page (the end of Appendix C).

At the conclusion of each task, the participant stated a “final answer” to the task. During
the task or while watching the tapes of the sessions at a later time, the test administrator
noted any observable struggles or other noteworthy behaviors, including comments and body
language. After the participant completes all tasks, the eye-tracking device was stopped, the
test administrator returned to the testing room, and the video recording continued. The par-
ticipant then completed the modified QUIS and task-difficulty rating questionnaire silently.
When the participant completed the two paper forms, the test administrated asked the par-
ticipant a series of debriefing questions (Appendix H). At the conclusion of the usability
evaluation, the video recording was stopped. Overall, the usability session ran between 45
and 60 minutes.
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5 Results

5.1 Accuracy

Table 1 shows the average accuracy scores by table type and whether Usability Goal 1 of
80% correct responses was met. The averages reflect only those cases where there was a
direct comparison of the location of the legend, color order, or color–coding. The location
of the legend was manipulated for the Data Profile, Selected Population Profile, Subject,
and Geographic Comparison tables. The order of the colors in the data reliability legend
was manipulated for the Selected Population Profile and Geographic Comparison tables.
Whether or not the tables were color–coded was manipulated for the Data Profiles and the
Detailed Tables. Responses were considered correct if the participant reported the correct
estimate from the table. Table 1 shows that the usability goal was met for each of the
different conditions. This provides some evidence that the data reliability indicator has
about the same level of impact across these different methods of displaying it. However,
the goal was not met for all data products; the Selected Population Profile tables had an
accuracy score of 72% and the Detailed Tables had a score of just 67%.

Table 1: Accuracy Scores by Table Type

Table Type Tasks Average Score Goal Met?
Legend Above Table 73 86% Yes
Legend Behind Link 60 90% Yes
No Color 35 83% Yes
Color 42 83% Yes
Red First 32 90% Yes
Green First 32 81% Yes
Data Profile 49 88% Yes
Selected Pop. Profile 32 72% No
Subject Table 14 93% Yes
Detailed Table 21 67% No
Geographic Comparison 27 100% Yes
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5.2 Efficiency

The start and stop times for the different tasks were obtained from the time stamps on the
eye–tracking data in order to calculate average completion times for the tasks. The tasks
were rated by the usability staff and the sponsor team before testing began as being easy,
medium, or hard in difficulty. The average efficiency score for the easy tasks for across all
participants and all tables was 2.3 minutes, the average score for the medium tasks was 2.0
minutes, and the average efficiency score for the hard tasks was 2.4 minutes. The goal was
for participants to take 1 minute for an easier task, 2 minutes for a medium task, and 3
minutes for a harder task. The goal was met for the medium and hard tasks, but not for the
easy tasks. This finding may be related to participants having difficulty using the different
data products in general and may not be directly related to the data reliability indicator
itself.

Table 2 shows the efficiency scores by condition and whether or not the efficiency goal for
the easy, medium, and hard tasks were met for that condition. Efficiency averages were only
calculated for the tables where each condition was specifically manipulated. The efficiency
goals were not met for the easy tasks when the legend was behind the “View Table Notes”
link, the easy and medium tasks when the legend was above the table, the easy tasks for
both color orders, the easy tasks for the black and white table, or the easy and medium tasks
for the tables with a color–coded data reliability indicator.

Table 2: Average Efficiency Scores by Difficulty Rating

Condition Difficulty Average Eff. (min) Goal Met?
Legend Above Table Easy 2.4 No

Medium 2.3 No
Hard 2.7 Yes

Legend Behind Link Easy 2.5 No
Medium 1.6 Yes
Hard 2.0 Yes

No Color Easy 2.1 No
Medium 1.9 Yes
Hard 2.1 Yes

Color Easy 2.1 No
Medium 2.1 No
Hard 2.7 Yes

Red First Easy 2.1 No
Medium 2.4 No
Hard 2.3 Yes

Green First Easy 2.4 No
Medium 3.0 No
Hard 1.9 Yes

The efficiency goal for the easy tasks was not met by any of the conditions, although it
was met for the hard tasks for all of the conditions. Since ACS users in the field would
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presumably be more likely to consult the data reliability indicator for harder problems, the
fact that the goal was met for the harder tasks is a positive result. The easy and medium
tasks may have been more difficult than anticipated.

Table 3 shows the average efficiency scores for easy, medium, and hard tasks broken down
by table type and whether or not the usability goal for efficiency was met.

The usability goal for efficiency was not met for the easy or medium–difficulty tasks for the
Data Profile tables, any of the tasks for the Selected Population Profile tables, the easy
tasks for the Subject Tables, the easy tasks for the Detailed Tables, or the easy tasks for the
Geographical Comparison tables.

The efficiency goal set for the easy tasks was not met for any of the table types, and there was
no table type that met the goal for all the easy, medium, and hard tasks. The medium tasks
for the data profiles had the highest completion times. Again, both of these results could
indicate that the tasks, especially the easy and medium–difficulty tasks, were more difficult
than anticipated. Also, this may reflect that using ACS data tables overall is more difficult
than originally thought. Another possibility is that the participants were inexperienced with
using this type of table.

Table 3: Average Efficiency Scores by Difficulty Rating

Table Type Difficulty Average Eff. (min) Goal Met?
Data Profile Easy 2.4 No

Medium 5.0 No
Hard 2.4 Yes

Selected Pop. Profile Easy 2.9 No
Medium 3.1 No
Hard 3.2 No

Subject Table Easy 1.6 No
Medium 1.4 Yes
Hard 2.7 Yes

Detailed Table Easy 1.1 No
Medium 2.0 Yes
Hard 2.5 Yes

Geographic Comparison Easy 2.4 No
Medium 1.3 Yes
Hard 1.2 Yes

Table 4 shows the average efficiency scores in minutes by table type and across all easy,
medium, and hard tasks. The averages reflect only those cases where there was a direct
comparison of the location of the legend, color order, or color–coding. It is noteworthy that
the participants using tables with the legend above the table took 30 seconds longer (i.e.,
25 % longer) to complete tasks than did participants using tables with the legend behind
the link. It is possible that including the legend could be distracting to participants and
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increases the amount of time they take to complete the tasks. Overall, there were several
conditions where the efficiency goal was not met for this round of testing. Since the last two
rounds of testing showed no differences between efficiency performance when participants
have a data reliability indicator versus when they are using a table without one (Ashenfelter
et al., 2009; Ashenfelter, 2010), it is likely that the failure to meet the efficiency goals for
the easy tasks is related to the table complexity and not to the data reliability indicator
itself. Although they are similar, the tasks and tables used in this round of testing are not
the same as in previous rounds and may have been more difficult.

Table 4: Efficiency Scores by Table Type

Table Type Tasks Average Eff. (min)
Above Table 76 2.5
Behind Link 61 2.0
No Color 39 2.1
Color 46 2.3
Red First 30 2.5
Green First 29 2.2
Data Profile 56 2.1
Selected Pop. Profile 31 3.0
Subject Table 14 1.8
Detailed Table 21 2.0
Geographic Comparison 28 1.6

Looking at the efficiency results by table type, the key result is that the participants using
tables with the reliability legend above the table took 30 seconds longer to complete the
tasks than those with the legend behind a link. It is possible the legend could have a slightly
negative impact on efficiency, possibly being a distracting element. Also, participants in
the Selected Population Profile condition took about twice as long to complete their tasks
as did the participants in the Geographic Comparison condition.2 The Selected Population
Profile tables are the longest tables vertically and require the most scrolling, which could
have impacted the participants’ efficiency scores.

5.3 Satisfaction

The overall mean of the satisfaction scores for this round of testing with 21 participants
was 6.23, which is above Usability Goal 3 of having at least a score of 5 on the scale. The
averages reflect only those cases where there was a direct comparison of the location of
the legend, color order, or color–coding. The mean satisfaction score for tables with the

2A one–way ANOVA (F (4, 145) = 6.60, p < 0.001) revealed at least one significant difference between the
tables. Post–hoc Tukey’s test showed that the Selected Population table had significantly longer efficiency
scores than the Data Profiles tables (Mean Difference=55 seconds, p = 0.005), the Subject Tables (Mean
Difference=71 seconds, p = 0.014), the Detailed Tables (Mean Difference=64 seconds, p = 0.010), and the
Geographic Comparison tables (Mean Difference=86 seconds, p < 0.001).
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reliability legend above the table was 6.1 (n=78)3 and the mean score for table with the
reliability legend behind the “View Table Notes” link was 6.1 (n=62).

The mean satisfaction score for the tables with color–coding was 6.7 (n=40) and the mean
score for tables with no color–coding was 5.9 (n=40). This is a somewhat large difference
in score and indicates that there was more overall satisfaction for the color–coded indicator
and is consistent with several participants making the comment that they liked the colors.

The mean satisfaction score for the tables where the red/unreliable indicator came first (i.e.,
was on “top”) on the indicator legend was 5.1 (n=31). The mean score for the tables where
green/reliable was first was 6.8 (n=31).

The Detailed Tables had a mean satisfaction score of 6.0 (n=63), the Selected Population
Profile tables had a mean score of 6.3 (n=31), the Subject Tables had a mean score of 6.9
(n=15), the Data Profiles had a mean score of 7.1, and the Geographic Comparison tables
had a mean score of 5.6.

The participants met the usability satisfaction goal of at least a 5 on on a 9–point scale for
every condition.

The participants were allowed to write in open–ended comments for the last item of the
satisfaction survey. Here are the comments received along with the table assigned to the
participant that were directly related to the data reliability indicator. All comments that
pertain to the tables themselves and not to the indicator can be found in Appendix I.

Data Profiles

• A3: location of reliability. Column affected ease of reading estimate and % estimate.
Would prefer to see reliability column on left or right margin rather than in [the] middle.

Subject Tables

• C2: I didn’t even look at the definition of reliability. Sorry about that. I found the
table mostly easy to read. I would however recommend that the need for scrolling be
reduced if possible.

Geographical Comparisons

• E1: 1) It would be useful to have an * describing & defining: % (percent), reliability,
m.o.e (i.e. is margin of error + or - the percent? Or is it linked to reliability?). 2)
could the reliability be something like this: [see graphic drawn by participant 12 in
Figure 1]. The red & green are pretty distracting. Note: The legend was behind the
link for this participant.

3Where n is the number of satisfaction questions completed across all participants who saw this table.
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Figure 1: Participant Suggested Indicator Revision

E2: It would have been helpful to have a definition for the reliability categories. Why
was some data listed as reliable and others ’somewhat’ or ’not at all’ particularly if the
information was ultimately coming from the same source. Note: The legend was behind the
link for this participant.

E3: I think I might’ve noticed the reliability def. in the upper right corner but I didn’t read
it - it didn’t really stand out.

5.4 Task Difficulty

Participants completed a task difficulty rating scale after they completed them. Difficulty
was rated on a scale from 1 to 9, with 1 being very easy and 9 being very difficult. Table 5
shows the average task difficulty score for each data product tested.
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Table 5: Overall Task Difficulty by Data Product

Table Type Tasks Average Eff. (min)
Behind Link 61 2.0
Above Table 76 2.5
No Color 39 2.1
Color 46 2.3
Red First 30 2.5
Green First 29 2.2
Data Profile 56 2.1
Selected Pop. Profile 31 3.0
Subject Table 14 1.8
Detailed Table 21 2.0
Geographic Comparison 28 1.6

Table 6 shows the average task difficulty for each task broken down by whether the data
reliability indicator legend was displayed above the table, or behind the “View Table Notes”
link. Although the average task difficulty for the tables with the data reliability indicator
legend above the table was equal to the that of the tables with the legend behind a link
for the Selected Population Profiles, it was considerably higher for the other data products.
This key finding may indicate that adding a legend that is constantly visible above the
table may make completing the tasks more difficult. This is consistent with the finding that
tables with the legend above the table were also associated with longer efficiency time. It is
possible. that showing the legend above the table could potentially have a negative impact
on users’ interaction with the table. If that is the case, having the legend behind the link
would likely not be problematic. However, usability best practices would suggest that the
legend be present somewhere so that data users who are searching for this information can
find it.
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Table 6: Task Difficulty Scores by Location of the Data Reliability Legend

Table Type Task Above Table Behind Link Initial Rating
1 3.2 2.3 Easy
2 4.2 2.3 Easy
3 3.6 3.0 Medium

Data Profile 4 5.0 2.0 Hard
5 4.8 3.0 Medium
6 5.8 3.0 Medium
7 5.4 3.0 Medium
8 8.0 3.7 Hard

mean 5.0 2.8
1 1.0 8.0 Easy
2 2.5 1.0 Easy
3 1.0 1.0 Easy

Selected Pop. Profile 4 4.5 1.0 Hard
5 4.0 4.0 Hard
6 2.5 1.0 Medium
7 1.0 1.0 Medium
8 3.0 1.0 Hard

mean 2.1 2.1
1 2.0 2.0 Easy
2 4.0 1.0 Medium
3 1.0 3.0 Easy

Subject Table 4 2.0 2.0 Hard
5 6.0 1.0 Medium
6 7.0 1.0 Hard
7 4.0 1.0 Medium

mean 3.7 1.6
1 1.0 1.5 Easy
2 4.5 2.5 Medium
3 7.0 2.5 Hard

Geographic Comparison 4 3.0 2.0 Medium
5 4.5 2.0 Medium
6 7.0 3.5 Hard
7 4.5 4.5 Easy

mean 4.5 2.6
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There were several instances when the average difficulty rating was at odds with its original
difficulty categorization. For instance, task 1 for the Selected Population Profiles had an
average task difficulty rating of 8.0 out of 9.0 points for the tables where the legend was
behind the “View Table Notes” link, which indicates that that this task was not considered
easy by the participant who saw this table. This question was “The National Organization
for Young Adults is considering opening a chapter in Anytown, USA. They first want to
know what the estimate for the number of people in Anytown that are ages 18 to 34 is.
What would you tell them? ” This question may need to be revised to be more clear and
specific if used in future rounds of testing.

Table 7 shows the average difficulty scores broken down by whether the green/reliable or
red/not very reliable category was listed first in the data reliability indicator legend.

Table 7: Task Difficulty Scores by the Order of the Levels of the Reliability Legend

Table Type Task Red First Green First Initial Rating
1 1.0 4.5 Easy
2 4.0 1.0 Easy
3 1.0 1.0 Easy

Selected Pop. Profile 4 8.0 1.0 Hard
5 7.0 2.5 Hard
6 1.0 2.5 Medium
7 1.0 1.0 Medium
8 5.0 1.0 Hard

mean 3.2 1.8
1 1.5 2.0 Easy
2 3.0 4.0 Medium
3 4.0 5.5 Hard

Geographic Comparison 4 3.5 2.0 Medium
5 4.5 2.0 Medium
6 5.0 5.5 Hard
7 3.1 3.4 Easy

mean 4.5 2.6
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Table 8 shows the average difficulty rating broken down by whether the table was color–coded
or not.

Table 8: Task Difficulty Scores by Whether the Reliability Indicator was Color–
Coded

Table Type Task No Color Color Initial Rating
1 3.8 2.0 Easy
2 4.5 2.5 Easy
3 4.0 2.8 Medium

Data Profile 4 5.3 2.5 Hard
5 4.5 3.8 Medium
6 5.5 4.0 Medium
7 6.0 3.0 Medium
8 6.5 6.3 Hard

mean 4.8 3.3
1 2.0 3.5 Easy
2 4.0 3.5 Easy
3 1.0 6.5 Hard

Detailed Tables 4 3.0 3.0 Hard
5 2.0 3.5 Medium
6 2.0 4.5 Medium
7 8.0 3.5 Hard

mean 3.1 3.8
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5.5 Usability Findings

Successes

Although usability testing often reveals usability issues, it also can highlight the strengths
of the data product being tested. The data reliability indicator had several strengths that
came through during the sessions.

• Easily understood stoplight analogy

Although participants may not have understood exactly what was meant by statistical
reliability, they did pick up on the relative meaning of the color–coded indicator. This
meaning was supported by analogy with a red-yellow-green traffic stoplight. Just as
in prior rounds of testing, some participants specifically mentioned a stoplight when
commenting. Participant 5 said, “Well now thinking about it, they seem to correlate
with streetlights, green being go ahead, it’s very positive. Yellow is somewhat mediocre,
and red is not at all good or stop. So I guess that makes intuitive sense to me.”
Participant 7 made the remark, “I would assume red is bad and green is good, and
yellow is neutral.”

• Attractiveness of Added Color

Eye-tracking analysis from all three rounds of testing showed that participants’ eyes
were drawn to the color–coded reliability column. Participant 14 commented during
the initial probe question about what they noticed first about the tables, “Um, I guess
the reliability column because it’s really bright and sort of stands out.” Participant 7
commented during the initial probe question, “The first thing I notice would be the
color scheme, red, yellow, and green shaded boxes.”

Many participants commented that they liked the colors themselves because they added
a splash of color and aesthetic appeal to the tables. Participant 6 said that colors are
good to use to convey information because they are universal and “I love the colors,
I’m a color person. I love it.” Participant 7 commented, “I think the use of color is
always good in terms of making things clear and helping people focus. So it quickly
alerts you to I guess the type of info like how good the information is. I honestly looked
at that before I even saw what the table was for.”

• Participant Use of the Data Reliability Indicator

The data reliability indicator was successful in that participants did use it. It is possible
that this indicator would be very helpful to statistical novices and they may use the
indicator even though they would not normally use the MOE or another measure of
error. Participant 12 said during the first task, “I’m not looking at the MOE or the
percent. I’m just letting the reliability column do the thinking for me.”Participant
18 understood the general meaning of the indicator, but said that when the indicator
shows not very reliable, that you can’t really use estimate. This is evidence that
although the participant used the indicator, they saw the “Not Very Reliable” as an
instruction not to use the estimate rather than to carefully consider the context of its
use.
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Usability Issues

Results reported include all identified usability issues and resolutions recommended by
the team. Additional Comments by participants can be found in Appendix I. Identified
issues are prioritized based on the following criteria:

• High: This problem brought the participant to a stand still. He or she was not able
to complete the task. For this study, a high–priority issue can also be one where the
data reliability indicator was not being applied correctly or there was a fundamental
misunderstanding of its meaning.

• Moderate: This problem caused some difficulty or confusion, but the participant was
able to complete the task.

• Low: This problem caused minor annoyance but does not interfere with the flow of
the tasks.

High–Priority Issues

• Confusion of Statistical Reliability with Lack of Confidence in the Source or Quality
of the Data

Some participants made comments that showed that they associated the “Not Very
Reliable” indicator with low–quality data or data that came from an unreliable source
(i.e., “good” versus “bad” data). Participant 7 said, ‘It says red is not very reliable
so I assume the source of the data is not the best.” When probed about what the
meaning of the colors was, Participant 10 said it was “just good data versus bad data
or the strength of the information.” Participant 13 said, “So reliable means to me that
the data is very reliable, somewhat reliable there’s a margin of error, and not very
reliable means no that data’s not very reliable at all.” Later, the same participant
was probed about what she thought the definition of reliability was and responded, “I
would expect um reliable to say, reliable means 100 percent of the data is consistent
or factual. Somewhat reliable being 90 percent of the data 80 percent of the data is
factual, and not very reliable so I would like to see some type of number associated
with the ranges of reliability and not very reliable.”

• Vagueness of “Somewhat Reliable”

Several participants commented that they were not sure what “somewhat reliable”
meant. Without a clear definition or the inclusion of information about the cutoff CV
values, the meaning of this middle category may not be straightforward to users. As
a result, they may not use an estimate that would have been appropriate to use in
the context of their goals. Participants who made this comment did make the correct
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assumption that this category was between “reliable” and “not very reliable” in terms
of statistical reliability. However, a few people also made the comment that they were
uncertain about whether or not to use an estimate as the answer to a task because
they were unsure how large the difference between “reliable” and “somewhat reliable”
was. Some participants also said they could justify the use of “not very reliable” data
if they could tell if it were near the threshold for “somewhat reliable.” Participant 12
said, “I would not recommend [the reliability indicator] because I don’t understand
um how close um the somewhat reliable versus the reliable um are, in relation to one
another.”Participant 7 made a detailed comment:

“The transportation data is not very reliable and the education data is somewhat
reliable but it’s difficult to use it to make any determination about the answer they’re
both pretty subjective, I don’t know the threshold between somewhat and not very
or what that means in terms of numbers, especially when the two numbers are close
together. Oh I guess I can say, well I guess that’s why, the transportation data has
a higher margin of error, I guess that’s why it’s not very versus somewhat. But I’m
still not exactly sure about what type of index or what those numbers mean in later
columns for margin of error oppose to beginning where it seems to be a whole number.”

It did not seem to make a difference whether the participants saw the indicator leg-
end or not. During debriefing, participants who did not see the legend by clicking on
the “View Table Notes” link were shown the legend and asked if it would have been
helpful. The majority of participants said that it did not contain enough information
about what reliability meant to be of much use.

• Unintuitive Nature of Legend Without Color Where Reliable is Listed First

Related to the usability strength of the intuitive stoplight analogy described above, two
participants commented that the analogy does not hold when the color is removed. The
dry run participant saw this type of legend and said she was surprised to see “Not Very
Reliable” listed first and had to “reverse it in her head” in order to make sense of it.
Participant 7 saw a legend with the color–coding and “Not Very Reliable” listed first
and also thought having this category first was not intuitive. This participant recom-
mended placing “reliable first because without color it doesn’t make sense to people.”

While this may not be an issue for users who have accessed the tables before and are
familiar with their layout, it may be a problem for the novice data user. This is another
issue with the table itself and not necessarily with the data reliability indicator, but
the data reliability indicator is likely not to be used correctly if the correct estimate is
not found.
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Medium–Priority Issues

• Uninformative Nature of Reliability Legend

Several participants commented that there was not enough information about the CV,
the cutoff values used for the indicator levels, and the definition of reliability. Although
some participants never even saw the legend, it did not seem to impact their ability or
inclination to use the reliability indicators when compared to the sessions where the
participants saw and read the legend. Participant 4 said “If I could click on something,
just to read why, why is this reliable?”During debriefing, Participant 4 also said, “I
did, I also tried to click on reliability. Cause sometimes, especially when it’s blue I
thought that I would be able to sort based on that. Um, and I thought that maybe
there would be a pop up saying ‘Reliability is this’.” Participant 5 commented, “Yeah,
I mean I like it [reliability], but I didn’t know what it actually meant.” Participant 7
remarked, “I guess.. it seems subjective, so if there were some of key or index that had
even if it was a numeric range like things with a MOE of zero to five are considered
reliable, even though I don’t necessarily know what that means. But it would give it
some sort of qualifying description; it seems like anyone could’ve just drawn a line and
say that’s reliable and that’s not reliable and I have no idea where that line is drawn or
how or why.” Participant 13 said, “I’m a little confused as to what the reliability fac-
tor pertains to.” The experimenter asked the probe question “What are you confused
about?” The participant continued, “The reliability of what? The data itself? What
being reliable as far as the percentages, are we looking at the margin of error, like what
does the reliability factor pertain to, that data is not very reliable based on what, or
it’s very reliable but what are we basing that on, the reliability factor?”Participant
19 remarked that there should be numerical values defining the reliability categories,
“Again, I don’t really know what that reliability means, I don’t know if there’s a p-
value you can put in there or what not, um, test of significance, but I guess I would
say it is that score but how reliable. I don’t know what that metric means. Except I
know it lists some legend, but again there’s no numerical values attached to it.”

A related issue is that it is unclear how the estimate, percent, MOE, and reliability
columns are related to one another. Participant 12 said, “On all of them [tasks] I just
find myself going percent, margin of error, not really understanding how they relate to
reliable.” Participant 15 used the MOE and reliability indicator interchangeably and
called the Margins of Error “reliabilities.”

• Small Font Size

A majority of the participants across all of the conditions remarked that the font size
was small. Several had difficulty reading the table contents. However, this problem
may have been an artifact of the manner in which the tables were converted to HTML
files for testing. The tables were embedded as images into Web screens. If the tables
were fully functional as they would be in American Fact Finder (AFF), the tables
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would have the ability to be adjusted to fit a user’s preferences more readily.

Low Priority Issues

• View Table Notes

Twenty of the twenty-one participants never clicked on the “View Table Notes” above
the upper right corner of the table. Participant 10 actually looked for a legend and
did not find it behind the link. Participant 13 said, “As I’m reading through this, by
clicking on that link [view table notes], that still would not have given me a better
understanding of what a reliability the reliability columns really refers to.”

This issue was especially clear in the wide subject tables (C1 and C2), since participants
could potentially never scroll the browser to the point where they could see it. However,
since there was no significant difference in performance whether they saw the legend
or not, this issue becomes low–priority.

The dry run participant said that she would have clicked on the MOE row header
to look for information about reliability. Duplicate links on the MOE and Reliability
column headers could help users find the table notes more easily. Participant 19 also
said that he would prefer if he could click or mouse over the column headers for more
information about the MOE and Reliability.

When shown the reliability legend during debriefing, Participant 4 said, “Maybe it’s
just the title, ’view table notes.’ Maybe if it were like ’view table definitions’ or some-
thing like that, that would make me think that, ok, this means they are explaining
something on the table. A table note makes me think that, oh, it’s just something like
I can save my notes.” During debriefing, Participant 5 made a similar comment, “I
wouldn’t have gone to view table notes to learn about reliability.”

• The Color Coding is Potentially Distracting

As with the previous round of testing, a participant commented that the colors were
distracting while completing the tasks. Participant 12 commented that colors distract
from reading title; “Oh, you know what, since the colors are so dramatic, I’m just
realizing that I didn’t even read the title on this page which is pretty bad” and “I
guess it just shows you jump to reading things that pop out.” Participant 16 was
drawn to the reliability indicator and did not notice the MOE column. Participant 16
said, “You’ve got these lovely green, yellow, red categories defining reliability instead of
giving margins of errors.” When shown a color-coded table and legend after completing
the tasks for a table with no color-coding, Participant 21 said that she would prefer
the table without color-coding because the “color is intense.”
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6 Eye–Tracking Results

6.1 Fixation Durations on Areas of Interest

Location of Data Reliability Indicator Legend

Table 13 shows the fixation durations for the tables where the data reliability indicator
legend was above the table versus behind a link. Most notably, the participants who
saw tables with the legend above the table looked at the Data Description (row name)
for 17.72 seconds on average, which is much longer than the average of 7.43 for the
participants who saw tables with a legend behind the link name.

Table 9: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Behind a Link for
Data Profiles

AOI Legend Above Table (A3,A4) Legend Behind Link (A1,A2)
Column Headers 0.77 0.69
Data Description 17.72 7.43
Estimate 7.84 5.61
Estimate MOE 5.02 2.70
Estimate MOE Link 0.10 0.05
Estimate Reliability Link 0.10 0.13
Information Icon 0.00 0.01
Percent 5.05 3.23
Percent MOE 1.13 1.53
Percent Reliability 1.39 1.89
Percent MOE Link 0.07 0.10
Percent Reliability Link 0.14 0.07
Table Information 0.90 0.35
Table Source 0.12 0.01
Top Links 0.24 0.14
Top Tabs 0.10 0.15
View Table Notes 0.13 0.04
Reliability Legend 1.51 Not Applicable
Legend Levels 0.62 Not Applicable
Legend Text 1.03 Not Applicable

Table 10 shows the average fixation durations. for the tables where the data reliability
indicator legend was above the table, versus behind a link. The most striking differences
were that participants looked at the Two or More Races Estimate column for the tables
with the legend behind a link, compared to 4.98 for the tables with the legend above
the table. Similarly, participants looked at the Total Population estimate column for
an average or 15 seconds for the Behind Link condition, while they only looked at this
column for an average of 8.52 seconds. Participants looked at the Total Population
Reliability column an average 11.73 seconds for the Legend Behind Link tables, but
only 2.45 seconds for the Legend Above Table condition. This could be evidence that
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participants’s eyes are drawn to the colorful reliability column itself more so than if
the colorful reliability legend were also present.

Table 10: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Be-
hind a Link for Selected Population Tables

AOI Legend Above Table (B3,B4) Legend Behind Link (B1,B2)
Data Description 30.42 35.83
Column Headers 0.91 2.09
Two or More Races Estimate 4.98 10.42
Two or More Races MOE 0.94 1.35
Two or More Races Reliability 1.10 1.35
Total Population Estimate 8.52 15.00
Total Population MOE 2.48 4.81
Total Population Reliability 2.45 11.73
Information Icon 2.96 3.39
Table Information 0.03 0.00
Table Source 0.03 0.00
Top Links 0.79 0.63
Top Tabs 0.45 0.32
View Table Notes 0.06 0.14
Reliability Legend 2.14 Not Applicable
Legend Levels 0.64 Not Applicable
Legend Text 0.83 Not Applicable

Table 11 shows the average fixation durations for the tables where the data reliability
indicator legend was above the table versus behind a link for the Subject Tables. The
largest difference between the table prototypes in terms of fixation duration was that
participants looked at the Data Description column for an average 17.86 seconds for
the Legend Above Table condition compared to an average 6.37 seconds for the Legend
Behind Link condition. There were longer fixations on the Management, Management
MOE, Management Reliability, and Service MOE for the Behind Link tables, but
overall the fixation durations were fairly similar.
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Table 11: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Be-
hind a Link for Subject Tables

AOI Legend Above Table (C2) Legend Behind Link (C1)
Column Headers 10.08 11.86
Data Description 17.86 6.37
Information Icon 0.00 0.00
Construction 0.06 0.00
Construction MOE 0.00 0.00
Construction Reliability 0.09 0.20
Farming 0.31 0.30
Farming MOE 0.06 0.23
Farming Reliability 0.15 0.07
Management 2.13 4.52
Management MOE 1.00 3.65
Management Reliability 1.69 2.48
Production 0.00 0.00
Production MOE 0.06 0.00
Production Reliability 0.00 0.00
Sales 2.28 6.40
Sales MOE 0.22 1.64
Sales Reliability 1.09 0.94
Service 2.27 1.84
Service MOE 0.54 2.01
Service Reliability 1.26 0.46
Table Source 0.15 0.22
Table Information 0.74 1.33
Top Links 0.79 0.13
Top Tabs 0.75 0.94
Reliability Legend Not Applicable 0.33
Legend Levels Not Applicable 0.13
Legend Text Not Applicable 0.13
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Table 12 shows that there is a large difference in the amount of time spent looking
at the Percent and Reliability columns in these tables. In fact, participants looked at
every AOI longer in the Legend Behind Link condition than the Above Table condition.
When the reliability legend is present, it may reduce the amount of time participants
need to look at the reliably column itself while interpreting its meaning. On the
contrary, participants may spend more time reading and cognitively processing the
reliability column when the legend is absent.

Table 12: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Be-
hind a Link for Geographic Comparison Tables

AOI Above Table (E3,E4) Behind Link (E1,E2)
Geographical Area 2.52 8.28
Column Headings 0.80 2.05
Information Icon 0.02 0.03
MOE 3.88 7.98
Percent 3.40 11.85
Reliability 8.54 23.92
Table Information 2.56 2.62
Table Source 0.00 0.16
Top Links 0.89 0.91
Top Tabs 0.28 0.43
View Table Notes 0.61 0.86
Reliability Legend 2.23 NA
Legend Colors 0.31 NA
Legend Text 1.37 NA

The information icon may not be very helpful, since it was hardly looked at.
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Color vs. No Color

Table 13 presents the fixation durations for the tables with a color–coded data reli-
ability indicator as compared to the tables with a plain text indicator with no color
for the Data Profile Tables. For this analysis, the location of the legend was removed
from the analysis, since no one saw the legend for the tables where it was behind the
“View Table Notes” link. The largest difference in fixation duration between the two
conditions was that participants looked at the Data Description column for an average
of 16.30 for the color–coded tables, but only an average of 11.40 for the tables without
color. Overall, the fixation durations on the AOIs were similar for the two prototypes.

Table 13: Fixation Durations (in seconds): Color vs. No Color for Data Profile
Tables

AOI Color (A1,A3) No Color (A2,A4)
Column Headers 0.91 0.73
Data Description 16.30 11.40
Estimate 7.12 5.93
Estimate MOE 4.07 3.35
Estimate MOE Link 0.09 0.20
Estimate Reliability Link 0.10 0.13
Information Icon 0.01 0.00
Percent 4.69 4.31
Percent MOE 1.38 1.56
Percent Reliability 1.76 1.85
Percent MOE Link 0.10 0.12
Percent Reliability Link 0.03 0.19
Table Information 0.84 0.37
Table Source 0.05 0.06
Top Links 0.21 0.16
Top Tabs 0.10 0.11
View Table Notes 0.14 0.05

Table 14 shows the fixation durations for the tables with a color–coded data reliability
indicator as compared to the tables with a plain text indicator with no color for the
Detailed Tables. The most notable differences in the fixation durations for the two
prototypes are that participants looked at the Data description column for an average
of 12.28 in the Color condition versus only 6.64 for the No Color condition. Participants
also fixated on the Apple County Reliability Column for 7.88 seconds on average for
the Color tables as compared to only 3.96 seconds for the No Color tables. Since Apple
County is the first county that appears at the left–hand side of the table, this may be
evidence that participants’s eyes were initially drawn to the most colorful part of the
screen. Participants looked at the Cherry County Reliability column almost twice as
long for the No Color tables as they did for the Color tables, and this is the last and
right–most county displayed in the table. This is consistent with participants becoming
accustomed to the color–coded table.
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Table 14: Fixation Durations (in seconds): Color vs. No Color for Detailed Tables

AOI Color (D1) No Color (D2)
Geography Headers 0.42 1.89
Data Description 6.64 12.28
Apple County Estimate 2.79 1.89
Apple County Estimate MOE 2.06 1.10
Apple County Reliability 7.88 3.96
Birch County Estimate 4.21 3.07
Birch County MOE 1.00 1.60
Birch County Reliability 3.67 4.56
Cherry County Estimate 1.46 2.57
Cherry County MOE 0.00 0.05
Cherry County Reliability 0.88 1.66
Information Icon 0.02 0.00
Table Information 0.92 0.47
Table Source 0.22 0.26
Top Links 0.60 0.49
Top Tabs 0.18 0.33
View Table Notes 0.04 0.07
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Order of the Legend Levels

Table 15 shows the average fixation durations for the tables with the Red/“Not Very
Reliable” level presented at the top of the reliabilty legend and the tables where the
Green/“Reliable” level was displayed first for the Selected Population Profile tables.
The reliability legend AOIs were removed because the tables with the legends behind
the “View Table Notes” link did not have a visible AOI legend. Although the fixation
durations are similar overall, participants with the Green First tables looked at the
Column Headers and Total Population Estimate columns longer on average than the
participants with the Red First tables. Participants in the Green First condition looked
at the Two or More Races Estimate column longer on average than participants in the
Red First condition.

Table 15: Fixation Durations (sec): Red/Not Very Reliable First Versus
Green/Reliable in Legend for Selected Population Profiles

AOI Red First (B1,B3) Green First (B2,B4)
Data Description 33.24 32.49
Column Headers 0.71 2.33
Two or More Races Estimate 9.12 5.82
Two or More Races MOE 1.77 0.42
Two or More Races Reliability 4.64 5.07
Total Population Estimate 9.66 13.80
Total Population MOE 4.27 2.88
Total Population Reliability 6.52 7.72
Information Icon 0.00 0.07
Table Information 1.41 3.75
Table Source 0.02 0.00
Top Links 0.83 0.54
Top Tabs 0.43 0.30
View Table Notes 0.05 0.15

Table 16 shows the average fixation durations for the tables with the Red/“Not Very
Reliable” level presented at the top of the reliabilty legend and the tables where the
Green/“Reliable” level was displayed first for the Geographic Comparison tables. The
fixation durations were similar overall.
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Table 16: Fixation Durations (sec): Red/Not Very Reliable First Versus
Green/Reliable in Legend for Geographic Comparison Tables

AOI Red First (E1,E3) Green First (E2,E4)
Geographical Area 4.71 6.10
Column Headings 1.51 1.34
Information Icon 0.00 0.05
MOE 6.17 5.68
Percent 7.30 8.25
Reliability 16.81 15.65
Table Information 2.11 3.07
Table Source 0.01 0.16
Top Links 0.79 1.01
Top Tabs 0.38 0.33
View Table Notes 0.65 0.82
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6.2 Heatmaps

Heatmaps are visualization tools that show where participants looked most often on a
stimulus, in this case the data tables. This section provides a heatmap for each of the
tables. Overall, participants’ eyes are drawn most to the color–coded columns and row
descriptions (data descriptions).4

Data Profile Tables

For tables A1, A3, and A4, the participants looked at the column headers, but the
participants who saw the A4 table did not read them very carefully. The participant
who saw the A2 table did not read the table’s title, while the participants in every
other Data Profile Table condition did. This may be due to individual differences,
since only one person saw the A2 table.

Figure 2 shows the heatmap for Table A1, Figure 3 shows the heatmap for Table A2,
Figure 4 shows the heatmap for Table A3, and Figure 5 shows the heatmap for Table
A4. Comparing Tables A1 and A2, the heatmap for A1 shows that participants look
at the margin of error more than in the heatmap for A2, especially in the Ancestry
section at the end of the table. The color–coded reliability indicator may have been
attracting additional attention to the right side of the table. Participants looked at the
relationship section more for table A2 than in A1 (e.g., the section is “hotter”). The
color–coded reliability column could have helped participants track the rows across,
requiring the participants with the A2 table to more carefully follow the row. Partici-
pants for Table A2 also looked at the column headers more than those for A1.

Comparing Tables A3 and A4, the heatmap of the columns near the color–coded reli-
ability column in A3 appear “hotter” than those in A4, which also occurred in Table
A1 more than Table A2. Again, the colors may attract additional attention to that
section of the table.

Participants did appear to read the Data Reliability Indicator description in the legend.
Similar reading patterns were found for tables A3, A4, B4, C2, E3, and to a certain
extent, B3 and E4.

4It is important to note that some tables only had one participant view them. Therefore, strong conclusions
about differences in the heatmaps cannot be made.
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Figure 2: Heatmap for Table A1, Two Participants
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Figure 3: Heatmap for Table A2, One Participant
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Figure 4: Heatmap for Table A3, Three Participants
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Figure 5: Heatmap for Table A4, Two Participants
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Selected Population Profile Tables

Figure 6 shows the heatmap for Table B1, Figure 7 displays the heatmap for Table B2,
Figure 8 shows the heatmap for Table B3, and Figure 9 displays the heatmap for Table B4.
Across all of the conditions but B4, the participants looked at the column headers. The
participant who did not read the column headers could have had greater confusion during
the session during the tasks that require a response from the “Two or More Races” column.
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Figure 6: Heatmap for Table B1, One Participant
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Figure 7: Heatmap for Table B2, One Participant
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Figure 8: Heatmap for Table B3, One Participant
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Figure 9: Heatmap for Table B4, One Participant
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Subject Tables

The participants who saw the wide Subject Tables did not read the right side of the table.
In order to see this area, participants would have had to scroll horizontally to the right.
The requirement of horizontal scrolling goes against the commonly held usability principle
to avoid horizontal scrolling whenever possible.
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Detailed Tables

There were similar fixation patterns for both D1 and D2, which indicates that the participants
who saw these tables interacted with them in a similar fashion. The main difference was
that the color-coded reliability columns drew more fixations to the estimate columns in D1
than the non-color coded estimate columns in D2.

Figure 12: Heatmap for Table D1, Two Participants

Figure 13: Heatmap for Table D2, One Participant
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Geographical Comparison Tables

Overall, the fixation patterns were similar for all of the Geographical Comparison Tables.
The participant in E3 did not look at the margin of error often, but participants across the
conditions and tables differed widely when looking at the margin of error. Differences in
duration of fixation on margin of error may also depend on how long they spent trying to
identify what the reliability or margin of error was determined by.

Figure 14: Heatmap for Table E1, One Participant
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Figure 15: Heatmap for Table E2, One Participant
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Figure 16: Heatmap for Table E3, One Participant
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Figure 17: Heatmap for Table E4, One Participant
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6.3 Summary

The participants’ response to the data reliability indicators was mostly positive, as it was
for the first two rounds of testing. However, there was some confusion about the indicator.
For instance, some participants confused the concept of statistical reliability with a lack of
confidence in the source or quality of the data or had trouble interpreting what “Somewhat
Reliable” really meant.

In terms of whether the data reliability legend is displayed above the table or behind a link,
“Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable” is listed first, or whether it is color–coded, the usability
goals were met for accuracy of responses and users satisfaction for all of the conditions
(although the goal was not met for all data products). However, the efficiency goal was not
met for several of the table types.

Overall, it appears that participants can use the tables equally well whether or not the
indicator has color–coding, has a legend above the table or behind a link, or whether the
“Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable” indicator is listed first in the legend. Participants can
use the tables with about equal efficiency whether it is color–coded or not and whether
“Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable” is listed first. However, the tables with the legend placed
above the table had scores that were 30 seconds longer than the scores for the tables with
the legend placed behind a hyperlink.

when asked for their preference during debriefing, most participants in the text–only (i.e.,
no color–coding) conditions indicated that they would prefer the color–coded version .

Many participants had trouble tracking estimates across the table, reading the small text,
and interpreting the meaning of “Somewhat Reliable.”

As with the previous rounds of testing, there was a general sense of confusion about the
meaning of “reliability” and what the cut–offs for the different levels of reliability were.
Since none of the participants with the legend behind the link actually clicked on the link
during testing, none of these participants saw the legend.5 It is unclear whether this would
have been beneficial to them or not.

5One participant with the legend located above the table clicked on this link.
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7 Appendix A: Tables

The longer tables that scrolled down vertically have been broken up into three sections (called
Top, Middle, and Bottom for the relative vertical position of the sections) for increased
legibility.

Figure 18: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A1): Top
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Figure 19: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A1):
Middle
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Figure 20: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A1):
Bottom
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Figure 21: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A2):
Top
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Figure 22: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link
(A2):Middle
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Figure 23: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A2):
Bottom
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Figure 24: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A3):Top
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Figure 25: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A3):
Middle
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Figure 26: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A3):
Bottom
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Figure 27: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A4):
Top
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Figure 28: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A4):
Middle
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Figure 29: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A4):
Bottom
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Figure 30: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Top
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Figure 31: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Top Middle
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Figure 32: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Bottom Middle
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Figure 33: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Bottom
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Figure 34: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Top
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Figure 35: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Top Middle
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Figure 36: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Bottom Middle
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Figure 37: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Bottom
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Figure 38: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Top
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Figure 39: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Top Middle
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Figure 40: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Bottom Middle
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Figure 41: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Bottom
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Figure 42: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Top
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Figure 43: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Top Middle
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Figure 44: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Bottom Middle
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Figure 45: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Bottom
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Figure 48: Detailed Table with Color–Coding (D1)
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Figure 49: Detailed Table with No Color–Coding (D2)
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Figure 50: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Behind Link and Red First in the
Legend (E1)
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Figure 51: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Behind Link and Green First in the
Legend (E2)
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Figure 52: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Above Table and Red First in the
Legend (E3)
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Figure 53: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Above Table and Green First in
the Legend (E4)
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8 Appendix B: Tasks for All Tables

The tasks and their associated answers are included below.

Figure 54: Tasks Part 1
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Figure 55: Tasks Part 2
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Figure 56: Tasks Part 3
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Figure 57: Tasks Part 4
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Figure 58: Tasks Part 5
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Figure 59: Tasks Part 6
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Figure 60: Tasks Part 7
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Figure 61: Tasks Part 8
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Figure 62: Tasks Part 9
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Figure 63: Tasks Part 10
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Figure 64: Tasks Part 11
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Figure 65: Tasks Part 12
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Figure 66: Tasks Part 13
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Figure 67: Tasks Part 14
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Figure 68: Tasks Part 15
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9 Appendix C: General Protocol

Figure 69: Protocol Part 1
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Figure 70: Protocol Part 2
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10 Appendix D: Consent Form

Figure 71: Consent Form
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11 Appendix E: Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Com-
puter Use and Internet Experience

Figure 72: Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Computer Use and Internet Experience
Part 1
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Figure 73: Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Computer Use and Internet Experience
Part 2
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12 Appendix F: Satisfaction Questionnaire (QUIS)

Figure 74: Satisfaction Questionnaire
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13 Appendix G: Task Difficulty Survey

The task difficulty survey was tailored for each type of table. Only the task difficulty survey
for the Data Profiles Tables are shown here to conserve space.
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Figure 75: Data Profiles Task Difficulty Part 1
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Figure 76: Data Profiles Task Difficulty Part 2
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14 Appendix H: Debriefing Questions

Figure 77: Debriefing Questions
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15 Appendix I: Satisfaction Questionnaire Comments, Usability
Issues with the ACS Tables, and Participant Comments

Comments about the ACS Data Tables from QUIS Satisfaction Survey

Data Profiles

• A1: Typeface too small, need down arrow (scroll arrow) on the right.

• A2: It would be useful to have the column names frozen so they still appear on the
screen when you scroll down.

• A3: Too much data on one table, font size too small.

• A4: The tables are very small for data recognition , they should be enlarged to make
the data easier to see. I do like the fact that each line is an alternating gray white,
that makes it easier to decipher each line of data.

• A4: Get rid of tables all together. Use search options. Google seems to be able to do
this, why can’t the government?

• A4: Grey/White is boring - blue lines or color shift when shift (color bar) when shift
categories [note: participant meant the bolded row headers].

Selected Population Profiles

• B4: Print on screen was very small. Persons with not so good visual acuity may have
difficulty locating column data. Otherwise, I would use the ACS Tables for future
work/research.

Subject Tables

• C1: Should include an index or key that describes what the column headings mean,
particularly those w/ the same name and different information (e.g., margin of error
being presented in seemingly different ways). Note: The legend was behind the link for
this participant.

Detailed Tables

• D1: It takes more than a few moments to become acclimated to the layout of the
information to ascertain what is where. Otherwise it was an okay read.

• D2: Clearly, a learning curve will occur and help.
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Usability Issues with the Tables

Some usability issues with the ACS data tables themselves were found during testing. They
are included as an appendix, since they are not directly related to the data reliability indi-
cator being tested. The descriptions associated with specific comments (i.e., Irish Ancestry
Question) refer to the tasks, which can be found in Appendix B.

• Width of the tables

As in the first and second rounds of testing, participants reported that they had trouble
tracking the correct estimate across the screen because the description of the estimate
(left–most column) was so wide. The subject tables (C1 and C2) are especially wide
and the data reliability columns make it even wider. Figures 78 and 79 clearly show
that the participants who saw these tables did not look much at the right–most part
of the table, and neither one fixated on the “View Table Notes” link. Users may have
difficulty with reporting the correct estimates because they lose track of the column
as they scroll horizontally across the table. Participants also had a problem with the
MOE being separated from its estimate due to the reliability indicator. One participant
accidentally tried to calculate the MOE with the percent estimate column due to the
order until she realized her mistake. Participant 9 said, “I lost track of my columns
again” and “I wonder if there’s a way to highlight the row to find out where I am
supposed to be.”

More than one participant reported incorrect estimates because they failed to track
the correct row across the table. This is an issue with the tables themselves that may
be out of scope for this study, but could result in data users incorrectly reporting
estimates in news articles, papers, official reports, etc.

Figure 78: Heat Map of Subject Table with the Legend Behind a Link (C1)

“Two or More Races” Column in the Selected Population Profile Tables (High Priority)

Participants that used the Selected Population Profile tables for this study had trouble
finding the “Two or More Races” column for the first task that required its use. Each
participant looked at the row names repeatedly before realizing that there was a separate
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Figure 79: Heat Map of Subject Table with the Legend Above the Table (C2)

column for this category. Participant 4 commented halfway through the testing session, “Oh
I just saw it, the two or more races column.” Participant 5 said, “So now I’m reading over
the table heading again, selected populations profile in Anytown USA, the total population
of two or more races. I’m finding that confusing because the table has the total population
which presumably refers to the total population of Anytown, and then in the fourth column
two or more races.” Participant 6 did not see the separate column until the last task (Task
8) and then said, “I see two or more races here now at the top.”

Comments are paraphrased unless they appear in quotation marks.

15.1 Dry Run

The short descriptions used in this section refer to the tasks that can be found in Appendix
B.

Get Your Degree: “See, I have to keep scrolling up this column ’cause I don’t know what
this is. Margin of error, percent. There’s two margin of errors, and reliability, I have no clue.”

Irish embassy question: “I think this is the reliability column.”

“I’m trying to figure out why there’s two reliability and margin of error columns. I don’t
know if I’m looking at the right thing.”

Danish embassy question: “I don’t know what kind of scale this is on. Not reliable somewhat
reliable, whatever.”

What do you think about the ancestry data: “I’m seeing a lot of not very reliable notes
right here, so I’m thinking that the information located here isn’t really reliable. I would
probably be reluctant to accept the estimates that are given here.”
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Comments: Do you think it’s an obvious place where people would look for a legend under
table notes? “No I would’ve clicked here [on margin of error column header].”

“These [row headers] aren’t really distinct”

“If I scroll down here, I can’t remember what the column headings were, so that was annoy-
ing, ’cause then I have to scroll back up and then figure out where I was at before and come
back down here. So it would’ve been nice if the column headings were still there.”

“And then I can’t figure out how it’s organized [talking about indentations]. I see total
households, and then it’s like indented, and I’ve been trying to figure out this goes with
this, and does this goes under this, and these both go underneath here? I don’t know, the
organization is really not that clear, as far as the subcategories. And then there’s a space
here. I guess this is still under households by type, why is there a blank line,? Why are
these separated?”

“I didn’t know what kind of scale it [reliability] was on.”

“These headings don’t really pop out, so I think just making these distinct, grouping them
together, some kind of bolded box around it. I wasn’t able to easily distinguish between
different categories listed here.”

15.2 Participant 1 - A1

“It’s a little blurry ’cause my eyes aren’t the best.”

Irish Ancestry question: “The column labels are gone so I need to scroll back up to see what
they are.”
Demographer at a local university: “For the most part it doesn’t look very reliable, in terms
of, because of the red um boxes.”

“Though I guess what I’m thinking is that I would like to know a little bit more about how
they came up with the reliability statistics, just to confirm that it would be in a similar way
I would make that assessment.”

Danish embassy question: “I would probably visit that ACS Reliability.com website to learn
more about it [reliability].”
Mayor question: “The estimate is not very reliable, yeah that red box is really getting me.”
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Comments: “There isn’t a definition of how they constructed it, and so my confidence in
my own ability to interpret data um makes me think maybe they include something else in
their reliability measure that just isn’t standard affair.”

15.3 Participant 2-A3

“I don’t know how I feel about it, as someone who understand generally statistics, it’s nice
to have something that’s color coded, so I don’t have to think about this. But it’s a simple
mathematic formula, I guess your doing standard deviation / mean.”

15.4 Participant 3-A4

“ I don’t know exactly what that MOE is, I’m assuming +/- 641.”

“And that the MOE is 2.5, now I don’t know if that’s a percentage, I assume that’s a per-
centage, could be + or -”

“Probably, I think that I would be more inclined to tell them if the data looked to be not
very or not reliable. Somewhat reliable to reliable I would probably mention it in passing. I
trust what’s shown on the computers, so I’m probably a bit over-trusting when it comes to
data.”

“I think a lot of the top tables need to be carried down with it all the way to the bottom of
the table so you don’t have to scroll back and forth to see what your data is.”

“The table is going make me go cross-eyed eventually, it’s very small.”

“In terms of reliability it seems there’s a lot of unreliability data, but it’s useless.”

“Unreliable stuff makes life more difficult.”

“Ooh I like that better, mostly because it’s easier to read.” [when shown a color table]

“And it shows red, not very reliable it makes it a lot faster.” [when talking about the an-
cestry Danish vs. Portuguese question]..
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15.5 Participant 4-B1

“The font size is really small.”

“I see the colors.”

Fuel, Two or More Races: “Oh I just saw it, the two or more races column.”

“The way it’s pulled out, the two or more races column, you wouldn’t think it would be in
that column, because it’s also a row. I wouldn’t think to find it in a column.”

P4, Task 4. “What differs reliable and somewhat reliable? Scale needed on the bottom.”

Boss wants to know: “Yeah I would say it’s that the data is much more reliable, well I don’t
know if it’s much more reliable, but the data is considered reliable. And it’s only somewhat
reliable. Still now that I think about it , it seems really vague, like what does that mean?
Somewhat reliable? What makes it reliable versus somewhat reliable? It would nice if there
was some type of range, to give me an idea what that really means. A scale or something,
at the bottom. I can’t really have much confidence in saying something is somewhat reliable
or not very reliable in this case.”

P4, Task 5. Row with percents is confusing with numbers.

Reliability table is confusing.

Disability, two or more races: “Ok, so it’s under disability status.” [thought it was some-
where else]

“The list what the disability, it makes me think that, the line above it is not the disability, but
it’s the same number, the one below it is just a percent of the population. That’s confusing.”

“And the data is reliable for this case, but I look at the percent and the percent for two or
more races is somewhat reliable, isn’t it just the calculation from the base of the population?
So that’s confusing.”

“The reliability column is confusing.”
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P4, Task 7. “I would want to click on something to read why is this reliable.”

High Income: “If I could click on something, just to read why, why is this reliable?”

Comments:

“I did, I also tried to click on reliability. ’Cause sometimes, especially when it’s blue I
thought that I would be able to sort based on that. Um, and I thought that maybe there
would be a pop up saying ‘reliability is this.’

“Maybe It’s just the title, view table notes. Maybe if it were like view table definitions or
something like that. That would make me think that, ok, this means they are explaining
something on the table. A table note, makes me think that oh it’s just something like I can
save my notes.”

“I rated it as a 5 because it’s usable, but honestly I don’t think my I don’t think this would’ve
been any different than opening a book.”

“This use hasn’t been enhanced by the Web at all.”

“It was hard to find [the definition of reliability].”

“Make the headings stand out more. I know it’s in all caps but some starts to blur after a
while. I mean it’s not consistent, sometimes its gray.”

“Can’t tell how reliability is measured.”

Don’t know what they base that on. Recommends having a general sentence about statisti-
cal reliability followed by more detailed information for statistics experts.

Novices may not care, but understand what reliable means in a general sense if next to a
statistical cue.

Somewhat reliable is too vague.
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15.6 Participant 5-B2

P5, Task 0: “The font on the table is really small.”

“The second thing I notice are the reliability indicators and the different colors that are
highlighted. And I’m not sure if I like that or not. I guess I do find that to be helpful.”

“Just because it jumps out at you right at the beginning, and so I don’t see the data first.
It’s like I don’t have to look at the data to determine myself if it’s reliable. Like someone
else is just telling me that. Which is good for the average user I guess. But the colors did
jump out at me.”

“Well now thinking about it, they seem to correlate with streetlights, green being go ahead,
it’s very positive. Yellow is somewhat mediocre, and red is not at all good or stop. So I
guess that makes intuitive sense to me.”

“It’s difficult to look at the table because it’s so long and the subject headings besides being
capitalized aren’t really emphasized or highlighted in anyway so it’s hard to tell when your
looking at a new piece of data. I think, for me it would be easier if the subject headings
were highlighted in a different color. And if you can search within the table or a subject
specifically.”

P5, Task 2: “This is where I would like to have a find search so I could immediate scroll
to education, or be immediately be taken to it as opposed to having to scroll through the
whole document.”

“And then now I’m looking next to reliable, it says this number is .6 and I think that’s the
margin of error but again I would have to scroll all the way up to the top of the table to find
that. Which I find to be rather annoying. Oh no see I gave you the wrong answer because I
was looking at the 13 percent was the total population, so I actually need to be looking in
the 4th column.”

“I would prefer to see on the table is the uh, column headings to scroll down the table as I
scroll down the table so I don’t make that same kind of mistake again by reading the wrong
column.”

P5, Task 3: Table title is misleading/confusing: Total population and 2 or more races.
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“So now I’m reading over the table heading again, selected populations profile in Anytown
USA, the total population of two or more races. I’m finding that confusing because the table
has the total population which presumably refers to the total population of Anytown, and
then in the fourth column two or more races.” Note: P5 mixed up two or more reliability
column with total population, as well as estimate with percent occasionally.

Comments: “Font was too small, too much information on the table, had to scroll down so
much.”

“I would want the subject headings ..participant read column headers scroll down with you
or at least have them at the top of every subject, like sex and age so you remember what
your looking at in each of the columns.”

“I wouldn’t have gone to view table notes to learn about reliability.”

“I think the reliability thing is important enough to have it as a separate thing. The casual
observer probably doesn’t need to know +/- parentheses but they would want to know what
the definition of reliability is or at least that would help them analyze the data.”

“So I guess I would expect to see it somewhere on the top, and I would prefer to have it not
be something you would have to click on.”

“One thing I would like to see, just for usability purposes to be able to minimize some of
these columns if you don’t need them or want to look at them.’

“Yeah, I mean I like It [reliability], but I didn’t know what it actually meant.”

“I guess they had a high enough response rate to know that it would be a consistent statistic.”

“But then again that’s why I think reliability should be defined just right on top as opposed
to something you have to click on.”

“Not very reliable [indicator] is most helpful.”

15.7 Participant 6-B4

P6 had trouble finding two or more races column (kept referring to the two or more races row
value which is 3.1 percent). As a result many of the participant’s responses are incorrect.
Task 8: “I see two or more races here now at the top.”

Colors are universal, “I love the colors, I’m a color person. I love it.”
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Comments:

Had some difficulty understanding logic of the problem

Public should be able to use this table, color coding helps.

15.8 Participant 7-C1

P7, Task 0. The two reliability columns confused the participant. Labeled the same not sure
what the difference is.

“The first thing I notice would be the color scheme, red, yellow, and green shaded boxes.”

“I would assume red is bad and green is good, and yellow is neutral. And by looking at it
that’s somewhat right cause it says red is not very reliable so I assume the source of the data
is not the best.”

“Although it is a little confusing that there’s two different columns for reliability that don’t
have the same information. I guess one’s a percentage and one’s a...Actually I’m not sure
what the difference is.”

Task 4. “So it’s kinda difficult with such a long with so many columns to keep track of,
which row you want to focus on.”

P7, Task 6. in reference to table width. “...difficult to go back and forth here with the way
this is setup.”

“The transportation data is not very reliable and the education data is somewhat reliable
but it’s difficult to use it to make any determination about the answer they’re both pretty
subjective, I don’t know the threshold between somewhat and not very or what that means
in terms of numbers, especially when the two numbers are close together. Oh I guess I can
saywell I guess that’s why, the transportation data has a higher margin of error, I guess
that’s why it’s not very versus somewhat. But I’m still not exactly sure about what type of
index or what those numbers mean in later columns for margin of error oppose to beginning
where it seems to be a whole number.”

Comments: “I think the use of color is always good in terms of making things clear and
helping people focus. So it quickly alerts you to I guess the type of info like how good the
information is. I honestly looked at that before I even saw what the table was for.”

“This is the way I would expect this type of data to be displayed.”

“I guess.. it seems subjective, so if there were some of key or index that had even if it was a
numeric range like things with a MOE of 0 to 5 are considered reliable, even though I don’t
necessarily know what that means. But it would give it some sort of qualifying description,
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it seems like anyone could’ve just drawn a line and say that’s reliable and that’s not reliable
and I have no idea where that line is drawn or how or why.”

“They seem to represent different things with the same column heading”(referring to headers
like MOE, or reliability).

Perhaps adding an abbreviated description could add some clarification.

Explain columns like MOE.

“When looking at it without any other information I don’t know what that means.”

Recommended placing “reliable first because w/o color it doesn’t make sense to people.”

15.9 Participant 8-C2

P8, Task 0. Looking at areas that are highlighted, then subjects, then industry. Thinking
about what this is telling me.

P8, Task 3. Did not realize that table scrolled horizontally.

P8, Task 6. Looked for way to modify it so she didn’t have to keep scrolling. Tried “modify
it” and other links.

15.10 Participant 9-B3

P9, Task 1, Would Control+F and look for 18-24.

P9, Task 3. After clicking on view table notes the P commented that there was no discussion
of household or individuals.

Tried clicking on the 2 or more races column.

P9, Task 4. Mentioned having to scroll back up to find column.
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P9, Task 5. “I lost track of my columns again” “I wonder if there’s a way to highlight the
row” to find out where I am suppose to be.
Comments: Scrolling columns, width too much, heading disappears, too wide and too long.

Subheadings don’t jump out that much.

15.11 Participant 10-D1

P10, Task 0. Did not mention color/reliability.
Comments: Looked for legend, something to make sense.

15.12 Participant 11-D2

P11, Task 0. “Print is fairly small.”

P11, Task 4. “Trouble tracking rows across”.

P11, Task 5. “Would probably use the mouse to help me stay on a horizontal plane.”

15.13 Participant 12-E1

P12, Task 0: “The first thing that my eyes are drawn to is the coloring.” probe: what do
you think the colors represented: “Just good data versus bad data or the strength of the
information.”

“I was just thinking that um might be uh if it is suppose to represent the strength then
maybe uh like a bar or uh a color code expressing intensity more linearly instead of just
color coding.”

P12, Task 1: “I’m not looking at the MOE or the percent. I’m just letting the reliability
column do the thinking for me.”

“Actually, now I...I’m just thinking through this, I actually don’t know if the percent column
has to do with the reliability. But if it did I would take County A and County Y” Because
I would make an arbitrary cut-off, like above 10 percent. But again I’m not sure what that
percent column has to do with” (Don’t know what percent column has to do with reliability
[participant seems to think percent is related to reliability, not the estimate.])

“Oh you know what, since the colors are so dramatic, I’m just realizing that I didn’t even
read the title on this page which is pretty bad” [non verbal behavior: shaking head]
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“I guess it just shows you jump to reading things that pop out.”

“I’m not sure I’d have that so colorful then um maybe it’s my.. just looking at the title.”

P12, Task 2: “I think that I would probably not recommend this but something that would
be useful to see again would be um the strength represented as a percentage or something.
So that I could um kind of see whether or not.”

“I think on this page it would be helpful to have a descriptive of the margin of error for um
as a refresher for people who haven’t had statistics in a while.”

“I would not recommend because I don’t understand um how close um the somewhat reliable
versus the reliable um are, in relation to one another.”

Comments:
“This could be the way I look at things, I was so distracted by like getting into this and
looking at the red, and green, and yellow, and those being almost so obvious I actually didn’t
even look at what the title was first thing.”

“I would probably need.. I think I put this in my notes, just a description of like almost
what each of the columns mean, related to the entire ...”

“I don’t know why I did not [click on View Table Notes].. it’s like I thought about it but
then I just thought oh they’re not clickable.”

“I don’t really see anywhere else that it says anything else about this [the reliability legend].”

“On all of them [tasks] I just find myself going percent, margin of error, not really under-
standing how they relate to reliable.”

15.14 Participant 13-E2

Task 0, “I’m a little confused as to what the reliability factor pertains to.” Probe: What are
you confused about? “The reliability of what? The data itself? What being reliable as far as
the percentages, are we looking at the margin of error, like what does the reliability factor
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pertain to, that data is not very reliable based on what, or it’s very reliable but what are we
basing that on, the reliability factor?”

Task 2, “Looking at counties D and E on the table, county D indicates their data is somewhat
reliable, and county E indicates their data is very reliable, based on these two factors I would
recommend that they add the percentages together, because again the reliability factor for
D, although it is somewhat reliable, I would be confident enough to know that average or
that percentage does have, as the table indicates, a small margin of error.”

Comments: “So reliable means to me that the data is very reliable, somewhat reliable there’s
a margin of error, and not very reliable means no that data’s not very reliable at all.”

“I thought it would’ve be useful to have a definition for the reliable, the not very reliable,
and the somewhat reliable. It makes it a little bit difficult to understand if all the data is
being pulled from the same source what makes.. or my assumption is all the data is being
pulled from the same source, what makes one category more reliable than another.”

“As I’m reading through this, by clicking on that link [view table notes], that still would
not have given me a better understanding of what a reliability the reliability columns really
refers to.”

Probe: What would you expect to see define reliability? “I would expect um reliable to say,
reliable means 100 percent of the data is consistent or factual. Somewhat reliable being
90 percent of the data 80 percent of the data is factual, and not very reliable so I would
like to see some type of number associated with the ranges of reliability and not very reliable.”

“I felt to me that the margin of error was a little bit confusing as far as how it related to
let’s say for example the reliability factor. So when I’m looking at one of the categories or
one of the columns that specifically says that this is not very reliable, however there’s a 50
percent margin of error, that doesn’t really give me a good indication as to whether or not
that data is indeed very reliable at all or there’s that... there’s a little bit of interpretation
that could be made on that. So I don’t really think the margin of error column is that useful
to be honest with you.”

“I think it all goes back to the reliability column, it’s very difficult to determine whether
or not this data is accurate, and if it’s not accurate, the not very reliable column meaning
what? So those percentages aren’t accurate at all? So therefore, why are they even there? ”

“And how are we differentiating between reliable and not very reliable, what is the source
of that data?”
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15.15 Participant 14-E3

P14, Task 0: “Um, I guess the reliability column because it’s really bright and sort of stands
out.”

“I’m assuming this means um how reliable the estimates are, given the uh...I guess given the
standard errors.”

P14, Task 6. “And it says that 0 percent travel to work by public transportation, but it also
says that the estimate is not very reliable, so I guess I’m not sure um I guess you can’t really
tell by the table without knowing why the estimate isn’t reliable, so that’s my final answer
that I don’t know.”

Comments: “I noticed, I just wrote down I remember seeing that there was a reliability
definition like up here somewhere, but I didn’t really use it, I guess it would’ve helped.”

Why do you think it didn’t stand out? “I don’t know, because I felt like that the focus was
here [the columns] maybe if there was an asterisk next to the reliability column, maybe I’m
just lazy. It just seems like it’s so far away, even the title seems disconnected.”

15.16 Participant 15-E4

P15, Task 0. Would go to website to learn more about reliability.

P15, Task 1A. Generally want reliable data, somewhat reliable data if more information was
given.

P15, Task 2. Reliabilities are close enough to include together.

P15, Task 3. The participant seemed to equate MOE with reliability. “MOE is very small so
it’s very reliable.” (The participant also went out of bounds for this question, mentioning
that the two counties could be using two different forms of public transportation).

Note: For Task 4 and Task 5, the participant subtracted the estimate from the MOE to
confirm it met the requirement for the answer, despite the estimate being reliable.

Comment: Dunno how confident because there’s no info on what reliability means

15.17 Participant 16-A2

P16, Task 0. It’s detailed
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P16, Task 2. Helpful if names of fields [column headers] were pushed down so she didn’t
have to keep scrolling.

P16, Task 4. The participant reported true, but not very reliable [report w/ a caveat]. The
correct response on this task was not true.

Comments: Reliability legend behind link “no, not really helpful.”

Wanted more information about MOE.

15.18 Participant 17-A1

P17, Task 0. Typeface too small.

“You’ve got these lovely green, yellow, red categories defining reliability instead of giving
margins of errors.”
P17, Task 2. “I can’t see the [column] heading here so I don’t know.”

“I should be able to see these headers no matter how far down I go, ok?”

Comments:
“I didn’t look at the definition of reliability but I know the definition of reliability. I don’t
see the definition of reliability here [looking at table, clicked reliable column heading] it’s
not there.”

“Type face is too small.”

“I don’t think the definition of what’s defined as reliable, somewhat, and not very. I want
to know statistically what it is, before I decide whether I use it.”

“For what I sometimes call library users, casual users, this is probably a good idea, but it’s
making decisions for the users, where as I like to make my own decisions, I’m not typical,
far more experienced with advanced statistics than the average person.”

Probe: But for the average person do you think it would be helpful? “Yeah, it’s better than
margin of error, they don’t understand that. It just confuses them. But the definition should
be you know readily available.”
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“I know what margin of error, sampling error is, but I don’t know what’s being considered
reliable versus somewhat versus not very here. And the other thing is that it’s better to
collapse categories than make the reliability higher, cause the level of detail is beyond what
most people need anyhow.”

15.19 Participant 18-A3

P18, Task 0. Trusts in Census that it [data] is reliable. -¿ Green is reliable -¿ Reliability is
near MOE?

When it shows not very reliable you can’t really use estimate.

Small font, hard to read.

A lot of colors.

Looks like an excel table with small font.

Now looking at what it is [ACS survey]

P18, Task 2. Looked at US citizenship and Language spoken first before settling on ancestry
data (Expected to see Ancestry data there?)

Note: Participant had to re-check column headers to make sure he was looking at the per-
centage column.

P18, Task 7. The thing that stands out is all the red.

So many numbers for heritage that are not reliable.

Could also look at somewhat reliable [data], could use for research if reliability is kept in
mind.

Comments about the overall table (at this point):

Would’ve brought glasses if he knew table font is this small.
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Shades of gray and white are helpful.

Color stands out.

P18, Task 8. Estimates say true but reliability and MOE says no.

Would report no, or yes with reliability warning. Can’t draw conclusions based on estimate.

Comment:
Not familiar with CV, stat class was ages ago.

Not visually appealing.

Legend doesn’t define what not very reliable means.

Most people wouldn’t visit ACS reliable website.

Clear definition of what each reliability is.

15.20 Participant 19-A4

P19, Task 0. Noticed reliability legend, keywords, reliable, not reliable estimates, and lots
of replications in columns.

“There’s a lot of replication in terms of columns.” [referring to column headers for estimates
and percentages]

Task1: “Oh I’m sorry this is Anytown, the total population of Anytown, that is one thing
I missed before so, I wasn’t actually sure what this city was, but yeah I would, since it is
Anytown.”

P19, Task 2. “That’s one thing that is really actually a little annoying is that you have the
titles of the chart at the top, but if I scroll down then I might not actually remember every
single title for every single column and so I have to go all the way back up to see estimate
and what not.”
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P19, Task 3. “Again I don’t really know what that reliability means, I don’t know if there’s
a p-value you can put in there or what not, um test of significance but I guess I would say it
is that score but how reliable I don’t know what that metric means. Except I know it lists
some legend, but again there’s no numerical values attached to it.”

“I think before I gave you high school graduate, I mis-read the columns they’re so small they
kinda float together.”

P19, Task 4. Subject had trouble reading across rows, which resulted in him giving the wrong
number (Gave Dutch percentage, not Danish)

“But again we don’t know how reliable that is.”

Task 6. “I would probably just look at different county, and look at percentage which is 5.5
percent, somewhat reliable, we have a margin of error of 2.1, I’d say we could probably do
it but again it depends on what somewhat reliable means.”

P19, Task 7. Very busy (search through a list of ancestries).
Would search through the table using Ctrl + F.
Suggest: Drop down menu where you could choose [ancestries].
Noted estimates, reliable or not, MOE. But in the end stated “Nothing stands out.”
“Honestly, nothing stands out with it, I see the numbers there, it’s just really clunky, and
very very, yeah it’s just clunky so nothing really stands out.”

P19, Task 8. “What I’m thinking is again I guess I hate to say this but it’s extremely ex-
tremely clunky, so I’m thinking why can’t I just do CTRL+F and search or why isn’t there
a search box where I can actually have it pull up. Um I have to go through piece by piece
and find this, and quite frankly it’s just wasting time. And maybe it’s because I’m a child
of Google, but I don’t like searching step by step. I don’t like charts at all, I rather have it
the computer tell me where it’s at. Not to be to harsh on you here.”

“Yeah I would agree with that, well no actually I would not agree with that, it’s not reliable.
But again the first thing I’m looking at is percentages, I look at that not reliable thing
secondly, and I really don’t know what that means, so quite frankly I ignore it for most of
the time. So I’m going guess that you know if I was quickly looking for something unless this
was like something in terms of a masters thesis or a paper I’m writing I probably wouldn’t
really dig to much into that not reliable, not very reliable, and I actually might just take the
2.8 percent for face value because it is from the Census Bureau.”

Comments:
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“Make this into separate sections with some white space between it, because here’s the thing
I’m looking so quickly and there’s so much information coming at me both for a project I
might be working on using the ACS but also with other projects I’m working on or maybe an
idea hits and I open up another browser and look at something for example, that easily and
I do this all the time I’m looking at average family size and I’m accidentally looking at that.”

“There’s a lot depth here but it’s not parsimonious.”

Participant was shown an alternate version of the with color-coding. “That’s a little bit bet-
ter actually, that’s a lot better, just having those colors. But again I don’t know what that
[reliability] means and if I’m doing a study I don’t want to have to go to ACSreliability.com
and again that’s more work for me to have to go through..someone should have a quick link
that has a breakdown of it.

15.21 Participant 20-D1

Comments:
Color coding helps.

Locating information was easy, but had difficulty in interpreting the answer.

View table notes is not helpful (P found link during post-test interview).

Legend sticks out, but not helpful.

Going to link [ACS reliability website] “implies passing the buck.”

Would want to mouse-over or click column [headers].

15.22 Participant 21-A4

P21, Task 0. Noticed gray and white stripes [rows].

Then read title, and noticed reliability legend.

No clue as to what it tells me, it indicates a spectrum.
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Then saw the reliability columns.

Would have to go to ACS reliability website to see how it’s measured.

P21, Task 1. Would have to explain what reliability meant to company.

P21, Task 2. Have to think about what are the different columns (P had to remember what
column headers were?) Would give both estimates but say “we’re confident at whatever
level.”

P21, Task 3. Somewhat reliable makes P wonder why they have somewhat reliable [data].

Comments:
Have a color bar when switching between [row] heading categories.

Should have a footnote of reliability with a notice to see footnote.

Legend indicates reliability matters, but how did you fit things into categories? What does
it mean and what is the cutoff?

Not sure what N means.

Scrolled down and lost top [header] columns.

Put percent sign in MOE percent column.”

Preferred no color in the reliability indicator, “color is intense”.
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Statistical Research Division

Usability Laboratory

Washington, D.C. 20233

Date: September 16, 2010

To: DSSD Data Reliability Indicator Team: Anthony Tersine, Jennifer Tancreto

From: Kathleen T. Ashenfelter and Victor Quach, SRD Human Factors and Usability Research
Group

Subject: Data Reliability Indicator Based on the Coefficient of Variation: Report for the Third Round
of Usability Testing

1 Executive Summary

This study compared different versions of American Community Survey data tables with a
data reliability indicator based on the coefficient of variation. The tables differed in terms of
whether the data reliability legend was displayed above the table or behind a link, “Reliable”
or “Not Very Reliable” was listed first, or whether it was color–coded. There were few key
differences between the tables in terms of user accuracy in finding answers to the tasks.
The usability goals were met for accuracy of responses and users satisfaction for all of the
conditions (although the goal was not met for all data products). However, the efficiency
goal was not met for several of the table types. As with previous tests, key usability issues
were confusion about the meaning of “reliability” and what the cut–offs for the different
levels of reliability were. Evidence from an analysis of efficiency and task difficulty ratings
indicated that including the data reliability indicator above the table may have a slightly
negative impact.

2 Abstract

This study was the third round of usability testing for the Data Reliability Indicator for
American Community Survey (ACS) data tables proposed by the sponsor team. Sixteen pro-
totype tables with a data reliability indicator based on an estimate’s coefficient of variation
were tested. Each reliability indicator had three levels: “Reliable,” “Somewhat Reliable,”
and “Not Very Reliable.” We tested whether the location of the data reliability legend,
whether the indicator was color–coded or plain text, and whether the “Reliable” or “Not
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Very Reliable” level was listed first in the legend made a difference in the accuracy, efficiency,
or user satisfaction of data users in responding to the tasks.

The usability goals for response accuracy and user satisfaction were met for all of the con-
ditions, but the goal for efficiency was not met for several conditions, mostly for easy and
medium–difficulty tasks.

More detailed results and potential usability issues are discussed.

Key Words: data reliability indicator, coefficient of variation, color-coded data
tables, usability

3 Introduction

This was the third round in a series of usability tests of the proposed data reliability indicator
(Ashenfelter, Beck, & Murphy, 2009; Ashenfelter, 2010). A group of American Community
Survey (ACS) data users from both inside and outside of the Census Bureau were recruited
as participants for this round of testing. Findings from this third round of testing will inform
the design-and-development team on areas of user satisfaction and success as well as areas
where the participants struggled while using the data.

3.1 Background

This project aimed to address an issue that arises with the ACS data tables because the
estimates have varying levels of reliability. Some of the data, especially some single-year
estimates, have high coefficients of variation (CVs). Some users may use the estimates
without taking into account their reliability (i.e., ignoring or misunderstanding the margin
of error currently provided with the ACS estimates) (Tersine, 2010).1 The goal of this
project is help data users more easily detect potential reliability issues as measured by the
CV (although the decision of whether or not to use the estimate is ultimately the data
user’s).

The proposed method for addressing the presentation of the reliability of the estimate was
to color-code a reliability indicator for each estimate with the appropriate level of reliability
along with an associated word (e.g., “Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable”), as measured by
the coefficient of variation (Whitford & Weinberg, 2008). The choice of CV as the estimate
of sampling error to be tested was based on the goal to produce a standardized measure of
reliability that might be easier for users to interpret. Although the margin of error (MOE)
is currently provided with each estimate, ACS data users often ignore the MOE.

As a starting point, a categorization based on the coefficient of variation was proposed by
the sponsoring team in the Decennial Statistical Studies Division (DSSD) (Tersine, 2010;
Whitford & Weinberg, 2008). The idea was to color-code the estimate according to its relia-
bility, as evaluated by its associated CV. “Reliable” was defined as CV ≤ 0.15, “Somewhat

1Although estimates of lower reliability are still useful in many applications.
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Reliable” was defined as 0.15 < CV ≤ 0.35, and “Not Very Reliable” was defined as CV >
0.35 (or zero estimates). A color–coded data reliability column was added to the tables for
the prototypes since Section 508 standards prevent the color-coding of the estimate. Consis-
tent with the first two rounds of testing, a red color indicates a low-reliability estimate and
green indicates a reliable estimate. However, the number of levels to include in the indicator
was not tested in this round, since the decision was made to test only a three–level indicator
further after the first and second rounds of testing. For this round, versions of the tables
that did not have color–coding associated with the reliability indicator were also tested.
Mid-range reliability is indicated by yellow coding. The prototypes that were tested in this
third-round evaluation of the ACS data reliability indicators are included in Appendix A.

The tasks that participants completed for the third round of testing are provided as Appendix
B. These tasks were kept as similar as possible to those used in the previous round of
usability testing, but they were updated to incorporate findings from the prior testing as
well as feedback from team members and the Census Bureau’s Methodology and Standards
Council.

3.2 Research Goals

The usability goals for this study were defined in three categories: user accuracy, efficiency,
and satisfaction.

Goal 1: To achieve a high level of accuracy in completing the given tasks using the data
tables. The goal for the third round of testing was set at 80% accuracy. A related sub–
goal was to evaluate whether the color–coded and text–only data reliability indicators would
prompt users to pay attention to and report an estimate’s reliability.

Goal 2: To achieve a high level of efficiency in using the data tables. It was decided that
the participants should be able to complete the tasks in an efficient manner taking no longer
than 3 minutes for a harder task, 2 minutes for a medium task, and 1 minute for an easier
task.

Goal 3: For the users to experience a moderate to high level of satisfaction from their expe-
rience with the data tables. A tailored version of the University of Maryland’s Questionnaire
for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS) (Chin, Diehl, & Norman, 1988) was implemented.
The overall mean of the QUIS ratings for the data tables should be above the mean (above
5 on a nine-point scale, where 1 is the lowest rating and 9 is the highest rating). The same
should hold true for the individual QUIS items.

3.3 Scope

A specific set of user interactions with the tables (as portrayed in the prototypes provided
by the sponsor) was within the scope of the usability evaluation. The user interface was
not tested for compliance with Section 508 regulations, although members of the Systems
Support Division (SSD) did consult with the usability and sponsor team about potential
accessibility issues associated with color–coding data tables before the first round of usability
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testing took place. Before the table tables can be accessed through a government Web site,
they must comply with Section 508 regulations or obtain a waiver.

3.4 Assumptions

• Participants had at least one year of prior Internet and computer experience.

• Participants had prior knowledge of how to navigate a Web site.

• Participants had some prior familiarity with the ACS and/or survey data.

• Participants had no known disabilities, but were screened for color blindness.

4 Method

4.1 Participants

The original goal for this study was to recruit forty participants from the metro Washington,
D.C. area from a list of local ACS data users to come to the SRD Usability Laboratory in
Suitland, MD for testing. However, the usability staff encountered difficulty with recruiting
participants and only 21 people participated in the study. Participants were recruited from
email lists including the Association of Public Data Users (APDU), Census Information
Centers (CIC), State Data Centers (SDC), the Census Advisory Committee, and the D.C.
chapter of the American Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR). The goal for
the CIC, SDC, and Advisory Committee participants was to recruit the constituents of these
organizations, but we also accepted the members themselves. Local teachers and graduate
students were recruited through Craigslist and emails sent to the principals of the schools
and Universities.

Each participant had at least one year of prior experience in navigating different Web sites.
Participants varied in their levels of familiarity with the ACS and ACS data tables, but
all were at least aware of the American Community Survey data products. The amount of
time that participants reported using ACS data products or tabulations ranged from two
years to the very beginning of the ACS. The average age of the participants was 38.2, with
a minimum of 23 and a maximum of 70.

Observers from the Decennial Statistical Studies Division (DSSD) Data Reliability Indicator
team were invited to watch the usability tests on television screens in a separate room from
the participant and test administrator.
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4.2 Facilities and Equipment

Testing Facilities

The participant sat in a small room (5K512), facing a one-way glass and a wall camera, in
front of an LCD monitor equipped with an eye-tracking machine that is placed on a table at
standard desktop height. The participant and test administrator were in the same room for
the reading of the general protocol, the think–aloud practice, and eye–tracking calibration.
The test administrator then went into the control room for the usability testing segment
of the session and returned to sit in the same room as the participant for the debriefing
segment.

Computing Environment

The participant’s workstation consisted of a Dell personal computer, a 17-inch Tobii LCD
monitor (Tobii model T120) equipped with cameras for eye tracking, a standard keyboard,
and a standard mouse with a wheel. The operating system was Windows XP for all partici-
pants.

Audio and Video Recording

Video of the application on the participant’s monitor was fed through a PC Video Hyper-
converter Gold Scan Converter, mixed in a picture-in-picture format with the camera video,
and recorded via a Sony DSR-20 digital Videocassette Recorder on 124-minute, Sony PDV
metal-evaporated digital videocassette tape. Audio for the videotape was picked up from
one desk and one ceiling microphone near the participant. The audio sources are mixed in
a Shure audio system, eliminating feedback, and fed to the videocassette recorder.

Eye–Tracking

The participant’s eye movements were recorded during the usability test using a trial version
of Tobii Studio Enterprise Edition (Tobii Technology, 2008). The Tobii eye-tracking device
monitors the participant’s eye movements and records eye-gaze data. The data recorded rep-
resent the physical position of the eye as measured by the the reflection of a near–infrared
beam off of the pupil. The horizontal and physical position of the pupil are recorded for both
eyes at a rate of 120 Hz (e.g., 120 samples per second) on this eye tracker model. This type of
eye-tracking requires the calibration of each eye. Data collected from the eye-tracking device
includes eye-gaze position, timing for each data point, eye position, and areas of interest.
The Tobii eye tracker records data at a rate of 120 Hz. When a participant looks away or
blinks, or if the eye tracker loses track of the participant’s pupil, this data is recorded as
missing data and this does not stop the data recording. Often, the eye tracker will regain
tracking status of the participant’s pupil and data recording will begin again within a few
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seconds following a glance away from the computer screen.

4.3 Materials

Usability testing required the use of various testing materials. Testing materials included
the following items provided in the appendices. There were sixteen different prototypes cor-
responding to different possible ways of displaying the data reliability indicator and different
ACS data products. For this round of testing, the following ACS data products were tested:
Data Profile, Selected Population Profile, Subject Table, Detailed Table, and Geographic
Comparison. Versions of these prototypes are available in Appendix A. Following the initial
probe item (i.e., “What is the first thing that that you noticed about this table?”), the
tasks for each prototype were tailored to the geography and type of table being tested (see
Appendix B).

Prototypes

Sixteen tables with different versions of a three-level data reliability indicator were tested in
this third-round investigation. Some tables had a data reliability indicator legend above the
table and some had the legend located behind a “View Table Notes” link. This comparison
was made because a meeting with members of the Census Bureau’s Data Access and Dis-
semination System Office (DADSO) revealed that because of lack of free space on the ACS
data tables currently available through American Factfinder (AFF), the legend may have to
be placed behind this link in order to implement the data reliability indicator. Also, some
prototypes used color–coding in the the data reliability indicator, while some used only text
without color. Some prototype tables had “Reliable” listed first in the reliability indica-
tor legend, while some had “Not Very Reliable” listed first in order to test the “stoplight”
analogy associated with the data reliability indicators. That is, we wanted to see whether
participants would have trouble understanding and using the indicator if the order of the
colors was reversed from a traditional stoplight. The prototypes from this round of testing
can be found in Appendix A.

Tasks

Members of the ACS data-reliability indicator team created the tasks, which can be found
in Appendix B. The tasks are designed to capture the participant’s interaction with, and
reactions to, the design and functionality of the ACS data reliability indicators. The first
question asked of the participants is not a task in the traditional sense because it asks them
to report the first thing that they notice about the tables, so it is called the “initial probe”
question and is not considered an official task. The rest of the tasks were designed so that
the participant would look for estimates that were located in different areas of the table.

General Protocol

Each participant was read a general protocol, which can be found in Appendix C. The test
administrator read some background material and explained several key points about the
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session. The general protocol emphasizes that the participant’s skills and abilities are not
being tested, but that the participant is helping in an evaluation of the data table’s overall
usability.

Consent Form

Prior to beginning the usability test, the participants completed a general consent form
supplied in Appendix D. The consent form documents the participant’s agreement to permit
videotaping of the testing session and states that the study is authorized under Title 13 of
the U.S. Code.

Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Computer Use and Internet Experience

Prior to the usability test, the participant completed this questionnaire, which gathered
information on the participant’s demographics, experience using statistics, computer use,
and Internet experience (Appendix E). This information helped us determine whether there
is a relationship between these three experience factors and performance and preference
scores found during testing.

Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS)

The original version of the QUIS includes dozens of items related to user satisfaction with
a user interface (Chin et al., 1988). In a usability test at the Census Bureau, SRD typically
uses 10 to 12 items that the usability team has tailored to the particular user interface
being evaluated. This study used a modified version that includes items worded for the ACS
data-reliability indicators context (Appendix F). The experimenter handed the QUIS to the
participant at the same time as the task-difficulty rating questionnaire (below).

Task-Difficulty Rating Questionnaire

Participants were asked to provide a difficulty rating for each task, which was used for
validation of the “medium” versus “hard” designation during analysis. This short survey
can be found in Appendix G.

Debriefing Questions

After completing the tasks, the experimenter read aloud debriefing questions to the partic-
ipants about their overall experience using the prototype ACS Data Reliability Indicator
(Appendix H). The debriefing questions included an inquiry about each participant’s color
vision. These questions are included in the debriefing segment of the protocol following
testing and not included in the survey administered to the participants before testing so as
not to prime them to focus intentionally on color during testing.

Procedure

Each participant was escorted to the usability lab at the U.S. Census Bureau headquarters
building in Suitland, Maryland. Upon arriving, the participant was seated with the test
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administrator in the testing room (5K512). The test administrator greeted the participant,
thanked him or her for his or her time, and read the general introduction. Next, the par-
ticipant read and signed the consent form. After signing the consent form, the participant
completed the questionnaire on demographics, experience with statistics, computer use and
Internet experience.

Since this test used the eye-tracking device, the participant’s eyes were calibrated after
the general protocol was read and the consent form was signed. Calibration was usually
completed in about fifteen to twenty seconds by having the participant look at a dot moving
across the computer screen. Once calibration was completed, the test administrator exited
the room and continued the testing process from the control room (5K509).

Following calibration, the participant began to complete the tasks on the ACS data reliability
indicators prototype. At the start of each task, the participant read the task aloud. While
completing the task, the participants were encouraged to think aloud and share what they
were thinking about the task. This interaction was not intended to be a conversation. If
at any time the participant became quiet, the test administrator probed the participant
about what they were looking for in the table. The content of the so-called “think-aloud”
protocol allows us to gain a greater understanding on how the participant is completing
the task and to identify issues with the tables. In order to make sure that the participants
understood what was expected by the instruction to think aloud, they engaged in a practice
think-aloud task where they walk through their thought process while performing a task
using a commonly accessed Web page (the end of Appendix C).

At the conclusion of each task, the participant stated a “final answer” to the task. During
the task or while watching the tapes of the sessions at a later time, the test administrator
noted any observable struggles or other noteworthy behaviors, including comments and body
language. After the participant completes all tasks, the eye-tracking device was stopped, the
test administrator returned to the testing room, and the video recording continued. The par-
ticipant then completed the modified QUIS and task-difficulty rating questionnaire silently.
When the participant completed the two paper forms, the test administrated asked the par-
ticipant a series of debriefing questions (Appendix H). At the conclusion of the usability
evaluation, the video recording was stopped. Overall, the usability session ran between 45
and 60 minutes.
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5 Results

5.1 Accuracy

Table 1 shows the average accuracy scores by table type and whether Usability Goal 1 of
80% correct responses was met. The averages reflect only those cases where there was a
direct comparison of the location of the legend, color order, or color–coding. The location
of the legend was manipulated for the Data Profile, Selected Population Profile, Subject,
and Geographic Comparison tables. The order of the colors in the data reliability legend
was manipulated for the Selected Population Profile and Geographic Comparison tables.
Whether or not the tables were color–coded was manipulated for the Data Profiles and the
Detailed Tables. Responses were considered correct if the participant reported the correct
estimate from the table. Table 1 shows that the usability goal was met for each of the
different conditions. This provides some evidence that the data reliability indicator has
about the same level of impact across these different methods of displaying it. However,
the goal was not met for all data products; the Selected Population Profile tables had an
accuracy score of 72% and the Detailed Tables had a score of just 67%.

Table 1: Accuracy Scores by Table Type

Table Type Tasks Average Score Goal Met?
Legend Above Table 73 86% Yes
Legend Behind Link 60 90% Yes
No Color 35 83% Yes
Color 42 83% Yes
Red First 32 90% Yes
Green First 32 81% Yes
Data Profile 49 88% Yes
Selected Pop. Profile 32 72% No
Subject Table 14 93% Yes
Detailed Table 21 67% No
Geographic Comparison 27 100% Yes
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5.2 Efficiency

The start and stop times for the different tasks were obtained from the time stamps on the
eye–tracking data in order to calculate average completion times for the tasks. The tasks
were rated by the usability staff and the sponsor team before testing began as being easy,
medium, or hard in difficulty. The average efficiency score for the easy tasks for across all
participants and all tables was 2.3 minutes, the average score for the medium tasks was 2.0
minutes, and the average efficiency score for the hard tasks was 2.4 minutes. The goal was
for participants to take 1 minute for an easier task, 2 minutes for a medium task, and 3
minutes for a harder task. The goal was met for the medium and hard tasks, but not for the
easy tasks. This finding may be related to participants having difficulty using the different
data products in general and may not be directly related to the data reliability indicator
itself.

Table 2 shows the efficiency scores by condition and whether or not the efficiency goal for
the easy, medium, and hard tasks were met for that condition. Efficiency averages were only
calculated for the tables where each condition was specifically manipulated. The efficiency
goals were not met for the easy tasks when the legend was behind the “View Table Notes”
link, the easy and medium tasks when the legend was above the table, the easy tasks for
both color orders, the easy tasks for the black and white table, or the easy and medium tasks
for the tables with a color–coded data reliability indicator.

Table 2: Average Efficiency Scores by Difficulty Rating

Condition Difficulty Average Eff. (min) Goal Met?
Legend Above Table Easy 2.4 No

Medium 2.3 No
Hard 2.7 Yes

Legend Behind Link Easy 2.5 No
Medium 1.6 Yes
Hard 2.0 Yes

No Color Easy 2.1 No
Medium 1.9 Yes
Hard 2.1 Yes

Color Easy 2.1 No
Medium 2.1 No
Hard 2.7 Yes

Red First Easy 2.1 No
Medium 2.4 No
Hard 2.3 Yes

Green First Easy 2.4 No
Medium 3.0 No
Hard 1.9 Yes

The efficiency goal for the easy tasks was not met by any of the conditions, although it
was met for the hard tasks for all of the conditions. Since ACS users in the field would
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presumably be more likely to consult the data reliability indicator for harder problems, the
fact that the goal was met for the harder tasks is a positive result. The easy and medium
tasks may have been more difficult than anticipated.

Table 3 shows the average efficiency scores for easy, medium, and hard tasks broken down
by table type and whether or not the usability goal for efficiency was met.

The usability goal for efficiency was not met for the easy or medium–difficulty tasks for the
Data Profile tables, any of the tasks for the Selected Population Profile tables, the easy
tasks for the Subject Tables, the easy tasks for the Detailed Tables, or the easy tasks for the
Geographical Comparison tables.

The efficiency goal set for the easy tasks was not met for any of the table types, and there was
no table type that met the goal for all the easy, medium, and hard tasks. The medium tasks
for the data profiles had the highest completion times. Again, both of these results could
indicate that the tasks, especially the easy and medium–difficulty tasks, were more difficult
than anticipated. Also, this may reflect that using ACS data tables overall is more difficult
than originally thought. Another possibility is that the participants were inexperienced with
using this type of table.

Table 3: Average Efficiency Scores by Difficulty Rating

Table Type Difficulty Average Eff. (min) Goal Met?
Data Profile Easy 2.4 No

Medium 5.0 No
Hard 2.4 Yes

Selected Pop. Profile Easy 2.9 No
Medium 3.1 No
Hard 3.2 No

Subject Table Easy 1.6 No
Medium 1.4 Yes
Hard 2.7 Yes

Detailed Table Easy 1.1 No
Medium 2.0 Yes
Hard 2.5 Yes

Geographic Comparison Easy 2.4 No
Medium 1.3 Yes
Hard 1.2 Yes

Table 4 shows the average efficiency scores in minutes by table type and across all easy,
medium, and hard tasks. The averages reflect only those cases where there was a direct
comparison of the location of the legend, color order, or color–coding. It is noteworthy that
the participants using tables with the legend above the table took 30 seconds longer (i.e.,
25 % longer) to complete tasks than did participants using tables with the legend behind
the link. It is possible that including the legend could be distracting to participants and
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increases the amount of time they take to complete the tasks. Overall, there were several
conditions where the efficiency goal was not met for this round of testing. Since the last two
rounds of testing showed no differences between efficiency performance when participants
have a data reliability indicator versus when they are using a table without one (Ashenfelter
et al., 2009; Ashenfelter, 2010), it is likely that the failure to meet the efficiency goals for
the easy tasks is related to the table complexity and not to the data reliability indicator
itself. Although they are similar, the tasks and tables used in this round of testing are not
the same as in previous rounds and may have been more difficult.

Table 4: Efficiency Scores by Table Type

Table Type Tasks Average Eff. (min)
Above Table 76 2.5
Behind Link 61 2.0
No Color 39 2.1
Color 46 2.3
Red First 30 2.5
Green First 29 2.2
Data Profile 56 2.1
Selected Pop. Profile 31 3.0
Subject Table 14 1.8
Detailed Table 21 2.0
Geographic Comparison 28 1.6

Looking at the efficiency results by table type, the key result is that the participants using
tables with the reliability legend above the table took 30 seconds longer to complete the
tasks than those with the legend behind a link. It is possible the legend could have a slightly
negative impact on efficiency, possibly being a distracting element. Also, participants in
the Selected Population Profile condition took about twice as long to complete their tasks
as did the participants in the Geographic Comparison condition.2 The Selected Population
Profile tables are the longest tables vertically and require the most scrolling, which could
have impacted the participants’ efficiency scores.

5.3 Satisfaction

The overall mean of the satisfaction scores for this round of testing with 21 participants
was 6.23, which is above Usability Goal 3 of having at least a score of 5 on the scale. The
averages reflect only those cases where there was a direct comparison of the location of
the legend, color order, or color–coding. The mean satisfaction score for tables with the

2A one–way ANOVA (F (4, 145) = 6.60, p < 0.001) revealed at least one significant difference between the
tables. Post–hoc Tukey’s test showed that the Selected Population table had significantly longer efficiency
scores than the Data Profiles tables (Mean Difference=55 seconds, p = 0.005), the Subject Tables (Mean
Difference=71 seconds, p = 0.014), the Detailed Tables (Mean Difference=64 seconds, p = 0.010), and the
Geographic Comparison tables (Mean Difference=86 seconds, p < 0.001).
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reliability legend above the table was 6.1 (n=78)3 and the mean score for table with the
reliability legend behind the “View Table Notes” link was 6.1 (n=62).

The mean satisfaction score for the tables with color–coding was 6.7 (n=40) and the mean
score for tables with no color–coding was 5.9 (n=40). This is a somewhat large difference
in score and indicates that there was more overall satisfaction for the color–coded indicator
and is consistent with several participants making the comment that they liked the colors.

The mean satisfaction score for the tables where the red/unreliable indicator came first (i.e.,
was on “top”) on the indicator legend was 5.1 (n=31). The mean score for the tables where
green/reliable was first was 6.8 (n=31).

The Detailed Tables had a mean satisfaction score of 6.0 (n=63), the Selected Population
Profile tables had a mean score of 6.3 (n=31), the Subject Tables had a mean score of 6.9
(n=15), the Data Profiles had a mean score of 7.1, and the Geographic Comparison tables
had a mean score of 5.6.

The participants met the usability satisfaction goal of at least a 5 on on a 9–point scale for
every condition.

The participants were allowed to write in open–ended comments for the last item of the
satisfaction survey. Here are the comments received along with the table assigned to the
participant that were directly related to the data reliability indicator. All comments that
pertain to the tables themselves and not to the indicator can be found in Appendix I.

Data Profiles

• A3: location of reliability. Column affected ease of reading estimate and % estimate.
Would prefer to see reliability column on left or right margin rather than in [the] middle.

Subject Tables

• C2: I didn’t even look at the definition of reliability. Sorry about that. I found the
table mostly easy to read. I would however recommend that the need for scrolling be
reduced if possible.

Geographical Comparisons

• E1: 1) It would be useful to have an * describing & defining: % (percent), reliability,
m.o.e (i.e. is margin of error + or - the percent? Or is it linked to reliability?). 2)
could the reliability be something like this: [see graphic drawn by participant 12 in
Figure 1]. The red & green are pretty distracting. Note: The legend was behind the
link for this participant.

3Where n is the number of satisfaction questions completed across all participants who saw this table.
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Figure 1: Participant Suggested Indicator Revision

E2: It would have been helpful to have a definition for the reliability categories. Why
was some data listed as reliable and others ’somewhat’ or ’not at all’ particularly if the
information was ultimately coming from the same source. Note: The legend was behind the
link for this participant.

E3: I think I might’ve noticed the reliability def. in the upper right corner but I didn’t read
it - it didn’t really stand out.

5.4 Task Difficulty

Participants completed a task difficulty rating scale after they completed them. Difficulty
was rated on a scale from 1 to 9, with 1 being very easy and 9 being very difficult. Table 5
shows the average task difficulty score for each data product tested.
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Table 5: Overall Task Difficulty by Data Product

Table Type Tasks Average Eff. (min)
Behind Link 61 2.0
Above Table 76 2.5
No Color 39 2.1
Color 46 2.3
Red First 30 2.5
Green First 29 2.2
Data Profile 56 2.1
Selected Pop. Profile 31 3.0
Subject Table 14 1.8
Detailed Table 21 2.0
Geographic Comparison 28 1.6

Table 6 shows the average task difficulty for each task broken down by whether the data
reliability indicator legend was displayed above the table, or behind the “View Table Notes”
link. Although the average task difficulty for the tables with the data reliability indicator
legend above the table was equal to the that of the tables with the legend behind a link
for the Selected Population Profiles, it was considerably higher for the other data products.
This key finding may indicate that adding a legend that is constantly visible above the
table may make completing the tasks more difficult. This is consistent with the finding that
tables with the legend above the table were also associated with longer efficiency time. It is
possible. that showing the legend above the table could potentially have a negative impact
on users’ interaction with the table. If that is the case, having the legend behind the link
would likely not be problematic. However, usability best practices would suggest that the
legend be present somewhere so that data users who are searching for this information can
find it.
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Table 6: Task Difficulty Scores by Location of the Data Reliability Legend

Table Type Task Above Table Behind Link Initial Rating
1 3.2 2.3 Easy
2 4.2 2.3 Easy
3 3.6 3.0 Medium

Data Profile 4 5.0 2.0 Hard
5 4.8 3.0 Medium
6 5.8 3.0 Medium
7 5.4 3.0 Medium
8 8.0 3.7 Hard

mean 5.0 2.8
1 1.0 8.0 Easy
2 2.5 1.0 Easy
3 1.0 1.0 Easy

Selected Pop. Profile 4 4.5 1.0 Hard
5 4.0 4.0 Hard
6 2.5 1.0 Medium
7 1.0 1.0 Medium
8 3.0 1.0 Hard

mean 2.1 2.1
1 2.0 2.0 Easy
2 4.0 1.0 Medium
3 1.0 3.0 Easy

Subject Table 4 2.0 2.0 Hard
5 6.0 1.0 Medium
6 7.0 1.0 Hard
7 4.0 1.0 Medium

mean 3.7 1.6
1 1.0 1.5 Easy
2 4.5 2.5 Medium
3 7.0 2.5 Hard

Geographic Comparison 4 3.0 2.0 Medium
5 4.5 2.0 Medium
6 7.0 3.5 Hard
7 4.5 4.5 Easy

mean 4.5 2.6
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There were several instances when the average difficulty rating was at odds with its original
difficulty categorization. For instance, task 1 for the Selected Population Profiles had an
average task difficulty rating of 8.0 out of 9.0 points for the tables where the legend was
behind the “View Table Notes” link, which indicates that that this task was not considered
easy by the participant who saw this table. This question was “The National Organization
for Young Adults is considering opening a chapter in Anytown, USA. They first want to
know what the estimate for the number of people in Anytown that are ages 18 to 34 is.
What would you tell them? ” This question may need to be revised to be more clear and
specific if used in future rounds of testing.

Table 7 shows the average difficulty scores broken down by whether the green/reliable or
red/not very reliable category was listed first in the data reliability indicator legend.

Table 7: Task Difficulty Scores by the Order of the Levels of the Reliability Legend

Table Type Task Red First Green First Initial Rating
1 1.0 4.5 Easy
2 4.0 1.0 Easy
3 1.0 1.0 Easy

Selected Pop. Profile 4 8.0 1.0 Hard
5 7.0 2.5 Hard
6 1.0 2.5 Medium
7 1.0 1.0 Medium
8 5.0 1.0 Hard

mean 3.2 1.8
1 1.5 2.0 Easy
2 3.0 4.0 Medium
3 4.0 5.5 Hard

Geographic Comparison 4 3.5 2.0 Medium
5 4.5 2.0 Medium
6 5.0 5.5 Hard
7 3.1 3.4 Easy

mean 4.5 2.6
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Table 8 shows the average difficulty rating broken down by whether the table was color–coded
or not.

Table 8: Task Difficulty Scores by Whether the Reliability Indicator was Color–
Coded

Table Type Task No Color Color Initial Rating
1 3.8 2.0 Easy
2 4.5 2.5 Easy
3 4.0 2.8 Medium

Data Profile 4 5.3 2.5 Hard
5 4.5 3.8 Medium
6 5.5 4.0 Medium
7 6.0 3.0 Medium
8 6.5 6.3 Hard

mean 4.8 3.3
1 2.0 3.5 Easy
2 4.0 3.5 Easy
3 1.0 6.5 Hard

Detailed Tables 4 3.0 3.0 Hard
5 2.0 3.5 Medium
6 2.0 4.5 Medium
7 8.0 3.5 Hard

mean 3.1 3.8
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5.5 Usability Findings

Successes

Although usability testing often reveals usability issues, it also can highlight the strengths
of the data product being tested. The data reliability indicator had several strengths that
came through during the sessions.

• Easily understood stoplight analogy

Although participants may not have understood exactly what was meant by statistical
reliability, they did pick up on the relative meaning of the color–coded indicator. This
meaning was supported by analogy with a red-yellow-green traffic stoplight. Just as
in prior rounds of testing, some participants specifically mentioned a stoplight when
commenting. Participant 5 said, “Well now thinking about it, they seem to correlate
with streetlights, green being go ahead, it’s very positive. Yellow is somewhat mediocre,
and red is not at all good or stop. So I guess that makes intuitive sense to me.”
Participant 7 made the remark, “I would assume red is bad and green is good, and
yellow is neutral.”

• Attractiveness of Added Color

Eye-tracking analysis from all three rounds of testing showed that participants’ eyes
were drawn to the color–coded reliability column. Participant 14 commented during
the initial probe question about what they noticed first about the tables, “Um, I guess
the reliability column because it’s really bright and sort of stands out.” Participant 7
commented during the initial probe question, “The first thing I notice would be the
color scheme, red, yellow, and green shaded boxes.”

Many participants commented that they liked the colors themselves because they added
a splash of color and aesthetic appeal to the tables. Participant 6 said that colors are
good to use to convey information because they are universal and “I love the colors,
I’m a color person. I love it.” Participant 7 commented, “I think the use of color is
always good in terms of making things clear and helping people focus. So it quickly
alerts you to I guess the type of info like how good the information is. I honestly looked
at that before I even saw what the table was for.”

• Participant Use of the Data Reliability Indicator

The data reliability indicator was successful in that participants did use it. It is possible
that this indicator would be very helpful to statistical novices and they may use the
indicator even though they would not normally use the MOE or another measure of
error. Participant 12 said during the first task, “I’m not looking at the MOE or the
percent. I’m just letting the reliability column do the thinking for me.”Participant
18 understood the general meaning of the indicator, but said that when the indicator
shows not very reliable, that you can’t really use estimate. This is evidence that
although the participant used the indicator, they saw the “Not Very Reliable” as an
instruction not to use the estimate rather than to carefully consider the context of its
use.
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Usability Issues

Results reported include all identified usability issues and resolutions recommended by
the team. Additional Comments by participants can be found in Appendix I. Identified
issues are prioritized based on the following criteria:

• High: This problem brought the participant to a stand still. He or she was not able
to complete the task. For this study, a high–priority issue can also be one where the
data reliability indicator was not being applied correctly or there was a fundamental
misunderstanding of its meaning.

• Moderate: This problem caused some difficulty or confusion, but the participant was
able to complete the task.

• Low: This problem caused minor annoyance but does not interfere with the flow of
the tasks.

High–Priority Issues

• Confusion of Statistical Reliability with Lack of Confidence in the Source or Quality
of the Data

Some participants made comments that showed that they associated the “Not Very
Reliable” indicator with low–quality data or data that came from an unreliable source
(i.e., “good” versus “bad” data). Participant 7 said, ‘It says red is not very reliable
so I assume the source of the data is not the best.” When probed about what the
meaning of the colors was, Participant 10 said it was “just good data versus bad data
or the strength of the information.” Participant 13 said, “So reliable means to me that
the data is very reliable, somewhat reliable there’s a margin of error, and not very
reliable means no that data’s not very reliable at all.” Later, the same participant
was probed about what she thought the definition of reliability was and responded, “I
would expect um reliable to say, reliable means 100 percent of the data is consistent
or factual. Somewhat reliable being 90 percent of the data 80 percent of the data is
factual, and not very reliable so I would like to see some type of number associated
with the ranges of reliability and not very reliable.”

• Vagueness of “Somewhat Reliable”

Several participants commented that they were not sure what “somewhat reliable”
meant. Without a clear definition or the inclusion of information about the cutoff CV
values, the meaning of this middle category may not be straightforward to users. As
a result, they may not use an estimate that would have been appropriate to use in
the context of their goals. Participants who made this comment did make the correct
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assumption that this category was between “reliable” and “not very reliable” in terms
of statistical reliability. However, a few people also made the comment that they were
uncertain about whether or not to use an estimate as the answer to a task because
they were unsure how large the difference between “reliable” and “somewhat reliable”
was. Some participants also said they could justify the use of “not very reliable” data
if they could tell if it were near the threshold for “somewhat reliable.” Participant 12
said, “I would not recommend [the reliability indicator] because I don’t understand
um how close um the somewhat reliable versus the reliable um are, in relation to one
another.”Participant 7 made a detailed comment:

“The transportation data is not very reliable and the education data is somewhat
reliable but it’s difficult to use it to make any determination about the answer they’re
both pretty subjective, I don’t know the threshold between somewhat and not very
or what that means in terms of numbers, especially when the two numbers are close
together. Oh I guess I can say, well I guess that’s why, the transportation data has
a higher margin of error, I guess that’s why it’s not very versus somewhat. But I’m
still not exactly sure about what type of index or what those numbers mean in later
columns for margin of error oppose to beginning where it seems to be a whole number.”

It did not seem to make a difference whether the participants saw the indicator leg-
end or not. During debriefing, participants who did not see the legend by clicking on
the “View Table Notes” link were shown the legend and asked if it would have been
helpful. The majority of participants said that it did not contain enough information
about what reliability meant to be of much use.

• Unintuitive Nature of Legend Without Color Where Reliable is Listed First

Related to the usability strength of the intuitive stoplight analogy described above, two
participants commented that the analogy does not hold when the color is removed. The
dry run participant saw this type of legend and said she was surprised to see “Not Very
Reliable” listed first and had to “reverse it in her head” in order to make sense of it.
Participant 7 saw a legend with the color–coding and “Not Very Reliable” listed first
and also thought having this category first was not intuitive. This participant recom-
mended placing “reliable first because without color it doesn’t make sense to people.”

While this may not be an issue for users who have accessed the tables before and are
familiar with their layout, it may be a problem for the novice data user. This is another
issue with the table itself and not necessarily with the data reliability indicator, but
the data reliability indicator is likely not to be used correctly if the correct estimate is
not found.
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Medium–Priority Issues

• Uninformative Nature of Reliability Legend

Several participants commented that there was not enough information about the CV,
the cutoff values used for the indicator levels, and the definition of reliability. Although
some participants never even saw the legend, it did not seem to impact their ability or
inclination to use the reliability indicators when compared to the sessions where the
participants saw and read the legend. Participant 4 said “If I could click on something,
just to read why, why is this reliable?”During debriefing, Participant 4 also said, “I
did, I also tried to click on reliability. Cause sometimes, especially when it’s blue I
thought that I would be able to sort based on that. Um, and I thought that maybe
there would be a pop up saying ‘Reliability is this’.” Participant 5 commented, “Yeah,
I mean I like it [reliability], but I didn’t know what it actually meant.” Participant 7
remarked, “I guess.. it seems subjective, so if there were some of key or index that had
even if it was a numeric range like things with a MOE of zero to five are considered
reliable, even though I don’t necessarily know what that means. But it would give it
some sort of qualifying description; it seems like anyone could’ve just drawn a line and
say that’s reliable and that’s not reliable and I have no idea where that line is drawn or
how or why.” Participant 13 said, “I’m a little confused as to what the reliability fac-
tor pertains to.” The experimenter asked the probe question “What are you confused
about?” The participant continued, “The reliability of what? The data itself? What
being reliable as far as the percentages, are we looking at the margin of error, like what
does the reliability factor pertain to, that data is not very reliable based on what, or
it’s very reliable but what are we basing that on, the reliability factor?”Participant
19 remarked that there should be numerical values defining the reliability categories,
“Again, I don’t really know what that reliability means, I don’t know if there’s a p-
value you can put in there or what not, um, test of significance, but I guess I would
say it is that score but how reliable. I don’t know what that metric means. Except I
know it lists some legend, but again there’s no numerical values attached to it.”

A related issue is that it is unclear how the estimate, percent, MOE, and reliability
columns are related to one another. Participant 12 said, “On all of them [tasks] I just
find myself going percent, margin of error, not really understanding how they relate to
reliable.” Participant 15 used the MOE and reliability indicator interchangeably and
called the Margins of Error “reliabilities.”

• Small Font Size

A majority of the participants across all of the conditions remarked that the font size
was small. Several had difficulty reading the table contents. However, this problem
may have been an artifact of the manner in which the tables were converted to HTML
files for testing. The tables were embedded as images into Web screens. If the tables
were fully functional as they would be in American Fact Finder (AFF), the tables
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would have the ability to be adjusted to fit a user’s preferences more readily.

Low Priority Issues

• View Table Notes

Twenty of the twenty-one participants never clicked on the “View Table Notes” above
the upper right corner of the table. Participant 10 actually looked for a legend and
did not find it behind the link. Participant 13 said, “As I’m reading through this, by
clicking on that link [view table notes], that still would not have given me a better
understanding of what a reliability the reliability columns really refers to.”

This issue was especially clear in the wide subject tables (C1 and C2), since participants
could potentially never scroll the browser to the point where they could see it. However,
since there was no significant difference in performance whether they saw the legend
or not, this issue becomes low–priority.

The dry run participant said that she would have clicked on the MOE row header
to look for information about reliability. Duplicate links on the MOE and Reliability
column headers could help users find the table notes more easily. Participant 19 also
said that he would prefer if he could click or mouse over the column headers for more
information about the MOE and Reliability.

When shown the reliability legend during debriefing, Participant 4 said, “Maybe it’s
just the title, ’view table notes.’ Maybe if it were like ’view table definitions’ or some-
thing like that, that would make me think that, ok, this means they are explaining
something on the table. A table note makes me think that, oh, it’s just something like
I can save my notes.” During debriefing, Participant 5 made a similar comment, “I
wouldn’t have gone to view table notes to learn about reliability.”

• The Color Coding is Potentially Distracting

As with the previous round of testing, a participant commented that the colors were
distracting while completing the tasks. Participant 12 commented that colors distract
from reading title; “Oh, you know what, since the colors are so dramatic, I’m just
realizing that I didn’t even read the title on this page which is pretty bad” and “I
guess it just shows you jump to reading things that pop out.” Participant 16 was
drawn to the reliability indicator and did not notice the MOE column. Participant 16
said, “You’ve got these lovely green, yellow, red categories defining reliability instead of
giving margins of errors.” When shown a color-coded table and legend after completing
the tasks for a table with no color-coding, Participant 21 said that she would prefer
the table without color-coding because the “color is intense.”
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6 Eye–Tracking Results

6.1 Fixation Durations on Areas of Interest

Location of Data Reliability Indicator Legend

Table 13 shows the fixation durations for the tables where the data reliability indicator
legend was above the table versus behind a link. Most notably, the participants who
saw tables with the legend above the table looked at the Data Description (row name)
for 17.72 seconds on average, which is much longer than the average of 7.43 for the
participants who saw tables with a legend behind the link name.

Table 9: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Behind a Link for
Data Profiles

AOI Legend Above Table (A3,A4) Legend Behind Link (A1,A2)
Column Headers 0.77 0.69
Data Description 17.72 7.43
Estimate 7.84 5.61
Estimate MOE 5.02 2.70
Estimate MOE Link 0.10 0.05
Estimate Reliability Link 0.10 0.13
Information Icon 0.00 0.01
Percent 5.05 3.23
Percent MOE 1.13 1.53
Percent Reliability 1.39 1.89
Percent MOE Link 0.07 0.10
Percent Reliability Link 0.14 0.07
Table Information 0.90 0.35
Table Source 0.12 0.01
Top Links 0.24 0.14
Top Tabs 0.10 0.15
View Table Notes 0.13 0.04
Reliability Legend 1.51 Not Applicable
Legend Levels 0.62 Not Applicable
Legend Text 1.03 Not Applicable

Table 10 shows the average fixation durations. for the tables where the data reliability
indicator legend was above the table, versus behind a link. The most striking differences
were that participants looked at the Two or More Races Estimate column for the tables
with the legend behind a link, compared to 4.98 for the tables with the legend above
the table. Similarly, participants looked at the Total Population estimate column for
an average or 15 seconds for the Behind Link condition, while they only looked at this
column for an average of 8.52 seconds. Participants looked at the Total Population
Reliability column an average 11.73 seconds for the Legend Behind Link tables, but
only 2.45 seconds for the Legend Above Table condition. This could be evidence that
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participants’s eyes are drawn to the colorful reliability column itself more so than if
the colorful reliability legend were also present.

Table 10: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Be-
hind a Link for Selected Population Tables

AOI Legend Above Table (B3,B4) Legend Behind Link (B1,B2)
Data Description 30.42 35.83
Column Headers 0.91 2.09
Two or More Races Estimate 4.98 10.42
Two or More Races MOE 0.94 1.35
Two or More Races Reliability 1.10 1.35
Total Population Estimate 8.52 15.00
Total Population MOE 2.48 4.81
Total Population Reliability 2.45 11.73
Information Icon 2.96 3.39
Table Information 0.03 0.00
Table Source 0.03 0.00
Top Links 0.79 0.63
Top Tabs 0.45 0.32
View Table Notes 0.06 0.14
Reliability Legend 2.14 Not Applicable
Legend Levels 0.64 Not Applicable
Legend Text 0.83 Not Applicable

Table 11 shows the average fixation durations for the tables where the data reliability
indicator legend was above the table versus behind a link for the Subject Tables. The
largest difference between the table prototypes in terms of fixation duration was that
participants looked at the Data Description column for an average 17.86 seconds for
the Legend Above Table condition compared to an average 6.37 seconds for the Legend
Behind Link condition. There were longer fixations on the Management, Management
MOE, Management Reliability, and Service MOE for the Behind Link tables, but
overall the fixation durations were fairly similar.
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Table 11: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Be-
hind a Link for Subject Tables

AOI Legend Above Table (C2) Legend Behind Link (C1)
Column Headers 10.08 11.86
Data Description 17.86 6.37
Information Icon 0.00 0.00
Construction 0.06 0.00
Construction MOE 0.00 0.00
Construction Reliability 0.09 0.20
Farming 0.31 0.30
Farming MOE 0.06 0.23
Farming Reliability 0.15 0.07
Management 2.13 4.52
Management MOE 1.00 3.65
Management Reliability 1.69 2.48
Production 0.00 0.00
Production MOE 0.06 0.00
Production Reliability 0.00 0.00
Sales 2.28 6.40
Sales MOE 0.22 1.64
Sales Reliability 1.09 0.94
Service 2.27 1.84
Service MOE 0.54 2.01
Service Reliability 1.26 0.46
Table Source 0.15 0.22
Table Information 0.74 1.33
Top Links 0.79 0.13
Top Tabs 0.75 0.94
Reliability Legend Not Applicable 0.33
Legend Levels Not Applicable 0.13
Legend Text Not Applicable 0.13
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Table 12 shows that there is a large difference in the amount of time spent looking
at the Percent and Reliability columns in these tables. In fact, participants looked at
every AOI longer in the Legend Behind Link condition than the Above Table condition.
When the reliability legend is present, it may reduce the amount of time participants
need to look at the reliably column itself while interpreting its meaning. On the
contrary, participants may spend more time reading and cognitively processing the
reliability column when the legend is absent.

Table 12: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Be-
hind a Link for Geographic Comparison Tables

AOI Above Table (E3,E4) Behind Link (E1,E2)
Geographical Area 2.52 8.28
Column Headings 0.80 2.05
Information Icon 0.02 0.03
MOE 3.88 7.98
Percent 3.40 11.85
Reliability 8.54 23.92
Table Information 2.56 2.62
Table Source 0.00 0.16
Top Links 0.89 0.91
Top Tabs 0.28 0.43
View Table Notes 0.61 0.86
Reliability Legend 2.23 NA
Legend Colors 0.31 NA
Legend Text 1.37 NA

The information icon may not be very helpful, since it was hardly looked at.
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Color vs. No Color

Table 13 presents the fixation durations for the tables with a color–coded data reli-
ability indicator as compared to the tables with a plain text indicator with no color
for the Data Profile Tables. For this analysis, the location of the legend was removed
from the analysis, since no one saw the legend for the tables where it was behind the
“View Table Notes” link. The largest difference in fixation duration between the two
conditions was that participants looked at the Data Description column for an average
of 16.30 for the color–coded tables, but only an average of 11.40 for the tables without
color. Overall, the fixation durations on the AOIs were similar for the two prototypes.

Table 13: Fixation Durations (in seconds): Color vs. No Color for Data Profile
Tables

AOI Color (A1,A3) No Color (A2,A4)
Column Headers 0.91 0.73
Data Description 16.30 11.40
Estimate 7.12 5.93
Estimate MOE 4.07 3.35
Estimate MOE Link 0.09 0.20
Estimate Reliability Link 0.10 0.13
Information Icon 0.01 0.00
Percent 4.69 4.31
Percent MOE 1.38 1.56
Percent Reliability 1.76 1.85
Percent MOE Link 0.10 0.12
Percent Reliability Link 0.03 0.19
Table Information 0.84 0.37
Table Source 0.05 0.06
Top Links 0.21 0.16
Top Tabs 0.10 0.11
View Table Notes 0.14 0.05

Table 14 shows the fixation durations for the tables with a color–coded data reliability
indicator as compared to the tables with a plain text indicator with no color for the
Detailed Tables. The most notable differences in the fixation durations for the two
prototypes are that participants looked at the Data description column for an average
of 12.28 in the Color condition versus only 6.64 for the No Color condition. Participants
also fixated on the Apple County Reliability Column for 7.88 seconds on average for
the Color tables as compared to only 3.96 seconds for the No Color tables. Since Apple
County is the first county that appears at the left–hand side of the table, this may be
evidence that participants’s eyes were initially drawn to the most colorful part of the
screen. Participants looked at the Cherry County Reliability column almost twice as
long for the No Color tables as they did for the Color tables, and this is the last and
right–most county displayed in the table. This is consistent with participants becoming
accustomed to the color–coded table.
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Table 14: Fixation Durations (in seconds): Color vs. No Color for Detailed Tables

AOI Color (D1) No Color (D2)
Geography Headers 0.42 1.89
Data Description 6.64 12.28
Apple County Estimate 2.79 1.89
Apple County Estimate MOE 2.06 1.10
Apple County Reliability 7.88 3.96
Birch County Estimate 4.21 3.07
Birch County MOE 1.00 1.60
Birch County Reliability 3.67 4.56
Cherry County Estimate 1.46 2.57
Cherry County MOE 0.00 0.05
Cherry County Reliability 0.88 1.66
Information Icon 0.02 0.00
Table Information 0.92 0.47
Table Source 0.22 0.26
Top Links 0.60 0.49
Top Tabs 0.18 0.33
View Table Notes 0.04 0.07
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Order of the Legend Levels

Table 15 shows the average fixation durations for the tables with the Red/“Not Very
Reliable” level presented at the top of the reliabilty legend and the tables where the
Green/“Reliable” level was displayed first for the Selected Population Profile tables.
The reliability legend AOIs were removed because the tables with the legends behind
the “View Table Notes” link did not have a visible AOI legend. Although the fixation
durations are similar overall, participants with the Green First tables looked at the
Column Headers and Total Population Estimate columns longer on average than the
participants with the Red First tables. Participants in the Green First condition looked
at the Two or More Races Estimate column longer on average than participants in the
Red First condition.

Table 15: Fixation Durations (sec): Red/Not Very Reliable First Versus
Green/Reliable in Legend for Selected Population Profiles

AOI Red First (B1,B3) Green First (B2,B4)
Data Description 33.24 32.49
Column Headers 0.71 2.33
Two or More Races Estimate 9.12 5.82
Two or More Races MOE 1.77 0.42
Two or More Races Reliability 4.64 5.07
Total Population Estimate 9.66 13.80
Total Population MOE 4.27 2.88
Total Population Reliability 6.52 7.72
Information Icon 0.00 0.07
Table Information 1.41 3.75
Table Source 0.02 0.00
Top Links 0.83 0.54
Top Tabs 0.43 0.30
View Table Notes 0.05 0.15

Table 16 shows the average fixation durations for the tables with the Red/“Not Very
Reliable” level presented at the top of the reliabilty legend and the tables where the
Green/“Reliable” level was displayed first for the Geographic Comparison tables. The
fixation durations were similar overall.
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Table 16: Fixation Durations (sec): Red/Not Very Reliable First Versus
Green/Reliable in Legend for Geographic Comparison Tables

AOI Red First (E1,E3) Green First (E2,E4)
Geographical Area 4.71 6.10
Column Headings 1.51 1.34
Information Icon 0.00 0.05
MOE 6.17 5.68
Percent 7.30 8.25
Reliability 16.81 15.65
Table Information 2.11 3.07
Table Source 0.01 0.16
Top Links 0.79 1.01
Top Tabs 0.38 0.33
View Table Notes 0.65 0.82
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6.2 Heatmaps

Heatmaps are visualization tools that show where participants looked most often on a
stimulus, in this case the data tables. This section provides a heatmap for each of the
tables. Overall, participants’ eyes are drawn most to the color–coded columns and row
descriptions (data descriptions).4

Data Profile Tables

For tables A1, A3, and A4, the participants looked at the column headers, but the
participants who saw the A4 table did not read them very carefully. The participant
who saw the A2 table did not read the table’s title, while the participants in every
other Data Profile Table condition did. This may be due to individual differences,
since only one person saw the A2 table.

Figure 2 shows the heatmap for Table A1, Figure 3 shows the heatmap for Table A2,
Figure 4 shows the heatmap for Table A3, and Figure 5 shows the heatmap for Table
A4. Comparing Tables A1 and A2, the heatmap for A1 shows that participants look
at the margin of error more than in the heatmap for A2, especially in the Ancestry
section at the end of the table. The color–coded reliability indicator may have been
attracting additional attention to the right side of the table. Participants looked at the
relationship section more for table A2 than in A1 (e.g., the section is “hotter”). The
color–coded reliability column could have helped participants track the rows across,
requiring the participants with the A2 table to more carefully follow the row. Partici-
pants for Table A2 also looked at the column headers more than those for A1.

Comparing Tables A3 and A4, the heatmap of the columns near the color–coded reli-
ability column in A3 appear “hotter” than those in A4, which also occurred in Table
A1 more than Table A2. Again, the colors may attract additional attention to that
section of the table.

Participants did appear to read the Data Reliability Indicator description in the legend.
Similar reading patterns were found for tables A3, A4, B4, C2, E3, and to a certain
extent, B3 and E4.

4It is important to note that some tables only had one participant view them. Therefore, strong conclusions
about differences in the heatmaps cannot be made.
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Figure 2: Heatmap for Table A1, Two Participants
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Figure 3: Heatmap for Table A2, One Participant
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Figure 4: Heatmap for Table A3, Three Participants
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Figure 5: Heatmap for Table A4, Two Participants
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Selected Population Profile Tables

Figure 6 shows the heatmap for Table B1, Figure 7 displays the heatmap for Table B2,
Figure 8 shows the heatmap for Table B3, and Figure 9 displays the heatmap for Table B4.
Across all of the conditions but B4, the participants looked at the column headers. The
participant who did not read the column headers could have had greater confusion during
the session during the tasks that require a response from the “Two or More Races” column.
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Figure 6: Heatmap for Table B1, One Participant
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Figure 7: Heatmap for Table B2, One Participant
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Figure 8: Heatmap for Table B3, One Participant
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Figure 9: Heatmap for Table B4, One Participant
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Subject Tables

The participants who saw the wide Subject Tables did not read the right side of the table.
In order to see this area, participants would have had to scroll horizontally to the right.
The requirement of horizontal scrolling goes against the commonly held usability principle
to avoid horizontal scrolling whenever possible.
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Detailed Tables

There were similar fixation patterns for both D1 and D2, which indicates that the participants
who saw these tables interacted with them in a similar fashion. The main difference was
that the color-coded reliability columns drew more fixations to the estimate columns in D1
than the non-color coded estimate columns in D2.

Figure 12: Heatmap for Table D1, Two Participants

Figure 13: Heatmap for Table D2, One Participant
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Geographical Comparison Tables

Overall, the fixation patterns were similar for all of the Geographical Comparison Tables.
The participant in E3 did not look at the margin of error often, but participants across the
conditions and tables differed widely when looking at the margin of error. Differences in
duration of fixation on margin of error may also depend on how long they spent trying to
identify what the reliability or margin of error was determined by.

Figure 14: Heatmap for Table E1, One Participant
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Figure 15: Heatmap for Table E2, One Participant
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Figure 16: Heatmap for Table E3, One Participant
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Figure 17: Heatmap for Table E4, One Participant
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6.3 Summary

The participants’ response to the data reliability indicators was mostly positive, as it was
for the first two rounds of testing. However, there was some confusion about the indicator.
For instance, some participants confused the concept of statistical reliability with a lack of
confidence in the source or quality of the data or had trouble interpreting what “Somewhat
Reliable” really meant.

In terms of whether the data reliability legend is displayed above the table or behind a link,
“Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable” is listed first, or whether it is color–coded, the usability
goals were met for accuracy of responses and users satisfaction for all of the conditions
(although the goal was not met for all data products). However, the efficiency goal was not
met for several of the table types.

Overall, it appears that participants can use the tables equally well whether or not the
indicator has color–coding, has a legend above the table or behind a link, or whether the
“Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable” indicator is listed first in the legend. Participants can
use the tables with about equal efficiency whether it is color–coded or not and whether
“Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable” is listed first. However, the tables with the legend placed
above the table had scores that were 30 seconds longer than the scores for the tables with
the legend placed behind a hyperlink.

when asked for their preference during debriefing, most participants in the text–only (i.e.,
no color–coding) conditions indicated that they would prefer the color–coded version .

Many participants had trouble tracking estimates across the table, reading the small text,
and interpreting the meaning of “Somewhat Reliable.”

As with the previous rounds of testing, there was a general sense of confusion about the
meaning of “reliability” and what the cut–offs for the different levels of reliability were.
Since none of the participants with the legend behind the link actually clicked on the link
during testing, none of these participants saw the legend.5 It is unclear whether this would
have been beneficial to them or not.

5One participant with the legend located above the table clicked on this link.
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7 Appendix A: Tables

The longer tables that scrolled down vertically have been broken up into three sections (called
Top, Middle, and Bottom for the relative vertical position of the sections) for increased
legibility.

Figure 18: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A1): Top
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Figure 19: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A1):
Middle
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Figure 20: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A1):
Bottom
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Figure 21: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A2):
Top
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Figure 22: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link
(A2):Middle
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Figure 23: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A2):
Bottom
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Figure 24: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A3):Top
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Figure 25: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A3):
Middle
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Figure 26: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A3):
Bottom
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Figure 27: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A4):
Top
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Figure 28: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A4):
Middle
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Figure 29: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A4):
Bottom
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Figure 30: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Top
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Figure 31: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Top Middle
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Figure 32: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Bottom Middle
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Figure 33: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Bottom
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Figure 34: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Top
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Figure 35: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Top Middle
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Figure 36: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Bottom Middle
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Figure 37: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Bottom
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Figure 38: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Top
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Figure 39: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Top Middle
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Figure 40: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Bottom Middle
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Figure 41: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Bottom
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Figure 42: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Top
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Figure 43: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Top Middle
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Figure 44: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Bottom Middle
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Figure 45: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Bottom
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Figure 48: Detailed Table with Color–Coding (D1)
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Figure 49: Detailed Table with No Color–Coding (D2)
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Figure 50: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Behind Link and Red First in the
Legend (E1)
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Figure 51: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Behind Link and Green First in the
Legend (E2)
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Figure 52: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Above Table and Red First in the
Legend (E3)
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Figure 53: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Above Table and Green First in
the Legend (E4)
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8 Appendix B: Tasks for All Tables

The tasks and their associated answers are included below.

Figure 54: Tasks Part 1
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Figure 55: Tasks Part 2
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Figure 56: Tasks Part 3
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Figure 57: Tasks Part 4
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Figure 58: Tasks Part 5
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Figure 59: Tasks Part 6
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Figure 60: Tasks Part 7
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Figure 61: Tasks Part 8
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Figure 62: Tasks Part 9
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Figure 63: Tasks Part 10
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Figure 64: Tasks Part 11
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Figure 65: Tasks Part 12
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Figure 66: Tasks Part 13
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Figure 67: Tasks Part 14
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Figure 68: Tasks Part 15
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9 Appendix C: General Protocol

Figure 69: Protocol Part 1
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Figure 70: Protocol Part 2
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10 Appendix D: Consent Form

Figure 71: Consent Form
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11 Appendix E: Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Com-
puter Use and Internet Experience

Figure 72: Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Computer Use and Internet Experience
Part 1
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Figure 73: Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Computer Use and Internet Experience
Part 2
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12 Appendix F: Satisfaction Questionnaire (QUIS)

Figure 74: Satisfaction Questionnaire
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13 Appendix G: Task Difficulty Survey

The task difficulty survey was tailored for each type of table. Only the task difficulty survey
for the Data Profiles Tables are shown here to conserve space.
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Figure 75: Data Profiles Task Difficulty Part 1
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Figure 76: Data Profiles Task Difficulty Part 2
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14 Appendix H: Debriefing Questions

Figure 77: Debriefing Questions
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15 Appendix I: Satisfaction Questionnaire Comments, Usability
Issues with the ACS Tables, and Participant Comments

Comments about the ACS Data Tables from QUIS Satisfaction Survey

Data Profiles

• A1: Typeface too small, need down arrow (scroll arrow) on the right.

• A2: It would be useful to have the column names frozen so they still appear on the
screen when you scroll down.

• A3: Too much data on one table, font size too small.

• A4: The tables are very small for data recognition , they should be enlarged to make
the data easier to see. I do like the fact that each line is an alternating gray white,
that makes it easier to decipher each line of data.

• A4: Get rid of tables all together. Use search options. Google seems to be able to do
this, why can’t the government?

• A4: Grey/White is boring - blue lines or color shift when shift (color bar) when shift
categories [note: participant meant the bolded row headers].

Selected Population Profiles

• B4: Print on screen was very small. Persons with not so good visual acuity may have
difficulty locating column data. Otherwise, I would use the ACS Tables for future
work/research.

Subject Tables

• C1: Should include an index or key that describes what the column headings mean,
particularly those w/ the same name and different information (e.g., margin of error
being presented in seemingly different ways). Note: The legend was behind the link for
this participant.

Detailed Tables

• D1: It takes more than a few moments to become acclimated to the layout of the
information to ascertain what is where. Otherwise it was an okay read.

• D2: Clearly, a learning curve will occur and help.
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Usability Issues with the Tables

Some usability issues with the ACS data tables themselves were found during testing. They
are included as an appendix, since they are not directly related to the data reliability indi-
cator being tested. The descriptions associated with specific comments (i.e., Irish Ancestry
Question) refer to the tasks, which can be found in Appendix B.

• Width of the tables

As in the first and second rounds of testing, participants reported that they had trouble
tracking the correct estimate across the screen because the description of the estimate
(left–most column) was so wide. The subject tables (C1 and C2) are especially wide
and the data reliability columns make it even wider. Figures 78 and 79 clearly show
that the participants who saw these tables did not look much at the right–most part
of the table, and neither one fixated on the “View Table Notes” link. Users may have
difficulty with reporting the correct estimates because they lose track of the column
as they scroll horizontally across the table. Participants also had a problem with the
MOE being separated from its estimate due to the reliability indicator. One participant
accidentally tried to calculate the MOE with the percent estimate column due to the
order until she realized her mistake. Participant 9 said, “I lost track of my columns
again” and “I wonder if there’s a way to highlight the row to find out where I am
supposed to be.”

More than one participant reported incorrect estimates because they failed to track
the correct row across the table. This is an issue with the tables themselves that may
be out of scope for this study, but could result in data users incorrectly reporting
estimates in news articles, papers, official reports, etc.

Figure 78: Heat Map of Subject Table with the Legend Behind a Link (C1)

“Two or More Races” Column in the Selected Population Profile Tables (High Priority)

Participants that used the Selected Population Profile tables for this study had trouble
finding the “Two or More Races” column for the first task that required its use. Each
participant looked at the row names repeatedly before realizing that there was a separate
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Figure 79: Heat Map of Subject Table with the Legend Above the Table (C2)

column for this category. Participant 4 commented halfway through the testing session, “Oh
I just saw it, the two or more races column.” Participant 5 said, “So now I’m reading over
the table heading again, selected populations profile in Anytown USA, the total population
of two or more races. I’m finding that confusing because the table has the total population
which presumably refers to the total population of Anytown, and then in the fourth column
two or more races.” Participant 6 did not see the separate column until the last task (Task
8) and then said, “I see two or more races here now at the top.”

Comments are paraphrased unless they appear in quotation marks.

15.1 Dry Run

The short descriptions used in this section refer to the tasks that can be found in Appendix
B.

Get Your Degree: “See, I have to keep scrolling up this column ’cause I don’t know what
this is. Margin of error, percent. There’s two margin of errors, and reliability, I have no clue.”

Irish embassy question: “I think this is the reliability column.”

“I’m trying to figure out why there’s two reliability and margin of error columns. I don’t
know if I’m looking at the right thing.”

Danish embassy question: “I don’t know what kind of scale this is on. Not reliable somewhat
reliable, whatever.”

What do you think about the ancestry data: “I’m seeing a lot of not very reliable notes
right here, so I’m thinking that the information located here isn’t really reliable. I would
probably be reluctant to accept the estimates that are given here.”
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Comments: Do you think it’s an obvious place where people would look for a legend under
table notes? “No I would’ve clicked here [on margin of error column header].”

“These [row headers] aren’t really distinct”

“If I scroll down here, I can’t remember what the column headings were, so that was annoy-
ing, ’cause then I have to scroll back up and then figure out where I was at before and come
back down here. So it would’ve been nice if the column headings were still there.”

“And then I can’t figure out how it’s organized [talking about indentations]. I see total
households, and then it’s like indented, and I’ve been trying to figure out this goes with
this, and does this goes under this, and these both go underneath here? I don’t know, the
organization is really not that clear, as far as the subcategories. And then there’s a space
here. I guess this is still under households by type, why is there a blank line,? Why are
these separated?”

“I didn’t know what kind of scale it [reliability] was on.”

“These headings don’t really pop out, so I think just making these distinct, grouping them
together, some kind of bolded box around it. I wasn’t able to easily distinguish between
different categories listed here.”

15.2 Participant 1 - A1

“It’s a little blurry ’cause my eyes aren’t the best.”

Irish Ancestry question: “The column labels are gone so I need to scroll back up to see what
they are.”
Demographer at a local university: “For the most part it doesn’t look very reliable, in terms
of, because of the red um boxes.”

“Though I guess what I’m thinking is that I would like to know a little bit more about how
they came up with the reliability statistics, just to confirm that it would be in a similar way
I would make that assessment.”

Danish embassy question: “I would probably visit that ACS Reliability.com website to learn
more about it [reliability].”
Mayor question: “The estimate is not very reliable, yeah that red box is really getting me.”
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Comments: “There isn’t a definition of how they constructed it, and so my confidence in
my own ability to interpret data um makes me think maybe they include something else in
their reliability measure that just isn’t standard affair.”

15.3 Participant 2-A3

“I don’t know how I feel about it, as someone who understand generally statistics, it’s nice
to have something that’s color coded, so I don’t have to think about this. But it’s a simple
mathematic formula, I guess your doing standard deviation / mean.”

15.4 Participant 3-A4

“ I don’t know exactly what that MOE is, I’m assuming +/- 641.”

“And that the MOE is 2.5, now I don’t know if that’s a percentage, I assume that’s a per-
centage, could be + or -”

“Probably, I think that I would be more inclined to tell them if the data looked to be not
very or not reliable. Somewhat reliable to reliable I would probably mention it in passing. I
trust what’s shown on the computers, so I’m probably a bit over-trusting when it comes to
data.”

“I think a lot of the top tables need to be carried down with it all the way to the bottom of
the table so you don’t have to scroll back and forth to see what your data is.”

“The table is going make me go cross-eyed eventually, it’s very small.”

“In terms of reliability it seems there’s a lot of unreliability data, but it’s useless.”

“Unreliable stuff makes life more difficult.”

“Ooh I like that better, mostly because it’s easier to read.” [when shown a color table]

“And it shows red, not very reliable it makes it a lot faster.” [when talking about the an-
cestry Danish vs. Portuguese question]..
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15.5 Participant 4-B1

“The font size is really small.”

“I see the colors.”

Fuel, Two or More Races: “Oh I just saw it, the two or more races column.”

“The way it’s pulled out, the two or more races column, you wouldn’t think it would be in
that column, because it’s also a row. I wouldn’t think to find it in a column.”

P4, Task 4. “What differs reliable and somewhat reliable? Scale needed on the bottom.”

Boss wants to know: “Yeah I would say it’s that the data is much more reliable, well I don’t
know if it’s much more reliable, but the data is considered reliable. And it’s only somewhat
reliable. Still now that I think about it , it seems really vague, like what does that mean?
Somewhat reliable? What makes it reliable versus somewhat reliable? It would nice if there
was some type of range, to give me an idea what that really means. A scale or something,
at the bottom. I can’t really have much confidence in saying something is somewhat reliable
or not very reliable in this case.”

P4, Task 5. Row with percents is confusing with numbers.

Reliability table is confusing.

Disability, two or more races: “Ok, so it’s under disability status.” [thought it was some-
where else]

“The list what the disability, it makes me think that, the line above it is not the disability, but
it’s the same number, the one below it is just a percent of the population. That’s confusing.”

“And the data is reliable for this case, but I look at the percent and the percent for two or
more races is somewhat reliable, isn’t it just the calculation from the base of the population?
So that’s confusing.”

“The reliability column is confusing.”
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P4, Task 7. “I would want to click on something to read why is this reliable.”

High Income: “If I could click on something, just to read why, why is this reliable?”

Comments:

“I did, I also tried to click on reliability. ’Cause sometimes, especially when it’s blue I
thought that I would be able to sort based on that. Um, and I thought that maybe there
would be a pop up saying ‘reliability is this.’

“Maybe It’s just the title, view table notes. Maybe if it were like view table definitions or
something like that. That would make me think that, ok, this means they are explaining
something on the table. A table note, makes me think that oh it’s just something like I can
save my notes.”

“I rated it as a 5 because it’s usable, but honestly I don’t think my I don’t think this would’ve
been any different than opening a book.”

“This use hasn’t been enhanced by the Web at all.”

“It was hard to find [the definition of reliability].”

“Make the headings stand out more. I know it’s in all caps but some starts to blur after a
while. I mean it’s not consistent, sometimes its gray.”

“Can’t tell how reliability is measured.”

Don’t know what they base that on. Recommends having a general sentence about statisti-
cal reliability followed by more detailed information for statistics experts.

Novices may not care, but understand what reliable means in a general sense if next to a
statistical cue.

Somewhat reliable is too vague.
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15.6 Participant 5-B2

P5, Task 0: “The font on the table is really small.”

“The second thing I notice are the reliability indicators and the different colors that are
highlighted. And I’m not sure if I like that or not. I guess I do find that to be helpful.”

“Just because it jumps out at you right at the beginning, and so I don’t see the data first.
It’s like I don’t have to look at the data to determine myself if it’s reliable. Like someone
else is just telling me that. Which is good for the average user I guess. But the colors did
jump out at me.”

“Well now thinking about it, they seem to correlate with streetlights, green being go ahead,
it’s very positive. Yellow is somewhat mediocre, and red is not at all good or stop. So I
guess that makes intuitive sense to me.”

“It’s difficult to look at the table because it’s so long and the subject headings besides being
capitalized aren’t really emphasized or highlighted in anyway so it’s hard to tell when your
looking at a new piece of data. I think, for me it would be easier if the subject headings
were highlighted in a different color. And if you can search within the table or a subject
specifically.”

P5, Task 2: “This is where I would like to have a find search so I could immediate scroll
to education, or be immediately be taken to it as opposed to having to scroll through the
whole document.”

“And then now I’m looking next to reliable, it says this number is .6 and I think that’s the
margin of error but again I would have to scroll all the way up to the top of the table to find
that. Which I find to be rather annoying. Oh no see I gave you the wrong answer because I
was looking at the 13 percent was the total population, so I actually need to be looking in
the 4th column.”

“I would prefer to see on the table is the uh, column headings to scroll down the table as I
scroll down the table so I don’t make that same kind of mistake again by reading the wrong
column.”

P5, Task 3: Table title is misleading/confusing: Total population and 2 or more races.
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“So now I’m reading over the table heading again, selected populations profile in Anytown
USA, the total population of two or more races. I’m finding that confusing because the table
has the total population which presumably refers to the total population of Anytown, and
then in the fourth column two or more races.” Note: P5 mixed up two or more reliability
column with total population, as well as estimate with percent occasionally.

Comments: “Font was too small, too much information on the table, had to scroll down so
much.”

“I would want the subject headings ..participant read column headers scroll down with you
or at least have them at the top of every subject, like sex and age so you remember what
your looking at in each of the columns.”

“I wouldn’t have gone to view table notes to learn about reliability.”

“I think the reliability thing is important enough to have it as a separate thing. The casual
observer probably doesn’t need to know +/- parentheses but they would want to know what
the definition of reliability is or at least that would help them analyze the data.”

“So I guess I would expect to see it somewhere on the top, and I would prefer to have it not
be something you would have to click on.”

“One thing I would like to see, just for usability purposes to be able to minimize some of
these columns if you don’t need them or want to look at them.’

“Yeah, I mean I like It [reliability], but I didn’t know what it actually meant.”

“I guess they had a high enough response rate to know that it would be a consistent statistic.”

“But then again that’s why I think reliability should be defined just right on top as opposed
to something you have to click on.”

“Not very reliable [indicator] is most helpful.”

15.7 Participant 6-B4

P6 had trouble finding two or more races column (kept referring to the two or more races row
value which is 3.1 percent). As a result many of the participant’s responses are incorrect.
Task 8: “I see two or more races here now at the top.”

Colors are universal, “I love the colors, I’m a color person. I love it.”
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Comments:

Had some difficulty understanding logic of the problem

Public should be able to use this table, color coding helps.

15.8 Participant 7-C1

P7, Task 0. The two reliability columns confused the participant. Labeled the same not sure
what the difference is.

“The first thing I notice would be the color scheme, red, yellow, and green shaded boxes.”

“I would assume red is bad and green is good, and yellow is neutral. And by looking at it
that’s somewhat right cause it says red is not very reliable so I assume the source of the data
is not the best.”

“Although it is a little confusing that there’s two different columns for reliability that don’t
have the same information. I guess one’s a percentage and one’s a...Actually I’m not sure
what the difference is.”

Task 4. “So it’s kinda difficult with such a long with so many columns to keep track of,
which row you want to focus on.”

P7, Task 6. in reference to table width. “...difficult to go back and forth here with the way
this is setup.”

“The transportation data is not very reliable and the education data is somewhat reliable
but it’s difficult to use it to make any determination about the answer they’re both pretty
subjective, I don’t know the threshold between somewhat and not very or what that means
in terms of numbers, especially when the two numbers are close together. Oh I guess I can
saywell I guess that’s why, the transportation data has a higher margin of error, I guess
that’s why it’s not very versus somewhat. But I’m still not exactly sure about what type of
index or what those numbers mean in later columns for margin of error oppose to beginning
where it seems to be a whole number.”

Comments: “I think the use of color is always good in terms of making things clear and
helping people focus. So it quickly alerts you to I guess the type of info like how good the
information is. I honestly looked at that before I even saw what the table was for.”

“This is the way I would expect this type of data to be displayed.”

“I guess.. it seems subjective, so if there were some of key or index that had even if it was a
numeric range like things with a MOE of 0 to 5 are considered reliable, even though I don’t
necessarily know what that means. But it would give it some sort of qualifying description,
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it seems like anyone could’ve just drawn a line and say that’s reliable and that’s not reliable
and I have no idea where that line is drawn or how or why.”

“They seem to represent different things with the same column heading”(referring to headers
like MOE, or reliability).

Perhaps adding an abbreviated description could add some clarification.

Explain columns like MOE.

“When looking at it without any other information I don’t know what that means.”

Recommended placing “reliable first because w/o color it doesn’t make sense to people.”

15.9 Participant 8-C2

P8, Task 0. Looking at areas that are highlighted, then subjects, then industry. Thinking
about what this is telling me.

P8, Task 3. Did not realize that table scrolled horizontally.

P8, Task 6. Looked for way to modify it so she didn’t have to keep scrolling. Tried “modify
it” and other links.

15.10 Participant 9-B3

P9, Task 1, Would Control+F and look for 18-24.

P9, Task 3. After clicking on view table notes the P commented that there was no discussion
of household or individuals.

Tried clicking on the 2 or more races column.

P9, Task 4. Mentioned having to scroll back up to find column.
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P9, Task 5. “I lost track of my columns again” “I wonder if there’s a way to highlight the
row” to find out where I am suppose to be.
Comments: Scrolling columns, width too much, heading disappears, too wide and too long.

Subheadings don’t jump out that much.

15.11 Participant 10-D1

P10, Task 0. Did not mention color/reliability.
Comments: Looked for legend, something to make sense.

15.12 Participant 11-D2

P11, Task 0. “Print is fairly small.”

P11, Task 4. “Trouble tracking rows across”.

P11, Task 5. “Would probably use the mouse to help me stay on a horizontal plane.”

15.13 Participant 12-E1

P12, Task 0: “The first thing that my eyes are drawn to is the coloring.” probe: what do
you think the colors represented: “Just good data versus bad data or the strength of the
information.”

“I was just thinking that um might be uh if it is suppose to represent the strength then
maybe uh like a bar or uh a color code expressing intensity more linearly instead of just
color coding.”

P12, Task 1: “I’m not looking at the MOE or the percent. I’m just letting the reliability
column do the thinking for me.”

“Actually, now I...I’m just thinking through this, I actually don’t know if the percent column
has to do with the reliability. But if it did I would take County A and County Y” Because
I would make an arbitrary cut-off, like above 10 percent. But again I’m not sure what that
percent column has to do with” (Don’t know what percent column has to do with reliability
[participant seems to think percent is related to reliability, not the estimate.])

“Oh you know what, since the colors are so dramatic, I’m just realizing that I didn’t even
read the title on this page which is pretty bad” [non verbal behavior: shaking head]
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“I guess it just shows you jump to reading things that pop out.”

“I’m not sure I’d have that so colorful then um maybe it’s my.. just looking at the title.”

P12, Task 2: “I think that I would probably not recommend this but something that would
be useful to see again would be um the strength represented as a percentage or something.
So that I could um kind of see whether or not.”

“I think on this page it would be helpful to have a descriptive of the margin of error for um
as a refresher for people who haven’t had statistics in a while.”

“I would not recommend because I don’t understand um how close um the somewhat reliable
versus the reliable um are, in relation to one another.”

Comments:
“This could be the way I look at things, I was so distracted by like getting into this and
looking at the red, and green, and yellow, and those being almost so obvious I actually didn’t
even look at what the title was first thing.”

“I would probably need.. I think I put this in my notes, just a description of like almost
what each of the columns mean, related to the entire ...”

“I don’t know why I did not [click on View Table Notes].. it’s like I thought about it but
then I just thought oh they’re not clickable.”

“I don’t really see anywhere else that it says anything else about this [the reliability legend].”

“On all of them [tasks] I just find myself going percent, margin of error, not really under-
standing how they relate to reliable.”

15.14 Participant 13-E2

Task 0, “I’m a little confused as to what the reliability factor pertains to.” Probe: What are
you confused about? “The reliability of what? The data itself? What being reliable as far as
the percentages, are we looking at the margin of error, like what does the reliability factor
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pertain to, that data is not very reliable based on what, or it’s very reliable but what are we
basing that on, the reliability factor?”

Task 2, “Looking at counties D and E on the table, county D indicates their data is somewhat
reliable, and county E indicates their data is very reliable, based on these two factors I would
recommend that they add the percentages together, because again the reliability factor for
D, although it is somewhat reliable, I would be confident enough to know that average or
that percentage does have, as the table indicates, a small margin of error.”

Comments: “So reliable means to me that the data is very reliable, somewhat reliable there’s
a margin of error, and not very reliable means no that data’s not very reliable at all.”

“I thought it would’ve be useful to have a definition for the reliable, the not very reliable,
and the somewhat reliable. It makes it a little bit difficult to understand if all the data is
being pulled from the same source what makes.. or my assumption is all the data is being
pulled from the same source, what makes one category more reliable than another.”

“As I’m reading through this, by clicking on that link [view table notes], that still would
not have given me a better understanding of what a reliability the reliability columns really
refers to.”

Probe: What would you expect to see define reliability? “I would expect um reliable to say,
reliable means 100 percent of the data is consistent or factual. Somewhat reliable being
90 percent of the data 80 percent of the data is factual, and not very reliable so I would
like to see some type of number associated with the ranges of reliability and not very reliable.”

“I felt to me that the margin of error was a little bit confusing as far as how it related to
let’s say for example the reliability factor. So when I’m looking at one of the categories or
one of the columns that specifically says that this is not very reliable, however there’s a 50
percent margin of error, that doesn’t really give me a good indication as to whether or not
that data is indeed very reliable at all or there’s that... there’s a little bit of interpretation
that could be made on that. So I don’t really think the margin of error column is that useful
to be honest with you.”

“I think it all goes back to the reliability column, it’s very difficult to determine whether
or not this data is accurate, and if it’s not accurate, the not very reliable column meaning
what? So those percentages aren’t accurate at all? So therefore, why are they even there? ”

“And how are we differentiating between reliable and not very reliable, what is the source
of that data?”
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15.15 Participant 14-E3

P14, Task 0: “Um, I guess the reliability column because it’s really bright and sort of stands
out.”

“I’m assuming this means um how reliable the estimates are, given the uh...I guess given the
standard errors.”

P14, Task 6. “And it says that 0 percent travel to work by public transportation, but it also
says that the estimate is not very reliable, so I guess I’m not sure um I guess you can’t really
tell by the table without knowing why the estimate isn’t reliable, so that’s my final answer
that I don’t know.”

Comments: “I noticed, I just wrote down I remember seeing that there was a reliability
definition like up here somewhere, but I didn’t really use it, I guess it would’ve helped.”

Why do you think it didn’t stand out? “I don’t know, because I felt like that the focus was
here [the columns] maybe if there was an asterisk next to the reliability column, maybe I’m
just lazy. It just seems like it’s so far away, even the title seems disconnected.”

15.16 Participant 15-E4

P15, Task 0. Would go to website to learn more about reliability.

P15, Task 1A. Generally want reliable data, somewhat reliable data if more information was
given.

P15, Task 2. Reliabilities are close enough to include together.

P15, Task 3. The participant seemed to equate MOE with reliability. “MOE is very small so
it’s very reliable.” (The participant also went out of bounds for this question, mentioning
that the two counties could be using two different forms of public transportation).

Note: For Task 4 and Task 5, the participant subtracted the estimate from the MOE to
confirm it met the requirement for the answer, despite the estimate being reliable.

Comment: Dunno how confident because there’s no info on what reliability means

15.17 Participant 16-A2

P16, Task 0. It’s detailed
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P16, Task 2. Helpful if names of fields [column headers] were pushed down so she didn’t
have to keep scrolling.

P16, Task 4. The participant reported true, but not very reliable [report w/ a caveat]. The
correct response on this task was not true.

Comments: Reliability legend behind link “no, not really helpful.”

Wanted more information about MOE.

15.18 Participant 17-A1

P17, Task 0. Typeface too small.

“You’ve got these lovely green, yellow, red categories defining reliability instead of giving
margins of errors.”
P17, Task 2. “I can’t see the [column] heading here so I don’t know.”

“I should be able to see these headers no matter how far down I go, ok?”

Comments:
“I didn’t look at the definition of reliability but I know the definition of reliability. I don’t
see the definition of reliability here [looking at table, clicked reliable column heading] it’s
not there.”

“Type face is too small.”

“I don’t think the definition of what’s defined as reliable, somewhat, and not very. I want
to know statistically what it is, before I decide whether I use it.”

“For what I sometimes call library users, casual users, this is probably a good idea, but it’s
making decisions for the users, where as I like to make my own decisions, I’m not typical,
far more experienced with advanced statistics than the average person.”

Probe: But for the average person do you think it would be helpful? “Yeah, it’s better than
margin of error, they don’t understand that. It just confuses them. But the definition should
be you know readily available.”
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“I know what margin of error, sampling error is, but I don’t know what’s being considered
reliable versus somewhat versus not very here. And the other thing is that it’s better to
collapse categories than make the reliability higher, cause the level of detail is beyond what
most people need anyhow.”

15.19 Participant 18-A3

P18, Task 0. Trusts in Census that it [data] is reliable. -¿ Green is reliable -¿ Reliability is
near MOE?

When it shows not very reliable you can’t really use estimate.

Small font, hard to read.

A lot of colors.

Looks like an excel table with small font.

Now looking at what it is [ACS survey]

P18, Task 2. Looked at US citizenship and Language spoken first before settling on ancestry
data (Expected to see Ancestry data there?)

Note: Participant had to re-check column headers to make sure he was looking at the per-
centage column.

P18, Task 7. The thing that stands out is all the red.

So many numbers for heritage that are not reliable.

Could also look at somewhat reliable [data], could use for research if reliability is kept in
mind.

Comments about the overall table (at this point):

Would’ve brought glasses if he knew table font is this small.
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Shades of gray and white are helpful.

Color stands out.

P18, Task 8. Estimates say true but reliability and MOE says no.

Would report no, or yes with reliability warning. Can’t draw conclusions based on estimate.

Comment:
Not familiar with CV, stat class was ages ago.

Not visually appealing.

Legend doesn’t define what not very reliable means.

Most people wouldn’t visit ACS reliable website.

Clear definition of what each reliability is.

15.20 Participant 19-A4

P19, Task 0. Noticed reliability legend, keywords, reliable, not reliable estimates, and lots
of replications in columns.

“There’s a lot of replication in terms of columns.” [referring to column headers for estimates
and percentages]

Task1: “Oh I’m sorry this is Anytown, the total population of Anytown, that is one thing
I missed before so, I wasn’t actually sure what this city was, but yeah I would, since it is
Anytown.”

P19, Task 2. “That’s one thing that is really actually a little annoying is that you have the
titles of the chart at the top, but if I scroll down then I might not actually remember every
single title for every single column and so I have to go all the way back up to see estimate
and what not.”
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P19, Task 3. “Again I don’t really know what that reliability means, I don’t know if there’s
a p-value you can put in there or what not, um test of significance but I guess I would say it
is that score but how reliable I don’t know what that metric means. Except I know it lists
some legend, but again there’s no numerical values attached to it.”

“I think before I gave you high school graduate, I mis-read the columns they’re so small they
kinda float together.”

P19, Task 4. Subject had trouble reading across rows, which resulted in him giving the wrong
number (Gave Dutch percentage, not Danish)

“But again we don’t know how reliable that is.”

Task 6. “I would probably just look at different county, and look at percentage which is 5.5
percent, somewhat reliable, we have a margin of error of 2.1, I’d say we could probably do
it but again it depends on what somewhat reliable means.”

P19, Task 7. Very busy (search through a list of ancestries).
Would search through the table using Ctrl + F.
Suggest: Drop down menu where you could choose [ancestries].
Noted estimates, reliable or not, MOE. But in the end stated “Nothing stands out.”
“Honestly, nothing stands out with it, I see the numbers there, it’s just really clunky, and
very very, yeah it’s just clunky so nothing really stands out.”

P19, Task 8. “What I’m thinking is again I guess I hate to say this but it’s extremely ex-
tremely clunky, so I’m thinking why can’t I just do CTRL+F and search or why isn’t there
a search box where I can actually have it pull up. Um I have to go through piece by piece
and find this, and quite frankly it’s just wasting time. And maybe it’s because I’m a child
of Google, but I don’t like searching step by step. I don’t like charts at all, I rather have it
the computer tell me where it’s at. Not to be to harsh on you here.”

“Yeah I would agree with that, well no actually I would not agree with that, it’s not reliable.
But again the first thing I’m looking at is percentages, I look at that not reliable thing
secondly, and I really don’t know what that means, so quite frankly I ignore it for most of
the time. So I’m going guess that you know if I was quickly looking for something unless this
was like something in terms of a masters thesis or a paper I’m writing I probably wouldn’t
really dig to much into that not reliable, not very reliable, and I actually might just take the
2.8 percent for face value because it is from the Census Bureau.”

Comments:
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“Make this into separate sections with some white space between it, because here’s the thing
I’m looking so quickly and there’s so much information coming at me both for a project I
might be working on using the ACS but also with other projects I’m working on or maybe an
idea hits and I open up another browser and look at something for example, that easily and
I do this all the time I’m looking at average family size and I’m accidentally looking at that.”

“There’s a lot depth here but it’s not parsimonious.”

Participant was shown an alternate version of the with color-coding. “That’s a little bit bet-
ter actually, that’s a lot better, just having those colors. But again I don’t know what that
[reliability] means and if I’m doing a study I don’t want to have to go to ACSreliability.com
and again that’s more work for me to have to go through..someone should have a quick link
that has a breakdown of it.

15.21 Participant 20-D1

Comments:
Color coding helps.

Locating information was easy, but had difficulty in interpreting the answer.

View table notes is not helpful (P found link during post-test interview).

Legend sticks out, but not helpful.

Going to link [ACS reliability website] “implies passing the buck.”

Would want to mouse-over or click column [headers].

15.22 Participant 21-A4

P21, Task 0. Noticed gray and white stripes [rows].

Then read title, and noticed reliability legend.

No clue as to what it tells me, it indicates a spectrum.
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Then saw the reliability columns.

Would have to go to ACS reliability website to see how it’s measured.

P21, Task 1. Would have to explain what reliability meant to company.

P21, Task 2. Have to think about what are the different columns (P had to remember what
column headers were?) Would give both estimates but say “we’re confident at whatever
level.”

P21, Task 3. Somewhat reliable makes P wonder why they have somewhat reliable [data].

Comments:
Have a color bar when switching between [row] heading categories.

Should have a footnote of reliability with a notice to see footnote.

Legend indicates reliability matters, but how did you fit things into categories? What does
it mean and what is the cutoff?

Not sure what N means.

Scrolled down and lost top [header] columns.

Put percent sign in MOE percent column.”

Preferred no color in the reliability indicator, “color is intense”.
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Usability Laboratory

Washington, D.C. 20233

Date: September 16, 2010

To: DSSD Data Reliability Indicator Team: Anthony Tersine, Jennifer Tancreto

From: Kathleen T. Ashenfelter and Victor Quach, SRD Human Factors and Usability Research
Group

Subject: Data Reliability Indicator Based on the Coefficient of Variation: Report for the Third Round
of Usability Testing

1 Executive Summary

This study compared different versions of American Community Survey data tables with a
data reliability indicator based on the coefficient of variation. The tables differed in terms of
whether the data reliability legend was displayed above the table or behind a link, “Reliable”
or “Not Very Reliable” was listed first, or whether it was color–coded. There were few key
differences between the tables in terms of user accuracy in finding answers to the tasks.
The usability goals were met for accuracy of responses and users satisfaction for all of the
conditions (although the goal was not met for all data products). However, the efficiency
goal was not met for several of the table types. As with previous tests, key usability issues
were confusion about the meaning of “reliability” and what the cut–offs for the different
levels of reliability were. Evidence from an analysis of efficiency and task difficulty ratings
indicated that including the data reliability indicator above the table may have a slightly
negative impact.

2 Abstract

This study was the third round of usability testing for the Data Reliability Indicator for
American Community Survey (ACS) data tables proposed by the sponsor team. Sixteen pro-
totype tables with a data reliability indicator based on an estimate’s coefficient of variation
were tested. Each reliability indicator had three levels: “Reliable,” “Somewhat Reliable,”
and “Not Very Reliable.” We tested whether the location of the data reliability legend,
whether the indicator was color–coded or plain text, and whether the “Reliable” or “Not
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Very Reliable” level was listed first in the legend made a difference in the accuracy, efficiency,
or user satisfaction of data users in responding to the tasks.

The usability goals for response accuracy and user satisfaction were met for all of the con-
ditions, but the goal for efficiency was not met for several conditions, mostly for easy and
medium–difficulty tasks.

More detailed results and potential usability issues are discussed.

Key Words: data reliability indicator, coefficient of variation, color-coded data
tables, usability

3 Introduction

This was the third round in a series of usability tests of the proposed data reliability indicator
(Ashenfelter, Beck, & Murphy, 2009; Ashenfelter, 2010). A group of American Community
Survey (ACS) data users from both inside and outside of the Census Bureau were recruited
as participants for this round of testing. Findings from this third round of testing will inform
the design-and-development team on areas of user satisfaction and success as well as areas
where the participants struggled while using the data.

3.1 Background

This project aimed to address an issue that arises with the ACS data tables because the
estimates have varying levels of reliability. Some of the data, especially some single-year
estimates, have high coefficients of variation (CVs). Some users may use the estimates
without taking into account their reliability (i.e., ignoring or misunderstanding the margin
of error currently provided with the ACS estimates) (Tersine, 2010).1 The goal of this
project is help data users more easily detect potential reliability issues as measured by the
CV (although the decision of whether or not to use the estimate is ultimately the data
user’s).

The proposed method for addressing the presentation of the reliability of the estimate was
to color-code a reliability indicator for each estimate with the appropriate level of reliability
along with an associated word (e.g., “Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable”), as measured by
the coefficient of variation (Whitford & Weinberg, 2008). The choice of CV as the estimate
of sampling error to be tested was based on the goal to produce a standardized measure of
reliability that might be easier for users to interpret. Although the margin of error (MOE)
is currently provided with each estimate, ACS data users often ignore the MOE.

As a starting point, a categorization based on the coefficient of variation was proposed by
the sponsoring team in the Decennial Statistical Studies Division (DSSD) (Tersine, 2010;
Whitford & Weinberg, 2008). The idea was to color-code the estimate according to its relia-
bility, as evaluated by its associated CV. “Reliable” was defined as CV ≤ 0.15, “Somewhat

1Although estimates of lower reliability are still useful in many applications.
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Reliable” was defined as 0.15 < CV ≤ 0.35, and “Not Very Reliable” was defined as CV >
0.35 (or zero estimates). A color–coded data reliability column was added to the tables for
the prototypes since Section 508 standards prevent the color-coding of the estimate. Consis-
tent with the first two rounds of testing, a red color indicates a low-reliability estimate and
green indicates a reliable estimate. However, the number of levels to include in the indicator
was not tested in this round, since the decision was made to test only a three–level indicator
further after the first and second rounds of testing. For this round, versions of the tables
that did not have color–coding associated with the reliability indicator were also tested.
Mid-range reliability is indicated by yellow coding. The prototypes that were tested in this
third-round evaluation of the ACS data reliability indicators are included in Appendix A.

The tasks that participants completed for the third round of testing are provided as Appendix
B. These tasks were kept as similar as possible to those used in the previous round of
usability testing, but they were updated to incorporate findings from the prior testing as
well as feedback from team members and the Census Bureau’s Methodology and Standards
Council.

3.2 Research Goals

The usability goals for this study were defined in three categories: user accuracy, efficiency,
and satisfaction.

Goal 1: To achieve a high level of accuracy in completing the given tasks using the data
tables. The goal for the third round of testing was set at 80% accuracy. A related sub–
goal was to evaluate whether the color–coded and text–only data reliability indicators would
prompt users to pay attention to and report an estimate’s reliability.

Goal 2: To achieve a high level of efficiency in using the data tables. It was decided that
the participants should be able to complete the tasks in an efficient manner taking no longer
than 3 minutes for a harder task, 2 minutes for a medium task, and 1 minute for an easier
task.

Goal 3: For the users to experience a moderate to high level of satisfaction from their expe-
rience with the data tables. A tailored version of the University of Maryland’s Questionnaire
for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS) (Chin, Diehl, & Norman, 1988) was implemented.
The overall mean of the QUIS ratings for the data tables should be above the mean (above
5 on a nine-point scale, where 1 is the lowest rating and 9 is the highest rating). The same
should hold true for the individual QUIS items.

3.3 Scope

A specific set of user interactions with the tables (as portrayed in the prototypes provided
by the sponsor) was within the scope of the usability evaluation. The user interface was
not tested for compliance with Section 508 regulations, although members of the Systems
Support Division (SSD) did consult with the usability and sponsor team about potential
accessibility issues associated with color–coding data tables before the first round of usability
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testing took place. Before the table tables can be accessed through a government Web site,
they must comply with Section 508 regulations or obtain a waiver.

3.4 Assumptions

• Participants had at least one year of prior Internet and computer experience.

• Participants had prior knowledge of how to navigate a Web site.

• Participants had some prior familiarity with the ACS and/or survey data.

• Participants had no known disabilities, but were screened for color blindness.

4 Method

4.1 Participants

The original goal for this study was to recruit forty participants from the metro Washington,
D.C. area from a list of local ACS data users to come to the SRD Usability Laboratory in
Suitland, MD for testing. However, the usability staff encountered difficulty with recruiting
participants and only 21 people participated in the study. Participants were recruited from
email lists including the Association of Public Data Users (APDU), Census Information
Centers (CIC), State Data Centers (SDC), the Census Advisory Committee, and the D.C.
chapter of the American Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR). The goal for
the CIC, SDC, and Advisory Committee participants was to recruit the constituents of these
organizations, but we also accepted the members themselves. Local teachers and graduate
students were recruited through Craigslist and emails sent to the principals of the schools
and Universities.

Each participant had at least one year of prior experience in navigating different Web sites.
Participants varied in their levels of familiarity with the ACS and ACS data tables, but
all were at least aware of the American Community Survey data products. The amount of
time that participants reported using ACS data products or tabulations ranged from two
years to the very beginning of the ACS. The average age of the participants was 38.2, with
a minimum of 23 and a maximum of 70.

Observers from the Decennial Statistical Studies Division (DSSD) Data Reliability Indicator
team were invited to watch the usability tests on television screens in a separate room from
the participant and test administrator.
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4.2 Facilities and Equipment

Testing Facilities

The participant sat in a small room (5K512), facing a one-way glass and a wall camera, in
front of an LCD monitor equipped with an eye-tracking machine that is placed on a table at
standard desktop height. The participant and test administrator were in the same room for
the reading of the general protocol, the think–aloud practice, and eye–tracking calibration.
The test administrator then went into the control room for the usability testing segment
of the session and returned to sit in the same room as the participant for the debriefing
segment.

Computing Environment

The participant’s workstation consisted of a Dell personal computer, a 17-inch Tobii LCD
monitor (Tobii model T120) equipped with cameras for eye tracking, a standard keyboard,
and a standard mouse with a wheel. The operating system was Windows XP for all partici-
pants.

Audio and Video Recording

Video of the application on the participant’s monitor was fed through a PC Video Hyper-
converter Gold Scan Converter, mixed in a picture-in-picture format with the camera video,
and recorded via a Sony DSR-20 digital Videocassette Recorder on 124-minute, Sony PDV
metal-evaporated digital videocassette tape. Audio for the videotape was picked up from
one desk and one ceiling microphone near the participant. The audio sources are mixed in
a Shure audio system, eliminating feedback, and fed to the videocassette recorder.

Eye–Tracking

The participant’s eye movements were recorded during the usability test using a trial version
of Tobii Studio Enterprise Edition (Tobii Technology, 2008). The Tobii eye-tracking device
monitors the participant’s eye movements and records eye-gaze data. The data recorded rep-
resent the physical position of the eye as measured by the the reflection of a near–infrared
beam off of the pupil. The horizontal and physical position of the pupil are recorded for both
eyes at a rate of 120 Hz (e.g., 120 samples per second) on this eye tracker model. This type of
eye-tracking requires the calibration of each eye. Data collected from the eye-tracking device
includes eye-gaze position, timing for each data point, eye position, and areas of interest.
The Tobii eye tracker records data at a rate of 120 Hz. When a participant looks away or
blinks, or if the eye tracker loses track of the participant’s pupil, this data is recorded as
missing data and this does not stop the data recording. Often, the eye tracker will regain
tracking status of the participant’s pupil and data recording will begin again within a few
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seconds following a glance away from the computer screen.

4.3 Materials

Usability testing required the use of various testing materials. Testing materials included
the following items provided in the appendices. There were sixteen different prototypes cor-
responding to different possible ways of displaying the data reliability indicator and different
ACS data products. For this round of testing, the following ACS data products were tested:
Data Profile, Selected Population Profile, Subject Table, Detailed Table, and Geographic
Comparison. Versions of these prototypes are available in Appendix A. Following the initial
probe item (i.e., “What is the first thing that that you noticed about this table?”), the
tasks for each prototype were tailored to the geography and type of table being tested (see
Appendix B).

Prototypes

Sixteen tables with different versions of a three-level data reliability indicator were tested in
this third-round investigation. Some tables had a data reliability indicator legend above the
table and some had the legend located behind a “View Table Notes” link. This comparison
was made because a meeting with members of the Census Bureau’s Data Access and Dis-
semination System Office (DADSO) revealed that because of lack of free space on the ACS
data tables currently available through American Factfinder (AFF), the legend may have to
be placed behind this link in order to implement the data reliability indicator. Also, some
prototypes used color–coding in the the data reliability indicator, while some used only text
without color. Some prototype tables had “Reliable” listed first in the reliability indica-
tor legend, while some had “Not Very Reliable” listed first in order to test the “stoplight”
analogy associated with the data reliability indicators. That is, we wanted to see whether
participants would have trouble understanding and using the indicator if the order of the
colors was reversed from a traditional stoplight. The prototypes from this round of testing
can be found in Appendix A.

Tasks

Members of the ACS data-reliability indicator team created the tasks, which can be found
in Appendix B. The tasks are designed to capture the participant’s interaction with, and
reactions to, the design and functionality of the ACS data reliability indicators. The first
question asked of the participants is not a task in the traditional sense because it asks them
to report the first thing that they notice about the tables, so it is called the “initial probe”
question and is not considered an official task. The rest of the tasks were designed so that
the participant would look for estimates that were located in different areas of the table.

General Protocol

Each participant was read a general protocol, which can be found in Appendix C. The test
administrator read some background material and explained several key points about the
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session. The general protocol emphasizes that the participant’s skills and abilities are not
being tested, but that the participant is helping in an evaluation of the data table’s overall
usability.

Consent Form

Prior to beginning the usability test, the participants completed a general consent form
supplied in Appendix D. The consent form documents the participant’s agreement to permit
videotaping of the testing session and states that the study is authorized under Title 13 of
the U.S. Code.

Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Computer Use and Internet Experience

Prior to the usability test, the participant completed this questionnaire, which gathered
information on the participant’s demographics, experience using statistics, computer use,
and Internet experience (Appendix E). This information helped us determine whether there
is a relationship between these three experience factors and performance and preference
scores found during testing.

Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS)

The original version of the QUIS includes dozens of items related to user satisfaction with
a user interface (Chin et al., 1988). In a usability test at the Census Bureau, SRD typically
uses 10 to 12 items that the usability team has tailored to the particular user interface
being evaluated. This study used a modified version that includes items worded for the ACS
data-reliability indicators context (Appendix F). The experimenter handed the QUIS to the
participant at the same time as the task-difficulty rating questionnaire (below).

Task-Difficulty Rating Questionnaire

Participants were asked to provide a difficulty rating for each task, which was used for
validation of the “medium” versus “hard” designation during analysis. This short survey
can be found in Appendix G.

Debriefing Questions

After completing the tasks, the experimenter read aloud debriefing questions to the partic-
ipants about their overall experience using the prototype ACS Data Reliability Indicator
(Appendix H). The debriefing questions included an inquiry about each participant’s color
vision. These questions are included in the debriefing segment of the protocol following
testing and not included in the survey administered to the participants before testing so as
not to prime them to focus intentionally on color during testing.

Procedure

Each participant was escorted to the usability lab at the U.S. Census Bureau headquarters
building in Suitland, Maryland. Upon arriving, the participant was seated with the test
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administrator in the testing room (5K512). The test administrator greeted the participant,
thanked him or her for his or her time, and read the general introduction. Next, the par-
ticipant read and signed the consent form. After signing the consent form, the participant
completed the questionnaire on demographics, experience with statistics, computer use and
Internet experience.

Since this test used the eye-tracking device, the participant’s eyes were calibrated after
the general protocol was read and the consent form was signed. Calibration was usually
completed in about fifteen to twenty seconds by having the participant look at a dot moving
across the computer screen. Once calibration was completed, the test administrator exited
the room and continued the testing process from the control room (5K509).

Following calibration, the participant began to complete the tasks on the ACS data reliability
indicators prototype. At the start of each task, the participant read the task aloud. While
completing the task, the participants were encouraged to think aloud and share what they
were thinking about the task. This interaction was not intended to be a conversation. If
at any time the participant became quiet, the test administrator probed the participant
about what they were looking for in the table. The content of the so-called “think-aloud”
protocol allows us to gain a greater understanding on how the participant is completing
the task and to identify issues with the tables. In order to make sure that the participants
understood what was expected by the instruction to think aloud, they engaged in a practice
think-aloud task where they walk through their thought process while performing a task
using a commonly accessed Web page (the end of Appendix C).

At the conclusion of each task, the participant stated a “final answer” to the task. During
the task or while watching the tapes of the sessions at a later time, the test administrator
noted any observable struggles or other noteworthy behaviors, including comments and body
language. After the participant completes all tasks, the eye-tracking device was stopped, the
test administrator returned to the testing room, and the video recording continued. The par-
ticipant then completed the modified QUIS and task-difficulty rating questionnaire silently.
When the participant completed the two paper forms, the test administrated asked the par-
ticipant a series of debriefing questions (Appendix H). At the conclusion of the usability
evaluation, the video recording was stopped. Overall, the usability session ran between 45
and 60 minutes.
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5 Results

5.1 Accuracy

Table 1 shows the average accuracy scores by table type and whether Usability Goal 1 of
80% correct responses was met. The averages reflect only those cases where there was a
direct comparison of the location of the legend, color order, or color–coding. The location
of the legend was manipulated for the Data Profile, Selected Population Profile, Subject,
and Geographic Comparison tables. The order of the colors in the data reliability legend
was manipulated for the Selected Population Profile and Geographic Comparison tables.
Whether or not the tables were color–coded was manipulated for the Data Profiles and the
Detailed Tables. Responses were considered correct if the participant reported the correct
estimate from the table. Table 1 shows that the usability goal was met for each of the
different conditions. This provides some evidence that the data reliability indicator has
about the same level of impact across these different methods of displaying it. However,
the goal was not met for all data products; the Selected Population Profile tables had an
accuracy score of 72% and the Detailed Tables had a score of just 67%.

Table 1: Accuracy Scores by Table Type

Table Type Tasks Average Score Goal Met?
Legend Above Table 73 86% Yes
Legend Behind Link 60 90% Yes
No Color 35 83% Yes
Color 42 83% Yes
Red First 32 90% Yes
Green First 32 81% Yes
Data Profile 49 88% Yes
Selected Pop. Profile 32 72% No
Subject Table 14 93% Yes
Detailed Table 21 67% No
Geographic Comparison 27 100% Yes
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5.2 Efficiency

The start and stop times for the different tasks were obtained from the time stamps on the
eye–tracking data in order to calculate average completion times for the tasks. The tasks
were rated by the usability staff and the sponsor team before testing began as being easy,
medium, or hard in difficulty. The average efficiency score for the easy tasks for across all
participants and all tables was 2.3 minutes, the average score for the medium tasks was 2.0
minutes, and the average efficiency score for the hard tasks was 2.4 minutes. The goal was
for participants to take 1 minute for an easier task, 2 minutes for a medium task, and 3
minutes for a harder task. The goal was met for the medium and hard tasks, but not for the
easy tasks. This finding may be related to participants having difficulty using the different
data products in general and may not be directly related to the data reliability indicator
itself.

Table 2 shows the efficiency scores by condition and whether or not the efficiency goal for
the easy, medium, and hard tasks were met for that condition. Efficiency averages were only
calculated for the tables where each condition was specifically manipulated. The efficiency
goals were not met for the easy tasks when the legend was behind the “View Table Notes”
link, the easy and medium tasks when the legend was above the table, the easy tasks for
both color orders, the easy tasks for the black and white table, or the easy and medium tasks
for the tables with a color–coded data reliability indicator.

Table 2: Average Efficiency Scores by Difficulty Rating

Condition Difficulty Average Eff. (min) Goal Met?
Legend Above Table Easy 2.4 No

Medium 2.3 No
Hard 2.7 Yes

Legend Behind Link Easy 2.5 No
Medium 1.6 Yes
Hard 2.0 Yes

No Color Easy 2.1 No
Medium 1.9 Yes
Hard 2.1 Yes

Color Easy 2.1 No
Medium 2.1 No
Hard 2.7 Yes

Red First Easy 2.1 No
Medium 2.4 No
Hard 2.3 Yes

Green First Easy 2.4 No
Medium 3.0 No
Hard 1.9 Yes

The efficiency goal for the easy tasks was not met by any of the conditions, although it
was met for the hard tasks for all of the conditions. Since ACS users in the field would
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presumably be more likely to consult the data reliability indicator for harder problems, the
fact that the goal was met for the harder tasks is a positive result. The easy and medium
tasks may have been more difficult than anticipated.

Table 3 shows the average efficiency scores for easy, medium, and hard tasks broken down
by table type and whether or not the usability goal for efficiency was met.

The usability goal for efficiency was not met for the easy or medium–difficulty tasks for the
Data Profile tables, any of the tasks for the Selected Population Profile tables, the easy
tasks for the Subject Tables, the easy tasks for the Detailed Tables, or the easy tasks for the
Geographical Comparison tables.

The efficiency goal set for the easy tasks was not met for any of the table types, and there was
no table type that met the goal for all the easy, medium, and hard tasks. The medium tasks
for the data profiles had the highest completion times. Again, both of these results could
indicate that the tasks, especially the easy and medium–difficulty tasks, were more difficult
than anticipated. Also, this may reflect that using ACS data tables overall is more difficult
than originally thought. Another possibility is that the participants were inexperienced with
using this type of table.

Table 3: Average Efficiency Scores by Difficulty Rating

Table Type Difficulty Average Eff. (min) Goal Met?
Data Profile Easy 2.4 No

Medium 5.0 No
Hard 2.4 Yes

Selected Pop. Profile Easy 2.9 No
Medium 3.1 No
Hard 3.2 No

Subject Table Easy 1.6 No
Medium 1.4 Yes
Hard 2.7 Yes

Detailed Table Easy 1.1 No
Medium 2.0 Yes
Hard 2.5 Yes

Geographic Comparison Easy 2.4 No
Medium 1.3 Yes
Hard 1.2 Yes

Table 4 shows the average efficiency scores in minutes by table type and across all easy,
medium, and hard tasks. The averages reflect only those cases where there was a direct
comparison of the location of the legend, color order, or color–coding. It is noteworthy that
the participants using tables with the legend above the table took 30 seconds longer (i.e.,
25 % longer) to complete tasks than did participants using tables with the legend behind
the link. It is possible that including the legend could be distracting to participants and
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increases the amount of time they take to complete the tasks. Overall, there were several
conditions where the efficiency goal was not met for this round of testing. Since the last two
rounds of testing showed no differences between efficiency performance when participants
have a data reliability indicator versus when they are using a table without one (Ashenfelter
et al., 2009; Ashenfelter, 2010), it is likely that the failure to meet the efficiency goals for
the easy tasks is related to the table complexity and not to the data reliability indicator
itself. Although they are similar, the tasks and tables used in this round of testing are not
the same as in previous rounds and may have been more difficult.

Table 4: Efficiency Scores by Table Type

Table Type Tasks Average Eff. (min)
Above Table 76 2.5
Behind Link 61 2.0
No Color 39 2.1
Color 46 2.3
Red First 30 2.5
Green First 29 2.2
Data Profile 56 2.1
Selected Pop. Profile 31 3.0
Subject Table 14 1.8
Detailed Table 21 2.0
Geographic Comparison 28 1.6

Looking at the efficiency results by table type, the key result is that the participants using
tables with the reliability legend above the table took 30 seconds longer to complete the
tasks than those with the legend behind a link. It is possible the legend could have a slightly
negative impact on efficiency, possibly being a distracting element. Also, participants in
the Selected Population Profile condition took about twice as long to complete their tasks
as did the participants in the Geographic Comparison condition.2 The Selected Population
Profile tables are the longest tables vertically and require the most scrolling, which could
have impacted the participants’ efficiency scores.

5.3 Satisfaction

The overall mean of the satisfaction scores for this round of testing with 21 participants
was 6.23, which is above Usability Goal 3 of having at least a score of 5 on the scale. The
averages reflect only those cases where there was a direct comparison of the location of
the legend, color order, or color–coding. The mean satisfaction score for tables with the

2A one–way ANOVA (F (4, 145) = 6.60, p < 0.001) revealed at least one significant difference between the
tables. Post–hoc Tukey’s test showed that the Selected Population table had significantly longer efficiency
scores than the Data Profiles tables (Mean Difference=55 seconds, p = 0.005), the Subject Tables (Mean
Difference=71 seconds, p = 0.014), the Detailed Tables (Mean Difference=64 seconds, p = 0.010), and the
Geographic Comparison tables (Mean Difference=86 seconds, p < 0.001).
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reliability legend above the table was 6.1 (n=78)3 and the mean score for table with the
reliability legend behind the “View Table Notes” link was 6.1 (n=62).

The mean satisfaction score for the tables with color–coding was 6.7 (n=40) and the mean
score for tables with no color–coding was 5.9 (n=40). This is a somewhat large difference
in score and indicates that there was more overall satisfaction for the color–coded indicator
and is consistent with several participants making the comment that they liked the colors.

The mean satisfaction score for the tables where the red/unreliable indicator came first (i.e.,
was on “top”) on the indicator legend was 5.1 (n=31). The mean score for the tables where
green/reliable was first was 6.8 (n=31).

The Detailed Tables had a mean satisfaction score of 6.0 (n=63), the Selected Population
Profile tables had a mean score of 6.3 (n=31), the Subject Tables had a mean score of 6.9
(n=15), the Data Profiles had a mean score of 7.1, and the Geographic Comparison tables
had a mean score of 5.6.

The participants met the usability satisfaction goal of at least a 5 on on a 9–point scale for
every condition.

The participants were allowed to write in open–ended comments for the last item of the
satisfaction survey. Here are the comments received along with the table assigned to the
participant that were directly related to the data reliability indicator. All comments that
pertain to the tables themselves and not to the indicator can be found in Appendix I.

Data Profiles

• A3: location of reliability. Column affected ease of reading estimate and % estimate.
Would prefer to see reliability column on left or right margin rather than in [the] middle.

Subject Tables

• C2: I didn’t even look at the definition of reliability. Sorry about that. I found the
table mostly easy to read. I would however recommend that the need for scrolling be
reduced if possible.

Geographical Comparisons

• E1: 1) It would be useful to have an * describing & defining: % (percent), reliability,
m.o.e (i.e. is margin of error + or - the percent? Or is it linked to reliability?). 2)
could the reliability be something like this: [see graphic drawn by participant 12 in
Figure 1]. The red & green are pretty distracting. Note: The legend was behind the
link for this participant.

3Where n is the number of satisfaction questions completed across all participants who saw this table.
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Figure 1: Participant Suggested Indicator Revision

E2: It would have been helpful to have a definition for the reliability categories. Why
was some data listed as reliable and others ’somewhat’ or ’not at all’ particularly if the
information was ultimately coming from the same source. Note: The legend was behind the
link for this participant.

E3: I think I might’ve noticed the reliability def. in the upper right corner but I didn’t read
it - it didn’t really stand out.

5.4 Task Difficulty

Participants completed a task difficulty rating scale after they completed them. Difficulty
was rated on a scale from 1 to 9, with 1 being very easy and 9 being very difficult. Table 5
shows the average task difficulty score for each data product tested.
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Table 5: Overall Task Difficulty by Data Product

Table Type Tasks Average Eff. (min)
Behind Link 61 2.0
Above Table 76 2.5
No Color 39 2.1
Color 46 2.3
Red First 30 2.5
Green First 29 2.2
Data Profile 56 2.1
Selected Pop. Profile 31 3.0
Subject Table 14 1.8
Detailed Table 21 2.0
Geographic Comparison 28 1.6

Table 6 shows the average task difficulty for each task broken down by whether the data
reliability indicator legend was displayed above the table, or behind the “View Table Notes”
link. Although the average task difficulty for the tables with the data reliability indicator
legend above the table was equal to the that of the tables with the legend behind a link
for the Selected Population Profiles, it was considerably higher for the other data products.
This key finding may indicate that adding a legend that is constantly visible above the
table may make completing the tasks more difficult. This is consistent with the finding that
tables with the legend above the table were also associated with longer efficiency time. It is
possible. that showing the legend above the table could potentially have a negative impact
on users’ interaction with the table. If that is the case, having the legend behind the link
would likely not be problematic. However, usability best practices would suggest that the
legend be present somewhere so that data users who are searching for this information can
find it.
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Table 6: Task Difficulty Scores by Location of the Data Reliability Legend

Table Type Task Above Table Behind Link Initial Rating
1 3.2 2.3 Easy
2 4.2 2.3 Easy
3 3.6 3.0 Medium

Data Profile 4 5.0 2.0 Hard
5 4.8 3.0 Medium
6 5.8 3.0 Medium
7 5.4 3.0 Medium
8 8.0 3.7 Hard

mean 5.0 2.8
1 1.0 8.0 Easy
2 2.5 1.0 Easy
3 1.0 1.0 Easy

Selected Pop. Profile 4 4.5 1.0 Hard
5 4.0 4.0 Hard
6 2.5 1.0 Medium
7 1.0 1.0 Medium
8 3.0 1.0 Hard

mean 2.1 2.1
1 2.0 2.0 Easy
2 4.0 1.0 Medium
3 1.0 3.0 Easy

Subject Table 4 2.0 2.0 Hard
5 6.0 1.0 Medium
6 7.0 1.0 Hard
7 4.0 1.0 Medium

mean 3.7 1.6
1 1.0 1.5 Easy
2 4.5 2.5 Medium
3 7.0 2.5 Hard

Geographic Comparison 4 3.0 2.0 Medium
5 4.5 2.0 Medium
6 7.0 3.5 Hard
7 4.5 4.5 Easy

mean 4.5 2.6
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There were several instances when the average difficulty rating was at odds with its original
difficulty categorization. For instance, task 1 for the Selected Population Profiles had an
average task difficulty rating of 8.0 out of 9.0 points for the tables where the legend was
behind the “View Table Notes” link, which indicates that that this task was not considered
easy by the participant who saw this table. This question was “The National Organization
for Young Adults is considering opening a chapter in Anytown, USA. They first want to
know what the estimate for the number of people in Anytown that are ages 18 to 34 is.
What would you tell them? ” This question may need to be revised to be more clear and
specific if used in future rounds of testing.

Table 7 shows the average difficulty scores broken down by whether the green/reliable or
red/not very reliable category was listed first in the data reliability indicator legend.

Table 7: Task Difficulty Scores by the Order of the Levels of the Reliability Legend

Table Type Task Red First Green First Initial Rating
1 1.0 4.5 Easy
2 4.0 1.0 Easy
3 1.0 1.0 Easy

Selected Pop. Profile 4 8.0 1.0 Hard
5 7.0 2.5 Hard
6 1.0 2.5 Medium
7 1.0 1.0 Medium
8 5.0 1.0 Hard

mean 3.2 1.8
1 1.5 2.0 Easy
2 3.0 4.0 Medium
3 4.0 5.5 Hard

Geographic Comparison 4 3.5 2.0 Medium
5 4.5 2.0 Medium
6 5.0 5.5 Hard
7 3.1 3.4 Easy

mean 4.5 2.6
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Table 8 shows the average difficulty rating broken down by whether the table was color–coded
or not.

Table 8: Task Difficulty Scores by Whether the Reliability Indicator was Color–
Coded

Table Type Task No Color Color Initial Rating
1 3.8 2.0 Easy
2 4.5 2.5 Easy
3 4.0 2.8 Medium

Data Profile 4 5.3 2.5 Hard
5 4.5 3.8 Medium
6 5.5 4.0 Medium
7 6.0 3.0 Medium
8 6.5 6.3 Hard

mean 4.8 3.3
1 2.0 3.5 Easy
2 4.0 3.5 Easy
3 1.0 6.5 Hard

Detailed Tables 4 3.0 3.0 Hard
5 2.0 3.5 Medium
6 2.0 4.5 Medium
7 8.0 3.5 Hard

mean 3.1 3.8
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5.5 Usability Findings

Successes

Although usability testing often reveals usability issues, it also can highlight the strengths
of the data product being tested. The data reliability indicator had several strengths that
came through during the sessions.

• Easily understood stoplight analogy

Although participants may not have understood exactly what was meant by statistical
reliability, they did pick up on the relative meaning of the color–coded indicator. This
meaning was supported by analogy with a red-yellow-green traffic stoplight. Just as
in prior rounds of testing, some participants specifically mentioned a stoplight when
commenting. Participant 5 said, “Well now thinking about it, they seem to correlate
with streetlights, green being go ahead, it’s very positive. Yellow is somewhat mediocre,
and red is not at all good or stop. So I guess that makes intuitive sense to me.”
Participant 7 made the remark, “I would assume red is bad and green is good, and
yellow is neutral.”

• Attractiveness of Added Color

Eye-tracking analysis from all three rounds of testing showed that participants’ eyes
were drawn to the color–coded reliability column. Participant 14 commented during
the initial probe question about what they noticed first about the tables, “Um, I guess
the reliability column because it’s really bright and sort of stands out.” Participant 7
commented during the initial probe question, “The first thing I notice would be the
color scheme, red, yellow, and green shaded boxes.”

Many participants commented that they liked the colors themselves because they added
a splash of color and aesthetic appeal to the tables. Participant 6 said that colors are
good to use to convey information because they are universal and “I love the colors,
I’m a color person. I love it.” Participant 7 commented, “I think the use of color is
always good in terms of making things clear and helping people focus. So it quickly
alerts you to I guess the type of info like how good the information is. I honestly looked
at that before I even saw what the table was for.”

• Participant Use of the Data Reliability Indicator

The data reliability indicator was successful in that participants did use it. It is possible
that this indicator would be very helpful to statistical novices and they may use the
indicator even though they would not normally use the MOE or another measure of
error. Participant 12 said during the first task, “I’m not looking at the MOE or the
percent. I’m just letting the reliability column do the thinking for me.”Participant
18 understood the general meaning of the indicator, but said that when the indicator
shows not very reliable, that you can’t really use estimate. This is evidence that
although the participant used the indicator, they saw the “Not Very Reliable” as an
instruction not to use the estimate rather than to carefully consider the context of its
use.
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Usability Issues

Results reported include all identified usability issues and resolutions recommended by
the team. Additional Comments by participants can be found in Appendix I. Identified
issues are prioritized based on the following criteria:

• High: This problem brought the participant to a stand still. He or she was not able
to complete the task. For this study, a high–priority issue can also be one where the
data reliability indicator was not being applied correctly or there was a fundamental
misunderstanding of its meaning.

• Moderate: This problem caused some difficulty or confusion, but the participant was
able to complete the task.

• Low: This problem caused minor annoyance but does not interfere with the flow of
the tasks.

High–Priority Issues

• Confusion of Statistical Reliability with Lack of Confidence in the Source or Quality
of the Data

Some participants made comments that showed that they associated the “Not Very
Reliable” indicator with low–quality data or data that came from an unreliable source
(i.e., “good” versus “bad” data). Participant 7 said, ‘It says red is not very reliable
so I assume the source of the data is not the best.” When probed about what the
meaning of the colors was, Participant 10 said it was “just good data versus bad data
or the strength of the information.” Participant 13 said, “So reliable means to me that
the data is very reliable, somewhat reliable there’s a margin of error, and not very
reliable means no that data’s not very reliable at all.” Later, the same participant
was probed about what she thought the definition of reliability was and responded, “I
would expect um reliable to say, reliable means 100 percent of the data is consistent
or factual. Somewhat reliable being 90 percent of the data 80 percent of the data is
factual, and not very reliable so I would like to see some type of number associated
with the ranges of reliability and not very reliable.”

• Vagueness of “Somewhat Reliable”

Several participants commented that they were not sure what “somewhat reliable”
meant. Without a clear definition or the inclusion of information about the cutoff CV
values, the meaning of this middle category may not be straightforward to users. As
a result, they may not use an estimate that would have been appropriate to use in
the context of their goals. Participants who made this comment did make the correct
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assumption that this category was between “reliable” and “not very reliable” in terms
of statistical reliability. However, a few people also made the comment that they were
uncertain about whether or not to use an estimate as the answer to a task because
they were unsure how large the difference between “reliable” and “somewhat reliable”
was. Some participants also said they could justify the use of “not very reliable” data
if they could tell if it were near the threshold for “somewhat reliable.” Participant 12
said, “I would not recommend [the reliability indicator] because I don’t understand
um how close um the somewhat reliable versus the reliable um are, in relation to one
another.”Participant 7 made a detailed comment:

“The transportation data is not very reliable and the education data is somewhat
reliable but it’s difficult to use it to make any determination about the answer they’re
both pretty subjective, I don’t know the threshold between somewhat and not very
or what that means in terms of numbers, especially when the two numbers are close
together. Oh I guess I can say, well I guess that’s why, the transportation data has
a higher margin of error, I guess that’s why it’s not very versus somewhat. But I’m
still not exactly sure about what type of index or what those numbers mean in later
columns for margin of error oppose to beginning where it seems to be a whole number.”

It did not seem to make a difference whether the participants saw the indicator leg-
end or not. During debriefing, participants who did not see the legend by clicking on
the “View Table Notes” link were shown the legend and asked if it would have been
helpful. The majority of participants said that it did not contain enough information
about what reliability meant to be of much use.

• Unintuitive Nature of Legend Without Color Where Reliable is Listed First

Related to the usability strength of the intuitive stoplight analogy described above, two
participants commented that the analogy does not hold when the color is removed. The
dry run participant saw this type of legend and said she was surprised to see “Not Very
Reliable” listed first and had to “reverse it in her head” in order to make sense of it.
Participant 7 saw a legend with the color–coding and “Not Very Reliable” listed first
and also thought having this category first was not intuitive. This participant recom-
mended placing “reliable first because without color it doesn’t make sense to people.”

While this may not be an issue for users who have accessed the tables before and are
familiar with their layout, it may be a problem for the novice data user. This is another
issue with the table itself and not necessarily with the data reliability indicator, but
the data reliability indicator is likely not to be used correctly if the correct estimate is
not found.
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Medium–Priority Issues

• Uninformative Nature of Reliability Legend

Several participants commented that there was not enough information about the CV,
the cutoff values used for the indicator levels, and the definition of reliability. Although
some participants never even saw the legend, it did not seem to impact their ability or
inclination to use the reliability indicators when compared to the sessions where the
participants saw and read the legend. Participant 4 said “If I could click on something,
just to read why, why is this reliable?”During debriefing, Participant 4 also said, “I
did, I also tried to click on reliability. Cause sometimes, especially when it’s blue I
thought that I would be able to sort based on that. Um, and I thought that maybe
there would be a pop up saying ‘Reliability is this’.” Participant 5 commented, “Yeah,
I mean I like it [reliability], but I didn’t know what it actually meant.” Participant 7
remarked, “I guess.. it seems subjective, so if there were some of key or index that had
even if it was a numeric range like things with a MOE of zero to five are considered
reliable, even though I don’t necessarily know what that means. But it would give it
some sort of qualifying description; it seems like anyone could’ve just drawn a line and
say that’s reliable and that’s not reliable and I have no idea where that line is drawn or
how or why.” Participant 13 said, “I’m a little confused as to what the reliability fac-
tor pertains to.” The experimenter asked the probe question “What are you confused
about?” The participant continued, “The reliability of what? The data itself? What
being reliable as far as the percentages, are we looking at the margin of error, like what
does the reliability factor pertain to, that data is not very reliable based on what, or
it’s very reliable but what are we basing that on, the reliability factor?”Participant
19 remarked that there should be numerical values defining the reliability categories,
“Again, I don’t really know what that reliability means, I don’t know if there’s a p-
value you can put in there or what not, um, test of significance, but I guess I would
say it is that score but how reliable. I don’t know what that metric means. Except I
know it lists some legend, but again there’s no numerical values attached to it.”

A related issue is that it is unclear how the estimate, percent, MOE, and reliability
columns are related to one another. Participant 12 said, “On all of them [tasks] I just
find myself going percent, margin of error, not really understanding how they relate to
reliable.” Participant 15 used the MOE and reliability indicator interchangeably and
called the Margins of Error “reliabilities.”

• Small Font Size

A majority of the participants across all of the conditions remarked that the font size
was small. Several had difficulty reading the table contents. However, this problem
may have been an artifact of the manner in which the tables were converted to HTML
files for testing. The tables were embedded as images into Web screens. If the tables
were fully functional as they would be in American Fact Finder (AFF), the tables
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would have the ability to be adjusted to fit a user’s preferences more readily.

Low Priority Issues

• View Table Notes

Twenty of the twenty-one participants never clicked on the “View Table Notes” above
the upper right corner of the table. Participant 10 actually looked for a legend and
did not find it behind the link. Participant 13 said, “As I’m reading through this, by
clicking on that link [view table notes], that still would not have given me a better
understanding of what a reliability the reliability columns really refers to.”

This issue was especially clear in the wide subject tables (C1 and C2), since participants
could potentially never scroll the browser to the point where they could see it. However,
since there was no significant difference in performance whether they saw the legend
or not, this issue becomes low–priority.

The dry run participant said that she would have clicked on the MOE row header
to look for information about reliability. Duplicate links on the MOE and Reliability
column headers could help users find the table notes more easily. Participant 19 also
said that he would prefer if he could click or mouse over the column headers for more
information about the MOE and Reliability.

When shown the reliability legend during debriefing, Participant 4 said, “Maybe it’s
just the title, ’view table notes.’ Maybe if it were like ’view table definitions’ or some-
thing like that, that would make me think that, ok, this means they are explaining
something on the table. A table note makes me think that, oh, it’s just something like
I can save my notes.” During debriefing, Participant 5 made a similar comment, “I
wouldn’t have gone to view table notes to learn about reliability.”

• The Color Coding is Potentially Distracting

As with the previous round of testing, a participant commented that the colors were
distracting while completing the tasks. Participant 12 commented that colors distract
from reading title; “Oh, you know what, since the colors are so dramatic, I’m just
realizing that I didn’t even read the title on this page which is pretty bad” and “I
guess it just shows you jump to reading things that pop out.” Participant 16 was
drawn to the reliability indicator and did not notice the MOE column. Participant 16
said, “You’ve got these lovely green, yellow, red categories defining reliability instead of
giving margins of errors.” When shown a color-coded table and legend after completing
the tasks for a table with no color-coding, Participant 21 said that she would prefer
the table without color-coding because the “color is intense.”
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6 Eye–Tracking Results

6.1 Fixation Durations on Areas of Interest

Location of Data Reliability Indicator Legend

Table 13 shows the fixation durations for the tables where the data reliability indicator
legend was above the table versus behind a link. Most notably, the participants who
saw tables with the legend above the table looked at the Data Description (row name)
for 17.72 seconds on average, which is much longer than the average of 7.43 for the
participants who saw tables with a legend behind the link name.

Table 9: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Behind a Link for
Data Profiles

AOI Legend Above Table (A3,A4) Legend Behind Link (A1,A2)
Column Headers 0.77 0.69
Data Description 17.72 7.43
Estimate 7.84 5.61
Estimate MOE 5.02 2.70
Estimate MOE Link 0.10 0.05
Estimate Reliability Link 0.10 0.13
Information Icon 0.00 0.01
Percent 5.05 3.23
Percent MOE 1.13 1.53
Percent Reliability 1.39 1.89
Percent MOE Link 0.07 0.10
Percent Reliability Link 0.14 0.07
Table Information 0.90 0.35
Table Source 0.12 0.01
Top Links 0.24 0.14
Top Tabs 0.10 0.15
View Table Notes 0.13 0.04
Reliability Legend 1.51 Not Applicable
Legend Levels 0.62 Not Applicable
Legend Text 1.03 Not Applicable

Table 10 shows the average fixation durations. for the tables where the data reliability
indicator legend was above the table, versus behind a link. The most striking differences
were that participants looked at the Two or More Races Estimate column for the tables
with the legend behind a link, compared to 4.98 for the tables with the legend above
the table. Similarly, participants looked at the Total Population estimate column for
an average or 15 seconds for the Behind Link condition, while they only looked at this
column for an average of 8.52 seconds. Participants looked at the Total Population
Reliability column an average 11.73 seconds for the Legend Behind Link tables, but
only 2.45 seconds for the Legend Above Table condition. This could be evidence that
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participants’s eyes are drawn to the colorful reliability column itself more so than if
the colorful reliability legend were also present.

Table 10: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Be-
hind a Link for Selected Population Tables

AOI Legend Above Table (B3,B4) Legend Behind Link (B1,B2)
Data Description 30.42 35.83
Column Headers 0.91 2.09
Two or More Races Estimate 4.98 10.42
Two or More Races MOE 0.94 1.35
Two or More Races Reliability 1.10 1.35
Total Population Estimate 8.52 15.00
Total Population MOE 2.48 4.81
Total Population Reliability 2.45 11.73
Information Icon 2.96 3.39
Table Information 0.03 0.00
Table Source 0.03 0.00
Top Links 0.79 0.63
Top Tabs 0.45 0.32
View Table Notes 0.06 0.14
Reliability Legend 2.14 Not Applicable
Legend Levels 0.64 Not Applicable
Legend Text 0.83 Not Applicable

Table 11 shows the average fixation durations for the tables where the data reliability
indicator legend was above the table versus behind a link for the Subject Tables. The
largest difference between the table prototypes in terms of fixation duration was that
participants looked at the Data Description column for an average 17.86 seconds for
the Legend Above Table condition compared to an average 6.37 seconds for the Legend
Behind Link condition. There were longer fixations on the Management, Management
MOE, Management Reliability, and Service MOE for the Behind Link tables, but
overall the fixation durations were fairly similar.
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Table 11: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Be-
hind a Link for Subject Tables

AOI Legend Above Table (C2) Legend Behind Link (C1)
Column Headers 10.08 11.86
Data Description 17.86 6.37
Information Icon 0.00 0.00
Construction 0.06 0.00
Construction MOE 0.00 0.00
Construction Reliability 0.09 0.20
Farming 0.31 0.30
Farming MOE 0.06 0.23
Farming Reliability 0.15 0.07
Management 2.13 4.52
Management MOE 1.00 3.65
Management Reliability 1.69 2.48
Production 0.00 0.00
Production MOE 0.06 0.00
Production Reliability 0.00 0.00
Sales 2.28 6.40
Sales MOE 0.22 1.64
Sales Reliability 1.09 0.94
Service 2.27 1.84
Service MOE 0.54 2.01
Service Reliability 1.26 0.46
Table Source 0.15 0.22
Table Information 0.74 1.33
Top Links 0.79 0.13
Top Tabs 0.75 0.94
Reliability Legend Not Applicable 0.33
Legend Levels Not Applicable 0.13
Legend Text Not Applicable 0.13
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Table 12 shows that there is a large difference in the amount of time spent looking
at the Percent and Reliability columns in these tables. In fact, participants looked at
every AOI longer in the Legend Behind Link condition than the Above Table condition.
When the reliability legend is present, it may reduce the amount of time participants
need to look at the reliably column itself while interpreting its meaning. On the
contrary, participants may spend more time reading and cognitively processing the
reliability column when the legend is absent.

Table 12: Fixation Durations (sec): Reliability Legend Above Table Versus Be-
hind a Link for Geographic Comparison Tables

AOI Above Table (E3,E4) Behind Link (E1,E2)
Geographical Area 2.52 8.28
Column Headings 0.80 2.05
Information Icon 0.02 0.03
MOE 3.88 7.98
Percent 3.40 11.85
Reliability 8.54 23.92
Table Information 2.56 2.62
Table Source 0.00 0.16
Top Links 0.89 0.91
Top Tabs 0.28 0.43
View Table Notes 0.61 0.86
Reliability Legend 2.23 NA
Legend Colors 0.31 NA
Legend Text 1.37 NA

The information icon may not be very helpful, since it was hardly looked at.
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Color vs. No Color

Table 13 presents the fixation durations for the tables with a color–coded data reli-
ability indicator as compared to the tables with a plain text indicator with no color
for the Data Profile Tables. For this analysis, the location of the legend was removed
from the analysis, since no one saw the legend for the tables where it was behind the
“View Table Notes” link. The largest difference in fixation duration between the two
conditions was that participants looked at the Data Description column for an average
of 16.30 for the color–coded tables, but only an average of 11.40 for the tables without
color. Overall, the fixation durations on the AOIs were similar for the two prototypes.

Table 13: Fixation Durations (in seconds): Color vs. No Color for Data Profile
Tables

AOI Color (A1,A3) No Color (A2,A4)
Column Headers 0.91 0.73
Data Description 16.30 11.40
Estimate 7.12 5.93
Estimate MOE 4.07 3.35
Estimate MOE Link 0.09 0.20
Estimate Reliability Link 0.10 0.13
Information Icon 0.01 0.00
Percent 4.69 4.31
Percent MOE 1.38 1.56
Percent Reliability 1.76 1.85
Percent MOE Link 0.10 0.12
Percent Reliability Link 0.03 0.19
Table Information 0.84 0.37
Table Source 0.05 0.06
Top Links 0.21 0.16
Top Tabs 0.10 0.11
View Table Notes 0.14 0.05

Table 14 shows the fixation durations for the tables with a color–coded data reliability
indicator as compared to the tables with a plain text indicator with no color for the
Detailed Tables. The most notable differences in the fixation durations for the two
prototypes are that participants looked at the Data description column for an average
of 12.28 in the Color condition versus only 6.64 for the No Color condition. Participants
also fixated on the Apple County Reliability Column for 7.88 seconds on average for
the Color tables as compared to only 3.96 seconds for the No Color tables. Since Apple
County is the first county that appears at the left–hand side of the table, this may be
evidence that participants’s eyes were initially drawn to the most colorful part of the
screen. Participants looked at the Cherry County Reliability column almost twice as
long for the No Color tables as they did for the Color tables, and this is the last and
right–most county displayed in the table. This is consistent with participants becoming
accustomed to the color–coded table.
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Table 14: Fixation Durations (in seconds): Color vs. No Color for Detailed Tables

AOI Color (D1) No Color (D2)
Geography Headers 0.42 1.89
Data Description 6.64 12.28
Apple County Estimate 2.79 1.89
Apple County Estimate MOE 2.06 1.10
Apple County Reliability 7.88 3.96
Birch County Estimate 4.21 3.07
Birch County MOE 1.00 1.60
Birch County Reliability 3.67 4.56
Cherry County Estimate 1.46 2.57
Cherry County MOE 0.00 0.05
Cherry County Reliability 0.88 1.66
Information Icon 0.02 0.00
Table Information 0.92 0.47
Table Source 0.22 0.26
Top Links 0.60 0.49
Top Tabs 0.18 0.33
View Table Notes 0.04 0.07
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Order of the Legend Levels

Table 15 shows the average fixation durations for the tables with the Red/“Not Very
Reliable” level presented at the top of the reliabilty legend and the tables where the
Green/“Reliable” level was displayed first for the Selected Population Profile tables.
The reliability legend AOIs were removed because the tables with the legends behind
the “View Table Notes” link did not have a visible AOI legend. Although the fixation
durations are similar overall, participants with the Green First tables looked at the
Column Headers and Total Population Estimate columns longer on average than the
participants with the Red First tables. Participants in the Green First condition looked
at the Two or More Races Estimate column longer on average than participants in the
Red First condition.

Table 15: Fixation Durations (sec): Red/Not Very Reliable First Versus
Green/Reliable in Legend for Selected Population Profiles

AOI Red First (B1,B3) Green First (B2,B4)
Data Description 33.24 32.49
Column Headers 0.71 2.33
Two or More Races Estimate 9.12 5.82
Two or More Races MOE 1.77 0.42
Two or More Races Reliability 4.64 5.07
Total Population Estimate 9.66 13.80
Total Population MOE 4.27 2.88
Total Population Reliability 6.52 7.72
Information Icon 0.00 0.07
Table Information 1.41 3.75
Table Source 0.02 0.00
Top Links 0.83 0.54
Top Tabs 0.43 0.30
View Table Notes 0.05 0.15

Table 16 shows the average fixation durations for the tables with the Red/“Not Very
Reliable” level presented at the top of the reliabilty legend and the tables where the
Green/“Reliable” level was displayed first for the Geographic Comparison tables. The
fixation durations were similar overall.
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Table 16: Fixation Durations (sec): Red/Not Very Reliable First Versus
Green/Reliable in Legend for Geographic Comparison Tables

AOI Red First (E1,E3) Green First (E2,E4)
Geographical Area 4.71 6.10
Column Headings 1.51 1.34
Information Icon 0.00 0.05
MOE 6.17 5.68
Percent 7.30 8.25
Reliability 16.81 15.65
Table Information 2.11 3.07
Table Source 0.01 0.16
Top Links 0.79 1.01
Top Tabs 0.38 0.33
View Table Notes 0.65 0.82
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6.2 Heatmaps

Heatmaps are visualization tools that show where participants looked most often on a
stimulus, in this case the data tables. This section provides a heatmap for each of the
tables. Overall, participants’ eyes are drawn most to the color–coded columns and row
descriptions (data descriptions).4

Data Profile Tables

For tables A1, A3, and A4, the participants looked at the column headers, but the
participants who saw the A4 table did not read them very carefully. The participant
who saw the A2 table did not read the table’s title, while the participants in every
other Data Profile Table condition did. This may be due to individual differences,
since only one person saw the A2 table.

Figure 2 shows the heatmap for Table A1, Figure 3 shows the heatmap for Table A2,
Figure 4 shows the heatmap for Table A3, and Figure 5 shows the heatmap for Table
A4. Comparing Tables A1 and A2, the heatmap for A1 shows that participants look
at the margin of error more than in the heatmap for A2, especially in the Ancestry
section at the end of the table. The color–coded reliability indicator may have been
attracting additional attention to the right side of the table. Participants looked at the
relationship section more for table A2 than in A1 (e.g., the section is “hotter”). The
color–coded reliability column could have helped participants track the rows across,
requiring the participants with the A2 table to more carefully follow the row. Partici-
pants for Table A2 also looked at the column headers more than those for A1.

Comparing Tables A3 and A4, the heatmap of the columns near the color–coded reli-
ability column in A3 appear “hotter” than those in A4, which also occurred in Table
A1 more than Table A2. Again, the colors may attract additional attention to that
section of the table.

Participants did appear to read the Data Reliability Indicator description in the legend.
Similar reading patterns were found for tables A3, A4, B4, C2, E3, and to a certain
extent, B3 and E4.

4It is important to note that some tables only had one participant view them. Therefore, strong conclusions
about differences in the heatmaps cannot be made.
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Figure 2: Heatmap for Table A1, Two Participants
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Figure 3: Heatmap for Table A2, One Participant
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Figure 4: Heatmap for Table A3, Three Participants
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Figure 5: Heatmap for Table A4, Two Participants
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Selected Population Profile Tables

Figure 6 shows the heatmap for Table B1, Figure 7 displays the heatmap for Table B2,
Figure 8 shows the heatmap for Table B3, and Figure 9 displays the heatmap for Table B4.
Across all of the conditions but B4, the participants looked at the column headers. The
participant who did not read the column headers could have had greater confusion during
the session during the tasks that require a response from the “Two or More Races” column.
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Figure 6: Heatmap for Table B1, One Participant
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Figure 7: Heatmap for Table B2, One Participant
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Figure 8: Heatmap for Table B3, One Participant
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Figure 9: Heatmap for Table B4, One Participant
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Subject Tables

The participants who saw the wide Subject Tables did not read the right side of the table.
In order to see this area, participants would have had to scroll horizontally to the right.
The requirement of horizontal scrolling goes against the commonly held usability principle
to avoid horizontal scrolling whenever possible.
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Detailed Tables

There were similar fixation patterns for both D1 and D2, which indicates that the participants
who saw these tables interacted with them in a similar fashion. The main difference was
that the color-coded reliability columns drew more fixations to the estimate columns in D1
than the non-color coded estimate columns in D2.

Figure 12: Heatmap for Table D1, Two Participants

Figure 13: Heatmap for Table D2, One Participant
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Geographical Comparison Tables

Overall, the fixation patterns were similar for all of the Geographical Comparison Tables.
The participant in E3 did not look at the margin of error often, but participants across the
conditions and tables differed widely when looking at the margin of error. Differences in
duration of fixation on margin of error may also depend on how long they spent trying to
identify what the reliability or margin of error was determined by.

Figure 14: Heatmap for Table E1, One Participant
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Figure 15: Heatmap for Table E2, One Participant
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Figure 16: Heatmap for Table E3, One Participant
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Figure 17: Heatmap for Table E4, One Participant
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6.3 Summary

The participants’ response to the data reliability indicators was mostly positive, as it was
for the first two rounds of testing. However, there was some confusion about the indicator.
For instance, some participants confused the concept of statistical reliability with a lack of
confidence in the source or quality of the data or had trouble interpreting what “Somewhat
Reliable” really meant.

In terms of whether the data reliability legend is displayed above the table or behind a link,
“Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable” is listed first, or whether it is color–coded, the usability
goals were met for accuracy of responses and users satisfaction for all of the conditions
(although the goal was not met for all data products). However, the efficiency goal was not
met for several of the table types.

Overall, it appears that participants can use the tables equally well whether or not the
indicator has color–coding, has a legend above the table or behind a link, or whether the
“Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable” indicator is listed first in the legend. Participants can
use the tables with about equal efficiency whether it is color–coded or not and whether
“Reliable” or “Not Very Reliable” is listed first. However, the tables with the legend placed
above the table had scores that were 30 seconds longer than the scores for the tables with
the legend placed behind a hyperlink.

when asked for their preference during debriefing, most participants in the text–only (i.e.,
no color–coding) conditions indicated that they would prefer the color–coded version .

Many participants had trouble tracking estimates across the table, reading the small text,
and interpreting the meaning of “Somewhat Reliable.”

As with the previous rounds of testing, there was a general sense of confusion about the
meaning of “reliability” and what the cut–offs for the different levels of reliability were.
Since none of the participants with the legend behind the link actually clicked on the link
during testing, none of these participants saw the legend.5 It is unclear whether this would
have been beneficial to them or not.

5One participant with the legend located above the table clicked on this link.
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7 Appendix A: Tables

The longer tables that scrolled down vertically have been broken up into three sections (called
Top, Middle, and Bottom for the relative vertical position of the sections) for increased
legibility.

Figure 18: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A1): Top
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Figure 19: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A1):
Middle
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Figure 20: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A1):
Bottom
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Figure 21: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A2):
Top
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Figure 22: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link
(A2):Middle
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Figure 23: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Behind a Link (A2):
Bottom
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Figure 24: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A3):Top
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Figure 25: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A3):
Middle
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Figure 26: Data Profile Table with Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A3):
Bottom
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Figure 27: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A4):
Top
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Figure 28: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A4):
Middle
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Figure 29: Data Profile Table with No Color–Coding and the Legend Above the Table (A4):
Bottom
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Figure 30: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Top
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Figure 31: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Top Middle
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Figure 32: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Bottom Middle
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Figure 33: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Red First
in the Legend (B1): Bottom
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Figure 34: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Top
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Figure 35: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Top Middle
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Figure 36: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Bottom Middle
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Figure 37: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Behind a Link and Green First
in the Legend (B2): Bottom
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Figure 38: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Top
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Figure 39: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Top Middle
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Figure 40: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Bottom Middle
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Figure 41: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Red First
in the Legend (B3): Bottom
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Figure 42: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Top
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Figure 43: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Top Middle
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Figure 44: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Bottom Middle
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Figure 45: Selected Population Profile Table with the Legend Above the Table and Green
First in the Legend (B4): Bottom
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Figure 48: Detailed Table with Color–Coding (D1)
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Figure 49: Detailed Table with No Color–Coding (D2)
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Figure 50: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Behind Link and Red First in the
Legend (E1)
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Figure 51: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Behind Link and Green First in the
Legend (E2)
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Figure 52: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Above Table and Red First in the
Legend (E3)
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Figure 53: Geographical Comparison Table with Legend Above Table and Green First in
the Legend (E4)
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8 Appendix B: Tasks for All Tables

The tasks and their associated answers are included below.

Figure 54: Tasks Part 1
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Figure 55: Tasks Part 2
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Figure 56: Tasks Part 3
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Figure 57: Tasks Part 4
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Figure 58: Tasks Part 5
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Figure 59: Tasks Part 6
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Figure 60: Tasks Part 7
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Figure 61: Tasks Part 8
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Figure 62: Tasks Part 9
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Figure 63: Tasks Part 10
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Figure 64: Tasks Part 11
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Figure 65: Tasks Part 12
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Figure 66: Tasks Part 13
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Figure 67: Tasks Part 14
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Figure 68: Tasks Part 15
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9 Appendix C: General Protocol

Figure 69: Protocol Part 1
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Figure 70: Protocol Part 2
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10 Appendix D: Consent Form

Figure 71: Consent Form
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11 Appendix E: Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Com-
puter Use and Internet Experience

Figure 72: Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Computer Use and Internet Experience
Part 1
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Figure 73: Questionnaire on Statistical Experience, Computer Use and Internet Experience
Part 2
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12 Appendix F: Satisfaction Questionnaire (QUIS)

Figure 74: Satisfaction Questionnaire
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13 Appendix G: Task Difficulty Survey

The task difficulty survey was tailored for each type of table. Only the task difficulty survey
for the Data Profiles Tables are shown here to conserve space.
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Figure 75: Data Profiles Task Difficulty Part 1
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Figure 76: Data Profiles Task Difficulty Part 2
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14 Appendix H: Debriefing Questions

Figure 77: Debriefing Questions
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15 Appendix I: Satisfaction Questionnaire Comments, Usability
Issues with the ACS Tables, and Participant Comments

Comments about the ACS Data Tables from QUIS Satisfaction Survey

Data Profiles

• A1: Typeface too small, need down arrow (scroll arrow) on the right.

• A2: It would be useful to have the column names frozen so they still appear on the
screen when you scroll down.

• A3: Too much data on one table, font size too small.

• A4: The tables are very small for data recognition , they should be enlarged to make
the data easier to see. I do like the fact that each line is an alternating gray white,
that makes it easier to decipher each line of data.

• A4: Get rid of tables all together. Use search options. Google seems to be able to do
this, why can’t the government?

• A4: Grey/White is boring - blue lines or color shift when shift (color bar) when shift
categories [note: participant meant the bolded row headers].

Selected Population Profiles

• B4: Print on screen was very small. Persons with not so good visual acuity may have
difficulty locating column data. Otherwise, I would use the ACS Tables for future
work/research.

Subject Tables

• C1: Should include an index or key that describes what the column headings mean,
particularly those w/ the same name and different information (e.g., margin of error
being presented in seemingly different ways). Note: The legend was behind the link for
this participant.

Detailed Tables

• D1: It takes more than a few moments to become acclimated to the layout of the
information to ascertain what is where. Otherwise it was an okay read.

• D2: Clearly, a learning curve will occur and help.
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Usability Issues with the Tables

Some usability issues with the ACS data tables themselves were found during testing. They
are included as an appendix, since they are not directly related to the data reliability indi-
cator being tested. The descriptions associated with specific comments (i.e., Irish Ancestry
Question) refer to the tasks, which can be found in Appendix B.

• Width of the tables

As in the first and second rounds of testing, participants reported that they had trouble
tracking the correct estimate across the screen because the description of the estimate
(left–most column) was so wide. The subject tables (C1 and C2) are especially wide
and the data reliability columns make it even wider. Figures 78 and 79 clearly show
that the participants who saw these tables did not look much at the right–most part
of the table, and neither one fixated on the “View Table Notes” link. Users may have
difficulty with reporting the correct estimates because they lose track of the column
as they scroll horizontally across the table. Participants also had a problem with the
MOE being separated from its estimate due to the reliability indicator. One participant
accidentally tried to calculate the MOE with the percent estimate column due to the
order until she realized her mistake. Participant 9 said, “I lost track of my columns
again” and “I wonder if there’s a way to highlight the row to find out where I am
supposed to be.”

More than one participant reported incorrect estimates because they failed to track
the correct row across the table. This is an issue with the tables themselves that may
be out of scope for this study, but could result in data users incorrectly reporting
estimates in news articles, papers, official reports, etc.

Figure 78: Heat Map of Subject Table with the Legend Behind a Link (C1)

“Two or More Races” Column in the Selected Population Profile Tables (High Priority)

Participants that used the Selected Population Profile tables for this study had trouble
finding the “Two or More Races” column for the first task that required its use. Each
participant looked at the row names repeatedly before realizing that there was a separate
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Figure 79: Heat Map of Subject Table with the Legend Above the Table (C2)

column for this category. Participant 4 commented halfway through the testing session, “Oh
I just saw it, the two or more races column.” Participant 5 said, “So now I’m reading over
the table heading again, selected populations profile in Anytown USA, the total population
of two or more races. I’m finding that confusing because the table has the total population
which presumably refers to the total population of Anytown, and then in the fourth column
two or more races.” Participant 6 did not see the separate column until the last task (Task
8) and then said, “I see two or more races here now at the top.”

Comments are paraphrased unless they appear in quotation marks.

15.1 Dry Run

The short descriptions used in this section refer to the tasks that can be found in Appendix
B.

Get Your Degree: “See, I have to keep scrolling up this column ’cause I don’t know what
this is. Margin of error, percent. There’s two margin of errors, and reliability, I have no clue.”

Irish embassy question: “I think this is the reliability column.”

“I’m trying to figure out why there’s two reliability and margin of error columns. I don’t
know if I’m looking at the right thing.”

Danish embassy question: “I don’t know what kind of scale this is on. Not reliable somewhat
reliable, whatever.”

What do you think about the ancestry data: “I’m seeing a lot of not very reliable notes
right here, so I’m thinking that the information located here isn’t really reliable. I would
probably be reluctant to accept the estimates that are given here.”
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Comments: Do you think it’s an obvious place where people would look for a legend under
table notes? “No I would’ve clicked here [on margin of error column header].”

“These [row headers] aren’t really distinct”

“If I scroll down here, I can’t remember what the column headings were, so that was annoy-
ing, ’cause then I have to scroll back up and then figure out where I was at before and come
back down here. So it would’ve been nice if the column headings were still there.”

“And then I can’t figure out how it’s organized [talking about indentations]. I see total
households, and then it’s like indented, and I’ve been trying to figure out this goes with
this, and does this goes under this, and these both go underneath here? I don’t know, the
organization is really not that clear, as far as the subcategories. And then there’s a space
here. I guess this is still under households by type, why is there a blank line,? Why are
these separated?”

“I didn’t know what kind of scale it [reliability] was on.”

“These headings don’t really pop out, so I think just making these distinct, grouping them
together, some kind of bolded box around it. I wasn’t able to easily distinguish between
different categories listed here.”

15.2 Participant 1 - A1

“It’s a little blurry ’cause my eyes aren’t the best.”

Irish Ancestry question: “The column labels are gone so I need to scroll back up to see what
they are.”
Demographer at a local university: “For the most part it doesn’t look very reliable, in terms
of, because of the red um boxes.”

“Though I guess what I’m thinking is that I would like to know a little bit more about how
they came up with the reliability statistics, just to confirm that it would be in a similar way
I would make that assessment.”

Danish embassy question: “I would probably visit that ACS Reliability.com website to learn
more about it [reliability].”
Mayor question: “The estimate is not very reliable, yeah that red box is really getting me.”
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Comments: “There isn’t a definition of how they constructed it, and so my confidence in
my own ability to interpret data um makes me think maybe they include something else in
their reliability measure that just isn’t standard affair.”

15.3 Participant 2-A3

“I don’t know how I feel about it, as someone who understand generally statistics, it’s nice
to have something that’s color coded, so I don’t have to think about this. But it’s a simple
mathematic formula, I guess your doing standard deviation / mean.”

15.4 Participant 3-A4

“ I don’t know exactly what that MOE is, I’m assuming +/- 641.”

“And that the MOE is 2.5, now I don’t know if that’s a percentage, I assume that’s a per-
centage, could be + or -”

“Probably, I think that I would be more inclined to tell them if the data looked to be not
very or not reliable. Somewhat reliable to reliable I would probably mention it in passing. I
trust what’s shown on the computers, so I’m probably a bit over-trusting when it comes to
data.”

“I think a lot of the top tables need to be carried down with it all the way to the bottom of
the table so you don’t have to scroll back and forth to see what your data is.”

“The table is going make me go cross-eyed eventually, it’s very small.”

“In terms of reliability it seems there’s a lot of unreliability data, but it’s useless.”

“Unreliable stuff makes life more difficult.”

“Ooh I like that better, mostly because it’s easier to read.” [when shown a color table]

“And it shows red, not very reliable it makes it a lot faster.” [when talking about the an-
cestry Danish vs. Portuguese question]..
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15.5 Participant 4-B1

“The font size is really small.”

“I see the colors.”

Fuel, Two or More Races: “Oh I just saw it, the two or more races column.”

“The way it’s pulled out, the two or more races column, you wouldn’t think it would be in
that column, because it’s also a row. I wouldn’t think to find it in a column.”

P4, Task 4. “What differs reliable and somewhat reliable? Scale needed on the bottom.”

Boss wants to know: “Yeah I would say it’s that the data is much more reliable, well I don’t
know if it’s much more reliable, but the data is considered reliable. And it’s only somewhat
reliable. Still now that I think about it , it seems really vague, like what does that mean?
Somewhat reliable? What makes it reliable versus somewhat reliable? It would nice if there
was some type of range, to give me an idea what that really means. A scale or something,
at the bottom. I can’t really have much confidence in saying something is somewhat reliable
or not very reliable in this case.”

P4, Task 5. Row with percents is confusing with numbers.

Reliability table is confusing.

Disability, two or more races: “Ok, so it’s under disability status.” [thought it was some-
where else]

“The list what the disability, it makes me think that, the line above it is not the disability, but
it’s the same number, the one below it is just a percent of the population. That’s confusing.”

“And the data is reliable for this case, but I look at the percent and the percent for two or
more races is somewhat reliable, isn’t it just the calculation from the base of the population?
So that’s confusing.”

“The reliability column is confusing.”
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P4, Task 7. “I would want to click on something to read why is this reliable.”

High Income: “If I could click on something, just to read why, why is this reliable?”

Comments:

“I did, I also tried to click on reliability. ’Cause sometimes, especially when it’s blue I
thought that I would be able to sort based on that. Um, and I thought that maybe there
would be a pop up saying ‘reliability is this.’

“Maybe It’s just the title, view table notes. Maybe if it were like view table definitions or
something like that. That would make me think that, ok, this means they are explaining
something on the table. A table note, makes me think that oh it’s just something like I can
save my notes.”

“I rated it as a 5 because it’s usable, but honestly I don’t think my I don’t think this would’ve
been any different than opening a book.”

“This use hasn’t been enhanced by the Web at all.”

“It was hard to find [the definition of reliability].”

“Make the headings stand out more. I know it’s in all caps but some starts to blur after a
while. I mean it’s not consistent, sometimes its gray.”

“Can’t tell how reliability is measured.”

Don’t know what they base that on. Recommends having a general sentence about statisti-
cal reliability followed by more detailed information for statistics experts.

Novices may not care, but understand what reliable means in a general sense if next to a
statistical cue.

Somewhat reliable is too vague.
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15.6 Participant 5-B2

P5, Task 0: “The font on the table is really small.”

“The second thing I notice are the reliability indicators and the different colors that are
highlighted. And I’m not sure if I like that or not. I guess I do find that to be helpful.”

“Just because it jumps out at you right at the beginning, and so I don’t see the data first.
It’s like I don’t have to look at the data to determine myself if it’s reliable. Like someone
else is just telling me that. Which is good for the average user I guess. But the colors did
jump out at me.”

“Well now thinking about it, they seem to correlate with streetlights, green being go ahead,
it’s very positive. Yellow is somewhat mediocre, and red is not at all good or stop. So I
guess that makes intuitive sense to me.”

“It’s difficult to look at the table because it’s so long and the subject headings besides being
capitalized aren’t really emphasized or highlighted in anyway so it’s hard to tell when your
looking at a new piece of data. I think, for me it would be easier if the subject headings
were highlighted in a different color. And if you can search within the table or a subject
specifically.”

P5, Task 2: “This is where I would like to have a find search so I could immediate scroll
to education, or be immediately be taken to it as opposed to having to scroll through the
whole document.”

“And then now I’m looking next to reliable, it says this number is .6 and I think that’s the
margin of error but again I would have to scroll all the way up to the top of the table to find
that. Which I find to be rather annoying. Oh no see I gave you the wrong answer because I
was looking at the 13 percent was the total population, so I actually need to be looking in
the 4th column.”

“I would prefer to see on the table is the uh, column headings to scroll down the table as I
scroll down the table so I don’t make that same kind of mistake again by reading the wrong
column.”

P5, Task 3: Table title is misleading/confusing: Total population and 2 or more races.
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“So now I’m reading over the table heading again, selected populations profile in Anytown
USA, the total population of two or more races. I’m finding that confusing because the table
has the total population which presumably refers to the total population of Anytown, and
then in the fourth column two or more races.” Note: P5 mixed up two or more reliability
column with total population, as well as estimate with percent occasionally.

Comments: “Font was too small, too much information on the table, had to scroll down so
much.”

“I would want the subject headings ..participant read column headers scroll down with you
or at least have them at the top of every subject, like sex and age so you remember what
your looking at in each of the columns.”

“I wouldn’t have gone to view table notes to learn about reliability.”

“I think the reliability thing is important enough to have it as a separate thing. The casual
observer probably doesn’t need to know +/- parentheses but they would want to know what
the definition of reliability is or at least that would help them analyze the data.”

“So I guess I would expect to see it somewhere on the top, and I would prefer to have it not
be something you would have to click on.”

“One thing I would like to see, just for usability purposes to be able to minimize some of
these columns if you don’t need them or want to look at them.’

“Yeah, I mean I like It [reliability], but I didn’t know what it actually meant.”

“I guess they had a high enough response rate to know that it would be a consistent statistic.”

“But then again that’s why I think reliability should be defined just right on top as opposed
to something you have to click on.”

“Not very reliable [indicator] is most helpful.”

15.7 Participant 6-B4

P6 had trouble finding two or more races column (kept referring to the two or more races row
value which is 3.1 percent). As a result many of the participant’s responses are incorrect.
Task 8: “I see two or more races here now at the top.”

Colors are universal, “I love the colors, I’m a color person. I love it.”
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Comments:

Had some difficulty understanding logic of the problem

Public should be able to use this table, color coding helps.

15.8 Participant 7-C1

P7, Task 0. The two reliability columns confused the participant. Labeled the same not sure
what the difference is.

“The first thing I notice would be the color scheme, red, yellow, and green shaded boxes.”

“I would assume red is bad and green is good, and yellow is neutral. And by looking at it
that’s somewhat right cause it says red is not very reliable so I assume the source of the data
is not the best.”

“Although it is a little confusing that there’s two different columns for reliability that don’t
have the same information. I guess one’s a percentage and one’s a...Actually I’m not sure
what the difference is.”

Task 4. “So it’s kinda difficult with such a long with so many columns to keep track of,
which row you want to focus on.”

P7, Task 6. in reference to table width. “...difficult to go back and forth here with the way
this is setup.”

“The transportation data is not very reliable and the education data is somewhat reliable
but it’s difficult to use it to make any determination about the answer they’re both pretty
subjective, I don’t know the threshold between somewhat and not very or what that means
in terms of numbers, especially when the two numbers are close together. Oh I guess I can
saywell I guess that’s why, the transportation data has a higher margin of error, I guess
that’s why it’s not very versus somewhat. But I’m still not exactly sure about what type of
index or what those numbers mean in later columns for margin of error oppose to beginning
where it seems to be a whole number.”

Comments: “I think the use of color is always good in terms of making things clear and
helping people focus. So it quickly alerts you to I guess the type of info like how good the
information is. I honestly looked at that before I even saw what the table was for.”

“This is the way I would expect this type of data to be displayed.”

“I guess.. it seems subjective, so if there were some of key or index that had even if it was a
numeric range like things with a MOE of 0 to 5 are considered reliable, even though I don’t
necessarily know what that means. But it would give it some sort of qualifying description,
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it seems like anyone could’ve just drawn a line and say that’s reliable and that’s not reliable
and I have no idea where that line is drawn or how or why.”

“They seem to represent different things with the same column heading”(referring to headers
like MOE, or reliability).

Perhaps adding an abbreviated description could add some clarification.

Explain columns like MOE.

“When looking at it without any other information I don’t know what that means.”

Recommended placing “reliable first because w/o color it doesn’t make sense to people.”

15.9 Participant 8-C2

P8, Task 0. Looking at areas that are highlighted, then subjects, then industry. Thinking
about what this is telling me.

P8, Task 3. Did not realize that table scrolled horizontally.

P8, Task 6. Looked for way to modify it so she didn’t have to keep scrolling. Tried “modify
it” and other links.

15.10 Participant 9-B3

P9, Task 1, Would Control+F and look for 18-24.

P9, Task 3. After clicking on view table notes the P commented that there was no discussion
of household or individuals.

Tried clicking on the 2 or more races column.

P9, Task 4. Mentioned having to scroll back up to find column.
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P9, Task 5. “I lost track of my columns again” “I wonder if there’s a way to highlight the
row” to find out where I am suppose to be.
Comments: Scrolling columns, width too much, heading disappears, too wide and too long.

Subheadings don’t jump out that much.

15.11 Participant 10-D1

P10, Task 0. Did not mention color/reliability.
Comments: Looked for legend, something to make sense.

15.12 Participant 11-D2

P11, Task 0. “Print is fairly small.”

P11, Task 4. “Trouble tracking rows across”.

P11, Task 5. “Would probably use the mouse to help me stay on a horizontal plane.”

15.13 Participant 12-E1

P12, Task 0: “The first thing that my eyes are drawn to is the coloring.” probe: what do
you think the colors represented: “Just good data versus bad data or the strength of the
information.”

“I was just thinking that um might be uh if it is suppose to represent the strength then
maybe uh like a bar or uh a color code expressing intensity more linearly instead of just
color coding.”

P12, Task 1: “I’m not looking at the MOE or the percent. I’m just letting the reliability
column do the thinking for me.”

“Actually, now I...I’m just thinking through this, I actually don’t know if the percent column
has to do with the reliability. But if it did I would take County A and County Y” Because
I would make an arbitrary cut-off, like above 10 percent. But again I’m not sure what that
percent column has to do with” (Don’t know what percent column has to do with reliability
[participant seems to think percent is related to reliability, not the estimate.])

“Oh you know what, since the colors are so dramatic, I’m just realizing that I didn’t even
read the title on this page which is pretty bad” [non verbal behavior: shaking head]
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“I guess it just shows you jump to reading things that pop out.”

“I’m not sure I’d have that so colorful then um maybe it’s my.. just looking at the title.”

P12, Task 2: “I think that I would probably not recommend this but something that would
be useful to see again would be um the strength represented as a percentage or something.
So that I could um kind of see whether or not.”

“I think on this page it would be helpful to have a descriptive of the margin of error for um
as a refresher for people who haven’t had statistics in a while.”

“I would not recommend because I don’t understand um how close um the somewhat reliable
versus the reliable um are, in relation to one another.”

Comments:
“This could be the way I look at things, I was so distracted by like getting into this and
looking at the red, and green, and yellow, and those being almost so obvious I actually didn’t
even look at what the title was first thing.”

“I would probably need.. I think I put this in my notes, just a description of like almost
what each of the columns mean, related to the entire ...”

“I don’t know why I did not [click on View Table Notes].. it’s like I thought about it but
then I just thought oh they’re not clickable.”

“I don’t really see anywhere else that it says anything else about this [the reliability legend].”

“On all of them [tasks] I just find myself going percent, margin of error, not really under-
standing how they relate to reliable.”

15.14 Participant 13-E2

Task 0, “I’m a little confused as to what the reliability factor pertains to.” Probe: What are
you confused about? “The reliability of what? The data itself? What being reliable as far as
the percentages, are we looking at the margin of error, like what does the reliability factor
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pertain to, that data is not very reliable based on what, or it’s very reliable but what are we
basing that on, the reliability factor?”

Task 2, “Looking at counties D and E on the table, county D indicates their data is somewhat
reliable, and county E indicates their data is very reliable, based on these two factors I would
recommend that they add the percentages together, because again the reliability factor for
D, although it is somewhat reliable, I would be confident enough to know that average or
that percentage does have, as the table indicates, a small margin of error.”

Comments: “So reliable means to me that the data is very reliable, somewhat reliable there’s
a margin of error, and not very reliable means no that data’s not very reliable at all.”

“I thought it would’ve be useful to have a definition for the reliable, the not very reliable,
and the somewhat reliable. It makes it a little bit difficult to understand if all the data is
being pulled from the same source what makes.. or my assumption is all the data is being
pulled from the same source, what makes one category more reliable than another.”

“As I’m reading through this, by clicking on that link [view table notes], that still would
not have given me a better understanding of what a reliability the reliability columns really
refers to.”

Probe: What would you expect to see define reliability? “I would expect um reliable to say,
reliable means 100 percent of the data is consistent or factual. Somewhat reliable being
90 percent of the data 80 percent of the data is factual, and not very reliable so I would
like to see some type of number associated with the ranges of reliability and not very reliable.”

“I felt to me that the margin of error was a little bit confusing as far as how it related to
let’s say for example the reliability factor. So when I’m looking at one of the categories or
one of the columns that specifically says that this is not very reliable, however there’s a 50
percent margin of error, that doesn’t really give me a good indication as to whether or not
that data is indeed very reliable at all or there’s that... there’s a little bit of interpretation
that could be made on that. So I don’t really think the margin of error column is that useful
to be honest with you.”

“I think it all goes back to the reliability column, it’s very difficult to determine whether
or not this data is accurate, and if it’s not accurate, the not very reliable column meaning
what? So those percentages aren’t accurate at all? So therefore, why are they even there? ”

“And how are we differentiating between reliable and not very reliable, what is the source
of that data?”
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15.15 Participant 14-E3

P14, Task 0: “Um, I guess the reliability column because it’s really bright and sort of stands
out.”

“I’m assuming this means um how reliable the estimates are, given the uh...I guess given the
standard errors.”

P14, Task 6. “And it says that 0 percent travel to work by public transportation, but it also
says that the estimate is not very reliable, so I guess I’m not sure um I guess you can’t really
tell by the table without knowing why the estimate isn’t reliable, so that’s my final answer
that I don’t know.”

Comments: “I noticed, I just wrote down I remember seeing that there was a reliability
definition like up here somewhere, but I didn’t really use it, I guess it would’ve helped.”

Why do you think it didn’t stand out? “I don’t know, because I felt like that the focus was
here [the columns] maybe if there was an asterisk next to the reliability column, maybe I’m
just lazy. It just seems like it’s so far away, even the title seems disconnected.”

15.16 Participant 15-E4

P15, Task 0. Would go to website to learn more about reliability.

P15, Task 1A. Generally want reliable data, somewhat reliable data if more information was
given.

P15, Task 2. Reliabilities are close enough to include together.

P15, Task 3. The participant seemed to equate MOE with reliability. “MOE is very small so
it’s very reliable.” (The participant also went out of bounds for this question, mentioning
that the two counties could be using two different forms of public transportation).

Note: For Task 4 and Task 5, the participant subtracted the estimate from the MOE to
confirm it met the requirement for the answer, despite the estimate being reliable.

Comment: Dunno how confident because there’s no info on what reliability means

15.17 Participant 16-A2

P16, Task 0. It’s detailed
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P16, Task 2. Helpful if names of fields [column headers] were pushed down so she didn’t
have to keep scrolling.

P16, Task 4. The participant reported true, but not very reliable [report w/ a caveat]. The
correct response on this task was not true.

Comments: Reliability legend behind link “no, not really helpful.”

Wanted more information about MOE.

15.18 Participant 17-A1

P17, Task 0. Typeface too small.

“You’ve got these lovely green, yellow, red categories defining reliability instead of giving
margins of errors.”
P17, Task 2. “I can’t see the [column] heading here so I don’t know.”

“I should be able to see these headers no matter how far down I go, ok?”

Comments:
“I didn’t look at the definition of reliability but I know the definition of reliability. I don’t
see the definition of reliability here [looking at table, clicked reliable column heading] it’s
not there.”

“Type face is too small.”

“I don’t think the definition of what’s defined as reliable, somewhat, and not very. I want
to know statistically what it is, before I decide whether I use it.”

“For what I sometimes call library users, casual users, this is probably a good idea, but it’s
making decisions for the users, where as I like to make my own decisions, I’m not typical,
far more experienced with advanced statistics than the average person.”

Probe: But for the average person do you think it would be helpful? “Yeah, it’s better than
margin of error, they don’t understand that. It just confuses them. But the definition should
be you know readily available.”
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“I know what margin of error, sampling error is, but I don’t know what’s being considered
reliable versus somewhat versus not very here. And the other thing is that it’s better to
collapse categories than make the reliability higher, cause the level of detail is beyond what
most people need anyhow.”

15.19 Participant 18-A3

P18, Task 0. Trusts in Census that it [data] is reliable. -¿ Green is reliable -¿ Reliability is
near MOE?

When it shows not very reliable you can’t really use estimate.

Small font, hard to read.

A lot of colors.

Looks like an excel table with small font.

Now looking at what it is [ACS survey]

P18, Task 2. Looked at US citizenship and Language spoken first before settling on ancestry
data (Expected to see Ancestry data there?)

Note: Participant had to re-check column headers to make sure he was looking at the per-
centage column.

P18, Task 7. The thing that stands out is all the red.

So many numbers for heritage that are not reliable.

Could also look at somewhat reliable [data], could use for research if reliability is kept in
mind.

Comments about the overall table (at this point):

Would’ve brought glasses if he knew table font is this small.
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Shades of gray and white are helpful.

Color stands out.

P18, Task 8. Estimates say true but reliability and MOE says no.

Would report no, or yes with reliability warning. Can’t draw conclusions based on estimate.

Comment:
Not familiar with CV, stat class was ages ago.

Not visually appealing.

Legend doesn’t define what not very reliable means.

Most people wouldn’t visit ACS reliable website.

Clear definition of what each reliability is.

15.20 Participant 19-A4

P19, Task 0. Noticed reliability legend, keywords, reliable, not reliable estimates, and lots
of replications in columns.

“There’s a lot of replication in terms of columns.” [referring to column headers for estimates
and percentages]

Task1: “Oh I’m sorry this is Anytown, the total population of Anytown, that is one thing
I missed before so, I wasn’t actually sure what this city was, but yeah I would, since it is
Anytown.”

P19, Task 2. “That’s one thing that is really actually a little annoying is that you have the
titles of the chart at the top, but if I scroll down then I might not actually remember every
single title for every single column and so I have to go all the way back up to see estimate
and what not.”
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P19, Task 3. “Again I don’t really know what that reliability means, I don’t know if there’s
a p-value you can put in there or what not, um test of significance but I guess I would say it
is that score but how reliable I don’t know what that metric means. Except I know it lists
some legend, but again there’s no numerical values attached to it.”

“I think before I gave you high school graduate, I mis-read the columns they’re so small they
kinda float together.”

P19, Task 4. Subject had trouble reading across rows, which resulted in him giving the wrong
number (Gave Dutch percentage, not Danish)

“But again we don’t know how reliable that is.”

Task 6. “I would probably just look at different county, and look at percentage which is 5.5
percent, somewhat reliable, we have a margin of error of 2.1, I’d say we could probably do
it but again it depends on what somewhat reliable means.”

P19, Task 7. Very busy (search through a list of ancestries).
Would search through the table using Ctrl + F.
Suggest: Drop down menu where you could choose [ancestries].
Noted estimates, reliable or not, MOE. But in the end stated “Nothing stands out.”
“Honestly, nothing stands out with it, I see the numbers there, it’s just really clunky, and
very very, yeah it’s just clunky so nothing really stands out.”

P19, Task 8. “What I’m thinking is again I guess I hate to say this but it’s extremely ex-
tremely clunky, so I’m thinking why can’t I just do CTRL+F and search or why isn’t there
a search box where I can actually have it pull up. Um I have to go through piece by piece
and find this, and quite frankly it’s just wasting time. And maybe it’s because I’m a child
of Google, but I don’t like searching step by step. I don’t like charts at all, I rather have it
the computer tell me where it’s at. Not to be to harsh on you here.”

“Yeah I would agree with that, well no actually I would not agree with that, it’s not reliable.
But again the first thing I’m looking at is percentages, I look at that not reliable thing
secondly, and I really don’t know what that means, so quite frankly I ignore it for most of
the time. So I’m going guess that you know if I was quickly looking for something unless this
was like something in terms of a masters thesis or a paper I’m writing I probably wouldn’t
really dig to much into that not reliable, not very reliable, and I actually might just take the
2.8 percent for face value because it is from the Census Bureau.”

Comments:
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“Make this into separate sections with some white space between it, because here’s the thing
I’m looking so quickly and there’s so much information coming at me both for a project I
might be working on using the ACS but also with other projects I’m working on or maybe an
idea hits and I open up another browser and look at something for example, that easily and
I do this all the time I’m looking at average family size and I’m accidentally looking at that.”

“There’s a lot depth here but it’s not parsimonious.”

Participant was shown an alternate version of the with color-coding. “That’s a little bit bet-
ter actually, that’s a lot better, just having those colors. But again I don’t know what that
[reliability] means and if I’m doing a study I don’t want to have to go to ACSreliability.com
and again that’s more work for me to have to go through..someone should have a quick link
that has a breakdown of it.

15.21 Participant 20-D1

Comments:
Color coding helps.

Locating information was easy, but had difficulty in interpreting the answer.

View table notes is not helpful (P found link during post-test interview).

Legend sticks out, but not helpful.

Going to link [ACS reliability website] “implies passing the buck.”

Would want to mouse-over or click column [headers].

15.22 Participant 21-A4

P21, Task 0. Noticed gray and white stripes [rows].

Then read title, and noticed reliability legend.

No clue as to what it tells me, it indicates a spectrum.
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Then saw the reliability columns.

Would have to go to ACS reliability website to see how it’s measured.

P21, Task 1. Would have to explain what reliability meant to company.

P21, Task 2. Have to think about what are the different columns (P had to remember what
column headers were?) Would give both estimates but say “we’re confident at whatever
level.”

P21, Task 3. Somewhat reliable makes P wonder why they have somewhat reliable [data].

Comments:
Have a color bar when switching between [row] heading categories.

Should have a footnote of reliability with a notice to see footnote.

Legend indicates reliability matters, but how did you fit things into categories? What does
it mean and what is the cutoff?

Not sure what N means.

Scrolled down and lost top [header] columns.

Put percent sign in MOE percent column.”

Preferred no color in the reliability indicator, “color is intense”.
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